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ANALYS 1 S OF THE APOLLO 
HEAT SHIELD PERFORMANCE 
By Davi d W. Halstead! Richard S. Gaudette, 
Eduardo P. del Casali' and Vladimir Deriugin 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
The one-dimensional CHAD (CHarring Ablation w'ith Diffusion) computer pro-
gram described in this document was developed from the ablation analysis portion 
of the existing Boeing CHA?* program. This was done in support of the analytical 
investigation on the ablation performance of the Apollo vehicle ablation material 
(AVeOAT 5026-39/HC-G). 




Three reaction zones (virgin plastic pyrolysis, silica-carbon reactions, 
and carbon deposition). 
Temperature, composition, and pressure variant thermal conductivity 
and specific heat for the char and virgin plastic. 
3) Variable char density and variable char composition. 
4) Gas specific heat which can be varied with time and composition. 
5) Internal pressure profile determined and gas diffusion calculated. 
6) Erosion rate prediction by the shear recession correlation of reference 1. 
The CHAD ablation model is given the boundary layer conditions as input 
data. The surface heat balance includes surface subl imation and surface combus-
tion terms. The program is written in Fortran 1'\1. ", It is machine independent 
and, as much as pos,g:i;ble, system independent. 
* 
The CHAP program is a combination convective hecting and ablation anqlysis 
program. The abl ation anal ysis portion is commonly call ed the CHARM pro-
gram. Reference 2 describes the CHAP program, and reference 3 descr 








The purpose of the CHAD computer prograrn is to predict the performance of 
charring ablotors with more confidence. It provides on ablation analysis of more 
sophistication than previous programs by including multiple internal reactions ond 
internal diffus.ion. Surface recession is determined and profit es of temperature, 
densities, gas flow rate, internal pressure, and gas concentrations are calculated. 
Assumptions 






1) Virgin material is considered to be a combination of char material and 
decomposable material. The char material is considered to be silica 
and carbon. 
2) Internal radiation may be accounted for in the thermal conductivity 
term. 
3) The thermal conductivity of the ablation material is a I inear combin-
ation of the thermal conductivity of the char material and of the 
decomposabl e material. 
4) The thermal capacity of the ablation material is a I inear combination 





Thermal expansion or contraction is neglected. 
The mass flow rate of the gas equals the amount formed or used up; 
that is, there is no capacity term in the gas flow equation. 
\\ II 
The gas is in thermal equilibrium wHh the solid. 
There is no separately-considered gas thermal conduction. 
The finite-·d,fference equatiO:l1s, which approximate the;: mathematical mod~l, 
use the foil ow i ng assu mptions: 
1) 
)) 
The temperature pf a nodal interface represehts the temperature of 







2) Each half-node may be represented by a single density. 
3) The thermal conductivity at the midpoint between nodal interfaces 
i's a function of the average temperat;,ure and density of the two 
adjacent half-nodes. 
Limitations 
L i mi tations of the C HA D computer program are: 
1) The maximum number of materials for one problem is 10. 
2) The maxi mum number of nodes is 100 and the mini mum is 2. 
3) Char thermal properties and density are the same for all materials. 
4) The maximum number of major nodes'k in the pyrolysis reaction zone 
Is 16. The program, as it operates, will not allow more nodes to 
be included in the pyrolysis reaction zone. It will wait until a 
node is dropped by near E)xhaustion (85%) of decomposable material 
before \tJicking up a deeper node for the rea~tion zone. 
There is some limitation inherent in the problems input to the program. 
Very high surface r'9cession can cause the problem solution to become unstable. 
A rapidly osciHating heating rate to the ablation surface can result in an unstable 
problem solution: In each case above, the problem solutions require small time-
steps for cal culation resul ting in excessive use of computer ti me and, in some 
cases, a computer error stop woul d resul t. 
PROCEDURE 
The following sec,ti'Jns deal wVth the mathematical model used in the CHAD 
computer program. The governing equations and procedure of solution are dis-
cussed. All quantities are in consistent f. p. s. units, unless otherwise noted in 
the text. Most symbols are defined both in the nomenclature and in the immed-
i ate context of the i ruse. 
* Major nodes aie the nodes as input. 
the pyrol ysis reaction zone. 












A frequency factor; area 
B activation temperature 
B* blowing parameter 
cp specific heat 
C j concentration of species 
Ci source (or sink) of species 
D binary diffusivity 
f weight fraction of pyrolysis gas which is deposited as sol id carbon 
dep 
gc gravitational constant 
H heat transfer coefficient 
HT heat of decomposition at temperature T 
k thermal conductivity; specific reaction rate 
K diffusion reduction parameter f eq. (29) 
Keq equil ibrium constant 
m mass flux 
M molecular weight 
n order of reaction 
P pressure 
q heat flux 
4 
Q total heat fl ux 
r radius; reaction rate 
R gas constant 






velocity in y-direction 
mass fraction 
distance 
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The mathematical model represents a simpl ifie~ physical model that will be 
described briefly. The virgin ablation material is considered a porous char filled ~, 
with decomposable material. When the decomposable material is heated, it decom-
poses to form a gaseous product. Eventually on\ y the char remains. The gas flows 
freely toward the heated surface. Within the char, the gaseous ~:vdrocarbons can 
undergo a deposition reaction whi ch resul ts in carbon depositing in the char and f; 
hydrogen gas being formed. The char is assumed to be a combin(ition of carbon 
and sil icc. The carbon and sil ica may react to form gaseous SiO (sil icon monoxide) 
and CO (carbon monoxid~). The char at the surface may subl ime, burn, and erode 
which resul ts in surface recession. Thermal expansion and contraction are neglected. 
Main Governing Equations 
Equation of continuity for the fl ui d. - The simpl ified equation assumes that 
the change in mass fl ux of the gas equals the change in sol i d density; that is, 
there is no capacity term in the gas flow. 
(1) 
Energy equation for the sol i d. - The thermal conductivity of the sol i d inc! udes 
the radiative component. Gaseous conduction is neglected. 
(2) 
For use in the CHAD program, this equation is recast as follows: 
(3) (1 
--oy (k s 
where HT = heat of reection at temperature T, 
. 
= gas flux, m g 
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Diffusion equation. - To determine the concentrations of different gases with-
in the ablation m;-terial, the following equation is used: 






and v = 
o ~ (C. V lIy I 
Convection 
ac. 
I • D. :;-) = C. 
I lIy I 
Diffusion ::.: Source 
concentration of species i, moss per unit voi d vol ume, 
source (or sink) of species i, 
binary diffusity, used as an approximation of diffusivity 
in the mul ticomponent mixture, 
velocity in y-direction 
(4) 
Pressure distribution. - The following modified Darcy equation 
pressure distribution in the porous media: 
is used for the 
where 
and 
r 1 = viscous permeabil ity 
r 2 = inertial permeabil ity. 
(5) 
Equations for thermal and flow properties. - The vlrgm plastic ablation 
material undergoes pyrolysis upon being suffi~lently heated and eventually reduces 
to an irreducibl e char. The properties of thd partiall y decomposed material are 
considered to vary between those of the virgi'o material and those of the char. 
The mathematical model used treats the virgin material as a combination of active 
(decomposabl e) material and irreducibl e char. 
Heat capac ity of the sol i d. - The heat capad ty of the sol i d (p cp s term) 
is solved in terms of the virgin plastic and cha~~;:-properties for the p/rolysis re-
action zone and beyond. The specific heats are considered to be a function of 
temperature and are determined by the following cubic equations: 
(60) 
c = p,char 
E + F 'T + G T2 + 
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In the pyrolysis reaction zone, the char density is hel d constant. The fol-
lowing equation is used for the heat capacity: 
] 
Pac 
( Pchar cp, char)' P - P + VP char 
P char c p, char (7) 
where Pac is 'rne density of the active material, and varies between 
The magnitude of p depends on the extent of decomposition in the region being 
considered. It is zg~o when the material HI completely decomposed and is 
(p - Ph) when decomposition has not yet been initiated. 
Vp c or 
Beyond the pyrolysis reaction zone in the direction of the ablation surface, 
the char density varies because' :of the char 'oeposition ant' sit ica-carbon reactions. 
The heat capacity of the char in this region is determined'as P h c h using 
the c h' found from the cubic equation for the char. c ar p, c or 
p, c ar 
Thermal conductivity of the solid. - The_ th~~;ma~ conductivities of the virgin 
plastic/and of the char are considered to be f\Jnction~ primarily of temperature and 
are determined by the following cubic equations: 
kVp = AVp + BVp T + CvP T2 + DVp T3 
k = A + B T + C T2 + b 'T3 
char char char char char 
The cubic coefficients are part of the input data. The folloi~ving correcfion is 
appl ied to the calcukJted virgin conductivity to take into qpco'unt the effect of 
, r k ] 'I, 
kyp =iJ.6~2 ~P2. 164 n + .~001120 
pressure. 
In the pyrol}lsis reaction ?Zone, the thermal conductivity depends on the 
extent of the decomposition of the virgin material. 
k = (k k)( Pac ) + k 
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Beyond the pyrolysis reaction zone in t~e direction toward the ablation sur-
face, the char conductivity may at times be considered a function of density as 
well as of temperature. (The present documented version of the program is not 
using any variation of char thermal conductivity with density.) Equation (10) is 
still used, if any decomposable material remains. 
Specific heat of the gas. - The specific heat of the gas is considered to be 
a function of temperature only. It is determined by a cubic equation whose cubic 
'c~efficients are included in the input data. 
c p,g 
= A + B T + C T2 + 
9 g g 
( 11) 
Viscosity of the gas. - The viscosity of the gas is determined from the follow-
ing relaHon: 
[ T]0.7 1L g == Il * T* 
Where Il * is the viscosit)' at the reference temperature T*. 
Molecular weight of the gas. - The average molecular weight of the total 
gas is found by the following: 




Porosity of the solid. - The porosity of the virgin plastic or of the material 
in the pyrolysis reaction zone is found by 
--p* (14) 
where ~ = porosity 
and P *== theoretical maximum density of the virgin material. 









where PSiO * == th~oreti cal 
. density of sil ico maximum 
,2 
'and * theoreti cal 
. density of carbon. Pc -- maximum _J~~ _ 
10 
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Permeabil Hies of the sol id. - The viscous and inertial permeabil Hies are 
given by the following relationships 
3 2 
r = {"'k (~) (1 -~ * ) (1 
1 1 f): 1-~ 
T 1.4) 
+ .016 P 
viscous permeabil ity, 
viscous permeabil ity at the reference porosity, 
and ~ * = reference porosity. 
where r 2 = inertial permeability, 
r 2"" = inertial permeability at the reference porosity, 
and ~* = reference porosity, 
Diffusivities of the gases. - The diffusivity for hydrogen through the other 
gases j n ft2/sec is found by --
= 
where 












(30.48)2 P g 
!J ~ 0.877 e -.01B1 (T1r) (1 - .007 ( ri:r)] 






with the gas densHy, based on void vol urne, defi ned as 
..... _.~.-. .. ~ _-=;&1iliiilii===~~~~~~ __ ~-===I!i.\'i(.I!il~" __ iji=d __ ..... -., •• J: 








where ~ mass flux void m = gas per area, 
v 
- average mol ecul or weight of the M = gas, 
p = pressure, 
R - gas constant, 
T = temperature, 
and P g,v = gas density based on void volume 
Reac1'ion equations. - There are three different types of in-depth reactions in 
the obl'oling material which are provided for in the CHAD program. They are the 
vh-gin material decomposition reaction, the carbon deposition reaction, and the 
sit ica-carbon reaction. 
Virgin material decomposition reaction. - The ablation rate of the virgin plas-
tic is assumed to follow an Arrhenius rate law. The ablation rate is 
= 
(24) 
The Arrhenius equation is present in this form since it readil y uses the constants 
available in the literature and since it behaves in a manner compatible with the 
ablation model. A series of two reaction terms is used to represent the decompo-\; 
sition of the active material. 
Carbon deposition reaction. - The carbon deposition reaction uses a Langmuir-
Hinshelwood model. It is 
{ 
2' 2 2} 
4P
H 
Y + [ (P H /K d) - P CH ] z + 4P CH PH yz - 4P CH PH Y z 
2 2 eq, ep 4 4 2 4 2 
mC,dep - 1'}* x [ " ' ] 2 (25) 
1 - P H
2
Y + P CH 4 z ~ 2P CH 4 P H2 yz II 
For more details on this equation, including values of the ~;onstants, see Volvme 1, 
page 23, of th i s report. 
Sil ica-carbon reaction. - An Arrhenius type equation is used for the reaction 
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Ib m SiO 2 reacted per ft -sec where = 
density of sii i co per total vol ume, 
and PSi02,o = initial density of silica 
The reaction constants are part of the input data. 
Surface recession equations. - Surface recession resul ts from surface sub I ima-
tion and combustion and from surface erosion. The combination of these processes 
gives the total surface recession. 
Surface combustion. - The combustion is either reaction-controlled, diffusion-
controlled, or a combination of these. 
Reaction regime. - For the reaction regime (low surface temperatures), the 
combustion rate is determined using an Arrhenius type relationship which is 
n 
. - A[0.21 pJ 
mcomb, R - 2116.2-
-B/T 
e 
For carbon, the constants in this equation are shown in reference 4 to be 
4 4.473 x 10 < A < 
3.8315 x 104 < B < 
8 6.729 x 10 
4 3.9855 x 10 
o < n < 1 
General! y the reaction order n is taken to be 1/2. 
(27) 
Diffusion regime. - For moderate's,;iface temperatures, the diffusion regime 
is the controlling regime. The diffusion controlled combustion rate is (reference 5) 
m = B*",H 
comb,D 
(28) 
The constant B*, called the blowing parameter, is shown in reference 5 for car-
bon to be 
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The blowing parameter B'k is usually determined for a reaction between oxygen and 
a singl e sUlface material. Reference 6, however y performs a simpl ified analysis 
'ihowing nH~ effects of the ablation gases competing with the surface maten'al for 
the oxygen in the boundary layer. After a sl i ght modifi cati on, the resul ts of the 
anal ysis are 




where K is a material property herein called the diffusion redu.ction parameter. 
Thi
1
5 equation indicates that the combustion rate is reduced due to the oxygen in 
the boundary layer reacting in part with the ablation gases rather than entirely 
with the sUlfate. 
Transition regime.·· The transition regime consists of the gradual hansition 
from the reaction regime to the diffusion regime. The ablation rate is shown in 
reference 7 to be 
(30) 
where n is the reaction order. The above equation j!.: used.to define the surface 
combustion rate for all regimes. The heat flux to the swface is increased by the 
amount of surface combustion, which is assumed to be 
cichar, comb = m H char! comb char, comb (31) 
Surface char sublimation. - At high temperatures the char begins subliming. 
Reference 7, which analyzes carbon, shows the subl imation rate to be 
mc~or,sub = A mcomb,D Ll:~.lC e -B/T (32) 
where, for the subl imation of carbon, the constants are 
A = 1.6 x 10
7 
B = 1 . 11 x lOS oR 






As the char surface sublimes, the heat flux to the surface is reduced by the heat 
absorbed in char sublimqtion which is assumeC to be 
. . H 
- m qchar 1 sub - char I sub char, sub 
(33) 
Surface erosion. - A shear removal correlation for the surface recession of the 
Apollo ablation material was deveJoped in a previous NASA contract. For ease 
of anal ytical input this correlation is divided into three straight I ines for use in 
the CHA D program (see Vol ume 1, page 35), and the amount of material lost by 
shear removal is included in the surface recession calculated. 
Ablation surface heating. - The heat fl ux to the surface is the sum of a 
number of indivi dual fl uxes 
~ total flux, qtot = where 
• = unblocked heating to surface, qmisc 
· = heat reradiated by ablation surface, qrad 
· = gas phase combustion, qcomb,gp 
qc, sub = carbon sub I imation, 
· surface combustion, qcomb, s = 
0/ = block i ng factor, 
and · unblocked convective heating. qconv -
Procedure of Sol ution 
The calculation of temperatures is the backbone of the solution. The size 
of the time step and the decision on whether or not to reiterate at a given time 
step is controlled by the amount of deviation between estimated and calculated 
temperatures. 
The one-dimensional heat equation is solved by the implicit Crank-Nicolson 
finite difference method (reference 8). The material properties which are func-
flo_ns of a number of variables, particularly temperature, are determined at a 
temperature which is an average of the 01 d-calculated and the new-estimated tem-
peratures. The variables other than temperature are largely decoupled from each 
other. 
jp' " -5 ·s d 
In the Crank·-Nicolson finite difference procedure, 
..... 
form AT;::: d results where A is a tridiagonal mahix. 
equations is reduced by Gauss elimination. 
The order of sol ution is brief! y: 
a matri x equati on of the 
The set of si mul taneous 
(1) Inter.iol gas pressures are calculated from the modified form of Darcy·s 
equation. 
(2) The gas component concentraHons are separately determined by an impl icit 
finite-difference solution of the diffusion equation. 
(3) T;mperatures and decomposable densities are estimated for the end of the 
time step (j + 1). 
(4) Surface recession is determined. This establ ishes the position of movllig 
nodes at times (i + 1/2) and (; + 1). 
(5) Decomposabl e densities are calcul ated via an Arrhenius type equation. 
Pyrolysis gas rate and pyrolysis reaction heat are found for each node. 
(6) Similarly, the silica-carbon and the carbon deposition reactions are cal-
culated to determine the sit ica and carbon densities, the sources of sil icon 
monoxide and carbon monoxide, and the sink for pyrolysis gas. 
(7) Thermal conductivity and thermal capacity are determined. 
(8) The el emenrs of the tri diagonal matrix for the temperature determi nations 
are calculated (md a'(e reduced by Gauss el imination. 
(9) The hont obI ation surface heat bal ance is cal cui ated. 
(10) Temperatures are calculated from the front to the back. 
(11) If the temperatures estimated agree (within the error criterion) with those 
cal culated, the time step is compl ete. Otherwise, the process from 
step 3 through step lOis repeated. If the process does not succeed i 11 3 
attempts, the time step is reduced in size. 
RESLl TS AND DISCUSSION 
The accuracy of the program is difficul t to verify when it is run wi th ali 
possible complexities, such as reactions, surface recession, and variable thermal 
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The basic one-dimensional sol id thermal conductivity model within the program 
has been verified to give excellent agreement with analytical results determined 
independently for the following cases: 
gas 
1 . Finite slab, constant properties, uniform initial tempera·ture, insulated 
at the rear surface, constant heat fl ux at the front surface. 
2. Finite slab, constant properties, uniform initial temperature, insulated 
at the rear surface, constant temperature at the front surface. 
3. Semi -infi nite sl ab, constant properties, variabl e initial temperature, 
constant temper::::l'ures at both surfaces, one surface which is moving 
with a constant velocity, 
The other parts of the program - those sections where surface recession rates, 
component concentrations, internal and surface reaction rates, and internal 
,. 
" I 
gas oressures and velocities are determined - were checked separately by compar- '-: 
ing l'heir resul ts with expected resul ts. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The CHAD program is based upon the CHAP program which has been used 
successfully for nearly three years. The CHAD program which has been developed 
from it through modification is a very versatne tool for the examination of new 
parameters not previousl y open to examination, such as the effect of permeabil ity, 
diffusivity, char-density changes, char-deposition reaction, and th~ sil ica-carbon 
reaction. It wi II fi nd its greatest initial use in the investigation of these para-
meters. 
Because the contract for which CHAD was developed was a sfudy of the 
Apoll 0 heat shiel d performance, the program is rather specific to this material. 
In addition, because it is a modification of a more general program [and was 
kept compatible with that program (CHAP), so that it might be used as a part of 
it] it contains many parts from CHAP which are not needed in the present CHAD 
program. 
In its present form, CHAD can be considered- as a good basis for arr.~re 
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AI I user supp! ied input is via punched cards. There are two types of data 
cards provided to the program. One type is the standard data cards; the other 
type is a set of block data subj'outine cards. The standard data cards are in the 
order: TITLE, TABLES, MATER~ALS, and INITIAL TEMPERATURE. 
Standard data card input, TITLE. - The first data card is the title card, and 
all information in col umns 1 -72 Q.I1 this card is printed out on the run output. 
Standard data card input, TABLES. - There must be four tables provided. 
Either table 3-1 or table 3-2 is input, not both. The independent variable in 
all cases is ti me. The tabl es must be in the 'order of increasing time except for
 
the last card. The last card, which is notbctually a point of the table, has 
time equal to zero to ,signal the end of the table. From the four tables, the lo
w-
est maximum time is picked for the end problem time. Each of the tab'les can 
have a maximum of 99 data points. The tables are listed below: 
Table Card no. 
---
Card type Format Columns Value 
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- ~-- .. ~.~~- .. 
3-1 SUlface heat 2 to n-1 Table points 4F1O.0 1-10 Time, sec 
flux (Concluded) 11-20 Recovery en-
thalpy Btu/lb 
m 
21-30 Heat transfer 
parameter, 
2 
Ib /ft -sec 
m 




n End F10.0 1-10 0 




2 to n-1 Table points 2F10.O 1-10 Time, sec 
11-20 Temperature, 
OR 
n End FlOrO 1-10 0 
4. Local static pres- 1 Table no. 110 1-10 4 
sure and flow 
condition 
2 to n-1 T abJe points 4F10.0 1-10 Time, sec 
11-20 Local stati c 
pressure, Ibf/ft
2 
21-30 1 • for laminar or 
2. for turbulent 
31-40,; Local shear 2 
stress, Ibf/in 
n End F10.0 t -10 0 
The maxiFhum cal culation time-step control table is used to set the maximum 
time-step that the program may use in the calculation. The print 1'ime-step con
-
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The times that would be printed are 0.,3.,6.,9'/1 10.,60., 100.,400.,1000. 
, Table 3-1, the surface hejat flux table, provides the data for a heat flux drive-
to the ablation surface while Table 3-2, the surface temperature table, provides 
a temperature drive for the ablation surface. Table 4, the local static pressure 
and flow condition table needs no added explanation. 
Standard data card input, MATERIALS and INITIAL TEMPERATURE. - The 
material widths and noding are input by cards in the format shown belQw. T~ey 
are ended by a final .card with a zero for the material number. 
Card no. Card'type 
1 to n-1 Material 
l n End ______ -------1 
Materials are numbered from 1 to 10. The !1'faterial nunib~r must correspond to 
the proper material data in the block data s~)broutine. In the supplied block data 
subroutine Material 1 is AVCOAT 5026-39/HC-G and Material 2 is aluminum 
(2024T3). The order of the material cards must be from back surface to front 
ablation surface. 
The final data card is the initial temperature card: 
Card type Format CQlumns Value 
t--""--------.---~~~-------________ '___ _____ ____, 
Initial temperature F10.4 1-10 Initial temperature 





I j () 
Block data input,'- Material properties, reaction constants, erosion constants, ; 
nodal spacing, and initial temperatures are introduced as data via a block data t 
subrou'tine, BLK 0/[:12. See page 99 for a 'isting of the block data program from the {.' .... =~) } 
sample eases. All cards above the se~~~\ DATA statement card are alrays required ~. I-
20 (' \\ t 
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without change as is the final END card. Data is introduced by the DATA state-
ment cards which have the following format: 
DATA list/d1,d,." .... ,d /, list/d1,d2,k·k d3 , .... ,d I, .... L. n . m 
where 
1 . I ist contains the names of the variables being defined, 
2. dIs ar" ;',',.\e values corresponding to the variables in list, 
and 3. k is an integer constant which indicates the number of times 
the val ue is repeated. 
(Block data subroutines and OAT A statements are a standard part of 
FORTRAN IV) 
The required DATA statemdnts fall into the following groups: 
Material 1 data 
/v\aterial 2 data 
Material J data (J = 1 to 10) 
Char data 
Gas data 
Internal flow and diffusion constants 
Miscellaneous data 
Each grouPI\will be separately considered and described. A sign A is used to 
mark the required da}a values. 
Material J Data 
A ACTENV (I, J), I = 1, n 
... EP'COLV (I, J), 
• REORDV (1, J), 
- 1, 
= 1 l 
./ 
n = 1 to 2 
o Activation temperature ( R) 
Coil ision frequency (l/sec) 
Reaction order 
, ~ 
The above reaction constants are for the pyrolysis reaction of t.he decompos-
able material. Up to 2 simultaneous reactions may"Je used to describe the pyro-
lysis reaction, in which case n = 2, see e'quat~on (24) . 
.It. HOFM (J) Heat of pyrolysis at 536.67 oR (B~u/lbrri) 
... COEFT (I, J), I = 1,4 Cubic coefficients for virgin specific hf,ot ecj'uation 
1\ 
" ... CONST (I, J), I = 1, 4 Cu~ic coefficients for vi~9in conductivity equation 
21 
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The conductivity and specific heat of the virgin material are inserted as a function 
of temperature in the form .of cubic equations . The equations are represented as 
k = A + BT + CT 2 + DT3 







COEFT (1, J) = A = Constant term 
COEFT (2, J) = B = Linear term 
COEFT (3, J) = C = Square term 
COEFT (4, J) = .D = Cubic term 
CONST (1, J) = E = Constant term (Btu/l bm _oR) 
CONST (2, J) = F = Linear term 
CONST (3 1, J) = G = Square term 
CqNST (4, J) = H = Cubic term 
... EMIS (J) Virgin emissivity' 
... ABSORP (J) Virgin absorptivity 
... RHOV (J) Virgin density Ob'n/ft3) 
A SLOPE (J) Transpiration factor for ablation gases. This value is t~e 
value for laminar flow 
Material data is I isted for each separate material. 
Char Data 
... ACTENC J ActivaHon temperature (oR) 





... HCOM Heat of GPmbustion (Btu/Ibm) 
These reaction constants are for the surface combustion reaction 
, u "0 
Activation temperature ( R) 
Cj .to ACTENS 









• .. "·i'.,: ..:.0 .... • t ~. 
Reaction order 
Heat of subl imation (Btu/Ibm) 
These reaction constants are for surface subl imation . 
• CCPC (I), I = 1 f 4 Cubic coefficients for char specific heat equatfon 









Char density after pyrol ysis and bElfore char deposition 
or sil ica-carbon reaction (Ib /ft3) 
m, 
Transpiration fector for the char cClmbustion and char 
subl imation gases 
The carbon density in the char formed by pyrolysis 
(lb /ft3) 
m 
A CCPG (I) f = 1,4 'Cubic coefficients for gas heat capacity (Btu/ibm-oR 
A HCOMG 
for the constant term) 
Heat of combustion for th2 gas phase at the surface 
(Btu/lb ) 
m 
Internal Flow and, DiffusiorJ,~onstants 
A C'ARTS 




Theoretical maximum density of carbon (lb /ft3) 
m 
,'Theoretical maximum density of the char formed by 
pyrolysis and before char deposition of sil ica-carbon 
reaction {,'b /ft3) 
m 
Theoretical maximum density of sil icc (lb /ft3) 
I, • m 
Reference porosity for permeabil ity cal culation --
equations (16) and (17) 
Reference viscousfp~rmeabil ity 'f~ viscous perrneabil ~ty 
calculation 'i-- equation (16) (ft) 
• PERT2 Reference inertial permeabil ity for inertial permeabil ity 




Reference viscosity in viscosity cal culation-- equation 
(12) (Ib /ft-sec) 
m ~~ 



























Carbon monoxi de 






Sil icon monoxide 
Molecular weight of nitrogen 
Molecular weight of oxygen 
Molecular weight of carbon monoxide 
tv\olecular weight of deposition gas 
Molecular weight of hydrogen 
Molecular weight of methane 
Molecular weight of sil icon monoxide 
These are the con-
stants DC for the 
ablating surface 
diffusion where 













Cubic coefficients for diffusion reduction parameter 
calculation -- equation (29) 
Heat of reaction for the silica-carbon reaction 
(Btu/l b of reactants) 
m 
Heat of reaction for the carbon deposition reaction 
(Btu/lb of carbon deposited) 
(Not in use) 
Coll1sion frequency for sil ica-carbon reaction (l/sec) 
Activation temperature for ,(sil ica-carbon reClction (OR) 
Initial density of sil icc before the sit icc-carbon 
reaction begins 
Reaction order of the silica-carbon reaction c· 
i,.' 
............ ~ ...... A--~--------------------------------~~--~~~ --
- . 
I :" 
, ~:., .. ,. . 
. ". ". 










Values for the carbon deposition reaction (see 




















for PH < .02834 atm 
2 
for PH> . 02834 atm 
2 
Listing of Input 
The I isting of data card input is incl uded with each sampl e case. The block 
data input used with these sample cases may be found as the first subroutine I ist-
ing in the Program Listing section of this report . 
Output 
The two sample cases may be referred to as examples of output listing. 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
Deck Setup 
The deck setup for a run requires, in addition to the usual control cards and 
data cards, the inclusion of the block data subroutine. For the SRU 1108 com-
puter with the program tape, the deck setup will be as follows: 
[Initial Control Cards] 





. . 10 
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IBlock Data Subroutinel 
XQT MAIN 
rData Cards 1 
Run Ti me and Amount of Output 
A typical run time for an Apollo heating rate input is six minutes on the 
SRU 1108 computer. Two or three pages of output are printed for each time point 
requested in the data input. 
PROGRAMMING INFORMATION 
Program Design 
The original CHARM program was completely rewritten to make it a part of 
the CHAP program. This gave a combined program with both a complex ablation 
program and a sophisticated convective heating routine. The CHAD computer pro-
gram described herein was developed from the ablation analysis part of CHAP by 
deleting the convective heating routines and adding input and output routines, 
two more internal reaction calculations, an internal pressure determination, and 
the cal evIotions of gas concentrations by the diffusion equation. 
Noding. - The materials are divided into major nodes which are numbered 
consecutively from 1 to tl, n being the total number of major nodes. At the abla-
tion surface and in the region where the virg,in .decomposition reaction is occurring, 
a higher number of nodes is needed than elsewhere. The major nodes are sub-
divided in these regions into more nodes which are called minor nodes. The 
subdivided regions are called zones - the front zone and the reaction zone. The 
ratio of minor nodes to major nodes is called the i'nodal density". 
Temperatures are estimated and calculated at nodal interfaces. When one 
node is of one material type and the next node is of another material type, the 
temperature at the nodal interface in~etween is appl ied only to the adjacent half-
nodes for reaction calculations and decomposabJe density calculations. 
Movable node. - Only the front major node/' is a movable node. It is divided 
into equal-size minor nodes. As the ablation surface recedes, these minor nodes 
decrease~qually in size. Corrections for this nodal shift are made for values 
involved.l,' 
26 




Subscripting and storage. - The ma jor nodes are stored according to their 
nodal numbers. The minor nodes are stored starting at 119 in the storage array 
for zone 1 and at 187 for zone 2. The decomposable densities for the upper half-
nodes which are next to major nodal interfaces are the only ones necessary to cal-
culate or store. They are stored starting at 205 in the storage arrays for densities. 
Grouping. - The procedure of calculation has been set up on the basis of 
groups of nodes. The nodes are divided by the calculation control section into 
groups of nodes which satisfy the following: 
1 . All the nodes of a group are either in no zone or the same zone. 
2. All the nodes of a group are either non-moving nodes or moving nodes. 
3. No more than 40 minor or major nodes are allowed in a group. 
Problem types. - The original setup of CHAP provided for three problem types: 
1) nodes changing -at the surfaces but not in the center, 2) nodes changing only 
at the ablation sUlface, and 3) all nodes changing. The present CHAD program is 
fixed at problem type 3. 
Temperature calculation.- Temperatures are calculated by reducing the matrix 
el ements of nodal groups from the back surface to the ablation surface. The front 
group temperatures are then found. If they deviate by more than set limits from 
predicted temperatures, the front group temperatures are again predicted and cal-
cula-l"ed. All temperatures of other groups are calculated. If any calculated 
tempE~rature deviate~ by more than the set I imits from predicted temperatures, all 
temperatures are again predicted, and temperatures of all groups are again calcu-
lated. If the third iteration has not resulted in calculated and predicted tempem-
tures that ate within the I imits, the dze of the time step is reduced. By this 
procedure, problem stability is obtained while the time step is kept as ;arge as 
possible. 
Node shifting and combining. - The front maior node is movable; that is, it 
changes if'! size. If the rna jor node next to it is of the same material type, the 
two are combined whenever the front major node reaches one-half the size of the 
original node that was added to th(r. front node. If the two front nodes are of 
different materials,. the front node IS all owed to decrease in size to zero. The 




Main Routine and Subroutine Descriptions 
Purpose of each subroutine. - MAIN is the main routine. 1t is a short routine 
which handle:s the input of the initial required data and the output of this initial 
data, the control of the calculation time step, the control of the output of cal-
eulated information, and the control of the ending time for the problem calculation. 
Other than system or util ity routines there are only three subroutines which are 
called from MAIN: WRITE and CHARM. 
WRITE is the output routine for calculated data. 
CHARM does the cal cui ation of the ablation anal ysis with the hel p of a 
large number of subroutines that it colts upon. 
All subroutines are now I isted in 01 phabetical order. They are classified as 
CHARM, CHARM-Name, WRITE or Uti I ity subroutines. Subroutines call ed from 
CHARM are classified as CHARM, subroutines reached from a subroutine called 
from CHARM are classified as CHARM-Name, and subroutines used by a number 
of subroutines are classified as Utility. 
Subroutine Classification 
BLKD/D2 Util ity 
BLOCK CHARM 
CHARM/S4 








Provides input data to the program. It 
is a Block Data subroutine 
Calculates the blocking function 
Calculates ablation analysis with help 
of many subroutines 
Combines 2 front major nodes into 1 
major node 
,!!!1 ,~ 
Calculates thermal conductivity 
Calculates internal gas specific heat 
Calculates the rate of carbon deposition 
and the change in sol id carbon density 
Cal culates the concentrations of the 
gaseous components 
-::Ii'" 
















• ,,-': .. t.. ~,., . 1 •••• ;. 
CI assifi cation 
CHARM 











Calculates the internal pressures, internal 
gas velocities and the diffusion coeffi-
cients for hydrogen and other gases 
Linear! y interpolates the val ue of f(x) 
from a table given the independent 
variable x 
Calculates a simple arithmetic function 
for RECEED 
Determines whether to drop the front 
major node, to combine it with the 
one next to it, or to divide the major 
noqe next to the front 
Calculates the heat to the ablating sur-' 
face from exterior ga~ phase combustion 
Provi des the 5ubscripting from· arrays 
needed for cal cvlation 
Finds a solution for x in the equation 
x = f{x} 
Calculates enthalpy given the tempera-
ture and the compressibil ity factor 
Determines the major node number 
gjyen a minor node number 
Cal cui etes the mol ecular weight of the 
internal gas from the gas component con"!' 
centrations 
Calculates the thermal capacity of a 
node (or half-nodc) 
('~h;;ulates the porosites and permeabil i-
tIes of the solid and the viscosities of 
the internal gas 
29 































Determines the material lost by carbon 
combustion and carbon subl i mation 
Determines the rate of virgin decomposi-
tion and required accessory Vlclues 
Shifts storage of minor nodes and adds 
val ues to zone storage when a ma jor 
node is subdivi ded 
Shifts location of minor nodes in zone 
storage 
Calculates the rate of the silica-carbon 
reaction and the changes in silica and 
carbon densities 
Cal cui ates the compressibil ity factor 
given the temperature and pressure 
Finds the value of the .. tep function 
f(x) given the independent variable x 
Outputs all desired calculated informa-
tion 
Flow charts .... Most of the subroutines are relatively simple and have been 
described in the previous section. A few subroutines are of sufficient complexity 
to warrant flow charts for the program lJser. They are CHARM, COMBIN, 




f .•• I' . ., 
C>··· , '~ " ,( 
w .. •• 
t. •••• 
," 
-' ... ,' .,. t.. ' .:: ~.... • ~. 
~---,---t~ es 
Initialization of values and set up of front zone oubdtviaion 
of the front node into 4 mioor nodes 
Calculation control aection: set up of subscript limits for I 
calculation group~ 
Calculation of for minor nodes at front 
Will 
the ~61c;:tJ.ation 
time .... step rellulf:- in time 
No .. --------------( j+l )~xceed:lng the' tr.m=:e::-"ll.-:o~t'-----..-otyes 
~eturn to the main 
p¥am? 
Calculation of porosities, permeab1l1t1es, 
viscositiea, gas velocities, internal gas 
presaures, and diffueivit1es 
, ... e' FLOWS,._J..:, \ Reaet of the calculatJ,on 
-' time Qtep and the pre-
C PORO }.iL ... ~_~!_~_:_~_~_i=_:~m_p.,..e_rn_t_u_r_e .. s_a ... n_d_ ... 
~~--------------~ 
Calculation of the concentrations denB1t:l.es~ of the L ..... " .. C onus J 
com onents of the internal gns i~ , -
~._n . ;...._---' 
I Ce'lculatlon Or the total gaB deM1ty and ot the average' ( 8 
- " .. , MOLWT 





~ II '.' 
CHARM (CClnUnll~(l) 
Calculation of mass receAsion by surface comhusUnn and 
sublimation, shear recession erosion rat.e, block i nl1. factor 1 
und new surface distbnce of ablatiOn surface 
""Will 
the front node r' 
No .... ---------<" dioappeal' bV>--------'l~lI4yy e s 
time (j+l)7 
..........."" 
...... C R}<~CEBm) 
..... ( BUJCK ) 
Reset, of the calculation time step and 
the predicted temperature and densities 
of nodi~l width for movable nodes 
shift factor for the movable noclt;s I 
Calculat16n of density of' decomposable material, 
of gua mass flux and. reaction heat from virgin" decomposi tirm 
Calculation of carbon deposition and ailica-c~rbon reaction. Correction 
ofguQ 1'110.88 flux because of ti'leGe reMtions 
Calculatlpn of thermal capacity, thermal conductivity and heat1n~ Of 
flowing gas 
1:1' a flUX drive" Cfl.J.cutatt~n of ~he ablfl.t1on sur1race h~at nuX] 














~------- deviation between c9culated _I;'" --..,.,"", __ --4~yes 
and pre~r.ted t~perature8 
exceeded? 
.... 
temperatures and densities for 
Reduction in size of I'.lmP nt.(·p 
and reaet predicted temrp~n­
tures and densities 
of various values into baatc nodal storage positions 
rediction ot' front surface temperatut' via a "damper" 
Is it 
l-4_ ....... _______ -<.time for l'eturn ..>-__________ -tIfO 
to the MAIN 
rQI.1t;tne? 
.....,., 
r-----..... ----------... ,,----.-----------------------, Check front node and 1 
1) combine 1 t with second nodE! :t f it is 2' orip;inaJ. v(\lue and of same 
material as second node, or 
2) del.eta it when ita aize reache~ extinction and it is af dit'fer~nt 
material than second node 
z~ne and shift its 10oaM.on whenev~r it is indicated 
,. .' . "" 
• - •• -<"~~ -"""~~-'-" ""'tIl ,,-, ~. ' 







Place values of temperatures, densities, distances, etr!. I 
into storage arrays for usc in tntHrpolatlon. On the 1st 
pass, store the majQ-r node next to the front, and on tlw 
2nd paos, store the front mn,1m' node. 
Set the index J = KST 
r--'\ /A~ 
D.\fferent .......... --~----·nodes the same or diff-----_1Iloo Y 'er,-/'io,l? 
., 
Set the KaT inl!l.ex to the f3tart 
of the zone storage. Set KlIDN ..... --..... ---..-_1--------..:.......1 
to "nooal denf3ity" of zone 
Place the proper vnlues of temperatures, dehsities) 
etc., in the zone start lOQation _ 
Determine certnin preliminat'Y values 
Place:A= remaining values of temperatures, densities, 
et~., into zone location for the combined nodel 
Change the denaity for upper-half node at the 
front node locntion 
lXn the \;lase of different matedlllllfcr the two front nodes, the fl'qnt 
node :J,s dropped because it 111 at ex-tinction and the aeQonc1 node iI;l' 
placf;ld in the 1.0ne ptor8.ge poai'~1on. 
.. ' , 
L 
! 
Calculate diffusion drive f~ctor at surface layer 
Repeat,untll all nodal interfa.r::f' 
pOints are completed 
r---- ------- .. - - -- ---- --- - ---
Detennine source 
Set up coefficients of concentrat;on 
(matrix elementa) 
Reduce matrix elements by Oa\\9S el1fuination I 
-- - ---=-------- ----_ .... _ .... --_ ... _--
Oalculate fmnt concentration of the gas component] 
Ca.lcl,1l~·te gas component concentratio~13 _ at othUr i 
nodal interfaces . .._ 
Set all gas oomponent concontrat;l.ons behind de,.. 
compoSition reaction ~one to 8f:\!3 component con-
centr~t1on at the I3tar:~-~f decomposition ref,l,~~-[ 
~..,. , 
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two front mH,lo,' 
.... ---------<nodefl tht! stune '>---------<~ 
'materia 1 'i 
""-./ 
Set NCUT indicator (NCUT = NCUT + 2) l--------.....--II---...------~ 
last o e 
~----------------~ 
1---------< 
Is ht> sti\ll't , 
J4 ___ ~:f the lnst zone ''It the 
'end of th(> prev1nua 
36 
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c .. ···' , I ' :'/ 
, .... 
], .. ~ .... ---~-----< 
Front nones are of 
same materia,! 
Combine the two 
~'ront major nodes 
into one 
( SHIFT1)'" 




(Gon~ 1 IH1f'd ) 
~ ________________ ~ It 
Fl'nnt nnrleH nre of 
tffel'l'mt mnlerJnl; fronl, 
none has l'ear:hr>d exttnr:tton 
Like 4 except front node 




ccording to ~switCh, L-______ ------~.-----~-~ 100M indror 
Zone start and ends l number of groups, last group start 
and ends are reset here according to path from 100M 
switch 
f~~e the other necesEjary changes required by the com- J 












.~~~~~_-~; ____ ~_=_, ____ ~:._: _______ . ____ .~~~\ ________ ........... d. 
Is t e zone to 




Store the shift value (number of major 
nodes to be added or deleted from the 
zone) for SHIFT2 
store the shift value (number of maJor 
nodes to be added or deleted from the 
zone) for SHIFT2 
~ 
Store the group number of the group 
to the left of the zone 
store the group number of the 
to the right of the zone 
group J 
1 Jhange the sign of the shift value 
50 
Set necessary subscripts 
Are nodes being 2~ 
added or del~ted from --~:......~ 
~
Find the "noelsl density" of adjacent grOUp3, 
if it is in a zone ~~--------------------r-----~ 
rJ§1t t~~" num~~r of minor nodes 
...J~ 
Zone al '~ered 
eft or l':\.ght?~---------"" 
\\(/ 
40 




_ ~_~~..,..-...... ------_t Insert the right end values for extendfld zone 
[, 




.' . ) c-. . 
SHI~~l (Concludpd) 
Is Itnodal dE'msity" of 
a.... _______ the zone higher or l§ .... er 
than adjacent group'? 
'-..../ 
Add values to the zone by 




Interpolate values from adjacpnt ~roup 
and add to the zone, proceeding from 
right to left (high node number to 10 .... 
node number,) -------~-------------------~ 
RETURN 
The sign of the shift value is minus for zone boundary 
movement to the left and positive for zone boundary 
movement to the right. 
The sign of the shift value at this point indicates 
whether nodes are being added (+) or deleted (-). 
3 The adjacent grcup is the group next to the zone side 
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Program nomenclature. - The nomenclature of all CHAD routines IS included 
in the following section. The listing indicates a subroutine only when the quan-
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Coefficient of temperature 
(T j + 1) 
I - 1 
Term in equation for block-
ing function. 
CoefficIent of gas compon-
ent co+,c~ntration (c I I,) . 
I' i - 1 
Temporary value calcula~~.d 
in this subroutine 
Char absorptivi ty for ther-
mal radiation 
Virgin absorptivHy for ther-
mal radiation 
Relatjv~' absolute error of 
cal cui ated temperature; 
= T - T! Ecalc ~~Ic . pred 
T pred 
Maximum relative absolute 
error for front group 
Muximum re!.-wfive absolute 
error for all groups except 
the front group 
Activation temperature for 
char conib115tron 
Act; v(ltion tempe • ..,;:Jure for 
char subl imation 
Activation temperature for 
virgin d~composition 
Conc~ntratkm of nitrogen 
in gas phase 
Cor;centration of oxygen 























Symbol Uni t5 



























A 21 meter Igm dep 
., t.. 
Subroutine Description 
SIC Coil ;sj,on frequency for 





Molecular weight of air 
(28.96) 
Concentration of rotal gos 
in the gas phase 
Gas velocity of node 
at time i 
Gas vehcity of node 
i -1 at ti me i 
Gas velocity of node 
i+1 at time i 
Temporary storage for gas 
velocity 
Mol ecular weight of 
nitrogen 
Mol ecui or weight of oxygen 
Area for thermal Gonduction 
(I t is set equal to 1 for 
this progrQrn) 
Value colculah;~d in the 
determination of decompos-
obi e density 
Area for heat copocity 1 
(This orea mul tipJi ed by 
nodal thickness gives a 
v~J ume. I t is set equal 
tol, for this prograrfl) 
DEPO gffec:tive slJrfQce area for 
the carbon d~positjon 
reaction 
Aerogynomi c shear forc~ 
COMBIN StQrose array for TEMPA1 
vol ves needed for inter-























































Coeffici ent of temperatur~ 
(T ! + 1) 
I 
The power"" hi the block ... 
ing function f;:; e·tf.-
Coefficient of gas com-
pone,nt, cfncentration 
(C I. + ) I, , 
Temporary vol ue cal culat~d 
in this subroutine 
Temporary value cQlculated 
in this subroutine 
Activation Temperature for 
sil ico""carbon reaction 
Local dens i ty at surface 
Local pressure ot 5urfacl;l 
Mol ecul or weight- of carbon 
mono xi de gas 
Blowing parameter c.:tssociated 
with the diffusion of the ablo ... 
tion gases into the bpundary 
loyer 
Storoge orn;~y for TEMR,A2 
val uaS fori nterpo\ otion 
loter in the routi ne 
Concentration of carbon 
mcmQxi de 90S pha$e 
Coefficient of tempen:~tlJre 
(T i + 1) 
i + 1 
Coeffichmt of densities 
i + 1 i + 1 (f i ... 1 and fi + 1) in 
density equations whf.7re nodes 
are HmQvgble", 
Coefficient of gas component 
concentration (c i + L 


































BTU/ib oR 'r 
(fol~ fj rsrr term) 
C. Ib /ft3 s, I m DIFUS 
C Ib /ft3 




Descri pti on 
Rate of change Qf molecular 
weight 
Effective surface area per 
vnit vol ume for the sil iCQ'" 
carbon reaction 
Density of carbon in the 
char ot ti me i 
Densi ty of corban in the 
ehor at time of i + 1 
Theoretical moximLJm density 
of carbon 
The coeffiIi,nt of the tempera"" 
tura. (T ! ; 1) gfte.r reduction 
of the ofiainal coefficients 
The coefficient of the gas 
comp.Q~ent concentration 
(C, !: 1) after reducti~n of 
h ' I •• I ff"-t e onglno coe -IClent 
Coefficients of the c'ubic 
equCltlon used to cal clJlate 
char specific heat 
Coefficients of the gybic 
equation used to cafpulate' 
gas specifi cheat 
SlJrfa~e concentration of gas 
eomponent i 
SLJITQce cQnc~mtrgtion of 
cgrbon monQxi de 
SUITQce cQnc~ntrQtiQn of 
"depQ~itiongQsll (9as pth~r 
them hydrQs~n formed in 
qgrb~m d{1PQsitiQn r@gctton) 
[Not In \IS~ 1 
Surface cQnc:amtraHon of 
hydrQgen 

























































(For fi I ~t term) 
BTU"'ln/ft2sec oR 
(For first term) 
. 3 
Ib 1ft void 
m 
Ii 2 0 aTU/ft PO R ... sec 
SHIFTl 
DIFUS 
/I 2 Q BTU ft ... R ~5~C CONDF 
BTU/HZ ".oR "'se{: 
BTU/F't2 9R . ' ' ~ ... sec 
Ii 2 Q BTUt h ... R "" ~ec 
BTU ... ln/ft2.,.°R ,.. sec 
(For fI rst t~rm) 
1\ 
Description 
S~lIface concentration of oxygen 
SLJlfoce co.1centroticm o~ 
pyrolysis gas 
Swrfqce concentration of 
sil icon m0l19xi de 
C''!rbon densi ty in I'he char 
formed by pyrol ysis 
Rate of chqn~e of graph! te 
(Not in use) 
Cubic coeFfic;:ients for char 
conduc;:1'ivity eqt.Jation 
Cubic coefficients for virgin 
specific heat equation " 
Maximum time step th~ 
CHARM subroutine is Qllowed 
to take 
Concentraf'ion of gQS com"" 
ponent i 
Thermol conductance through 
a node 
Char thEll'mal conductance 
. 
. ' 
Function $ubrolltlne which 
CQI (.a,riqte~ thermal 
conJuchmce 
Vi 1'9 in thermo I conduQ tQnce 
Lafit th~rlTlQl conductqnce datel· ... 
mined in g group 
Last thermal conductcmce deter'"'"~ 
minecl In the fjl'Ql,Jp priQI' to 
erQup under cal cui Q tiQn 
ThermQI ,cQnductgnGEI of node O~ 
Thts h Q dummy value for use 
in calculations for ,bqck bgyn<:kJry 

































Type of one-dimensiono\ 
coordinate system; 
1 ~ cQrtesian, 
2 ~cy' i ndrical, 3 :;!; spherical 
(Not in use) , 
Specific heat of gas at 
mode t 
Thermal capac i ty of the chal' 
Therm<:l\ capaci tyof the. 
virgin 
S H' FT 1 Ret te of chcmge of carbon 
monoxi de source 
COMBiN Storage array for TEMPA5 
values for interpolation 
. later 1n the routine 
DE PO (See description in the block 
dQta subrout'ine input 1n the 





The vgl ue D. in the 
temperature kquation; 
j+1 *+ 1 '+1 AT. + B. T / + C, Tt -, D 1 1 .... 1 I I I j+ 1 i 
The val ue Pi is the gas . 
o~mpQr.1en~. conCe}1trC1 ti on equ1 att on t 
A C I" I n rr \+ t , 1 1 i' al~' 1 + C. ;;;; D . I ~ 1/ '/1+1 i 
The net amQunt of methane 
I'emgioing in the e.x1tlna gels 
The dlffusion parameter D for 












































The diffusion PQrameter D for 
the abloting surfQce for gas 
components carbon monoxi de, 
"deposition 90S" (not in use), 
h}'drogen, nitrogen, oxygen, 
pyrol ysh gas, cmd stl icon mon'" 
oxide/ respectively 
The diffusion eoefficiet"lt for the 
obI oti n9 $urfoee. 
D :;;;' Dttl>H 
. s T 
The val ue D after reduction 
(See the. progl'Qm symbol D 
for subroutine CHARM) 
The v~llJ«;) D after reduction 
(See the progrom symbol D 
for subroutine DIFUS 
The nodal wi dth of previc>us 
node used in col cui ation 
of deposition c;md sil iea ... carbon 
reoctions 
Temporary storage of the nodol 
width used in coleulQtion 
of deposi tian Q~d $i\ ica ~arbon 
reQctions 
The nodQI wi dth for all minQr 
nodes and non..-subdivided 
mellor nQde~ 
The normal tzed nodal wi dth 
for the moving minor nodes 
The nodal wi dth for all moior 
nodes 
Cancentratlon of "depQstti~n 
9(;'!S 1 n a~s phQSO 
(Not in use) 
(Not In u~e) 




























3 ft /sec 
2 ft /sec 

























The ti me I'ote of chqnge of 
the exiting gos mos~/fl ux 
Cubic coefficients in the 
equation for cal culatian of 
the diffu~ion reduction 
PQrame'ter 
(Not in use) 
Diffusion coefficients for 
hydrogen 
StorC1ge locqtions in DIFUS 
subroutine for diffusion 
coeffioiemts 
Temporqry storage of diffusion 
coefficient (i - 1) 
Diffusion coeffichmts for gases 
other thon hydrog~n .. 
Diffusion reduction parameter 
~ee equQtion (ao) 
Distance val ue used fOI' interO!' 
polation in Qombining front ~ 
nodes 
Normq\ ized distances for 
moving nodes 
Molecular weight of the 
11 deposition gos" (Not in use) 
Print interval 
RQte of change of net ablation 
surface heating with temperature 
Surfqce combustion rate 
SYlface subltmdtion rate 
StQrQge (,uroy of mQx! cal ou ... 
latton interval (An input table) 
Stof'Qge array for dtstanoe 
values for us@ in Interpolation 
CaloulatiQn time step 
. Maxtmum (1(.tl Qulgtion tt me §hlP 




















































Calculation rime step for 
previous step 
An average of the 01 d and 
new cal culat·ion time steps 
Time until the end-of-problem 
time 
Colcu\ation time step factor 
u~ed in cases where cal-
culation time step is too large 
CHARM An array of surface temperature 





used in "damper" procedure 
Amount of methane formed 
between back surface and 
end node of group being 
colculqted 
DWF DX (see above) valve at 
previous group calculation 
r 
I.t is used separQtel y. in eoch 
of the subl'outines COMBI Nt 
FONEV I and WRITE for 
(distance) 
Heat source to node 
(Not in ~Jse) 
(Not in use) 
(Not in use) 
The not'mal i zed clistcmce at 
time i mul tiplied by 2 
Coil i s.ion frequency fo.r the 
surface chQl' combl,Jstion 
:'eaotiQn 
ColI ision frequency for the 
surface carbon sub' i motion 
prOCH~SS 
Coli iston frequency for vIrgin 
plastic decompos.ition re<;tction 
Fqctol' used in interpol atton~ of 
carbon and s1l Icg dens.it1e~ to 





., ,- ',. " ." 



































Value calculQted for the 
determination of decompos-
obi e density 
Factor for shift correcHon 
of movable nodes 
Emissivity of virgin material 
Emissivity of char 
Average molecular weight 
Qf the total internal gQS 
Constants in the surface 
shear removQI correlation 
The moss eroded by aero-
dynamic shear removal 
Fixed error criterion for 
cal ql)' ated temperature 
The minimum of ETA (see 
above) and a second enol' 
criterion: 40/T 
Aerodynami q sheQr stress at 
the surface 
Argument of em external 
function 
Stol'age array for flow condi-
tioo indication (laminar or 
turbvl ent) (An input tab\ e) 
Nodal heat input from the 
virgin decompQsition reaction 
ThQ last FHT (see above) 
't · d ~ CX~ armme m a grQUp 
The lQst FHT (s~e 2 items Qbove) 
de.termined tn the grQUp prior 
to grQUp under considtuQtion 
Value used for interpo'Qtion 
Turbulent or laminQr flow 
indtcat'io\f'\ (1 for laminor and 
2 for turbulent) 
j 
, : .~~_~ ____ . _~,....... ____________ ztz__ -.It~ __ ............... ~ _______ .. _ .. _d 
" 
Pro~~t'Qm tv\oth. Dim. 
f 
\ Symbol Symbol Units Subroutine Description 
FMFP DEPO Factor used in determination 
of partial pressures 
FNRDIV \.yRITE Floating point equival ent 
of NRDIV 
FONEV Function subroutine which 
performs a tQble lookup 
using I inear interpolation 
FOUR SHIFTl Rate of change of decompo5ubl e density for time (j .. ~. l~ v,tjth 
respect to distance 
GABY S HIFTl Rate ~f change of pyrolysis 
gas source 
GAGe Interim value found in tha 
calculation of coefficient 
matrix elements for temperature 
determi nott on 
GAS . The ablation gas mass flux at ( m ',I g, s the $l,Irface at time i + 1/2 
GASI , The ablotion gas mas~ flux m 9, S at the sUlfoce at ti me . 1 "2 I - l 
GCON R ft ... lbf/1b 
0 Gas constant which equals mole - R 
1545 for these dimensional 
units 
GK Interim value determined in finding matrix element for 
<:tblotion surface node tempera .... 
ture eqvation 
GRAFl Graphite density Qt time (Not in use) 
GRAF5 Graphite density at time • + 1 I. (Not in use) 
GX Interim value determined in 
finding Qblgtlof\ surface 
temperature , .. 
GY lnterim val va detel'mined in 
flnding the ablation surfQce 
( \ temperature i 
51 


















































One-half the rote of change 
()f the obi ation surface heat 
Fi u)( with temperature 
Heat of combustion of the 
ablation surface 
Heat of combustion of the 
gas phase at surface 
Heat transfer parameter at 
the surface 
Coeffi ci ents of the ~uarti c 
equation for determining the 
heat of reaction for the 
decomposition reaction 
Rate of change of carbon 
depos i ti on source 
Interim value in determination 
uf carbon deposition rate 
Mol ecul or weight of hydrogen 
Heat of virgin decomposition 
reaction at 536.67 oR (25 °C) 
Temporary storage t ocation 
Temporary storage loeotion 
Heat of carbon subt imation 
Concentration of hydrogen in 
the gas phase 
Partial pressure of hydrogen 
Subscript for generol use, but 
particularly for materlal' type 
Array of the ending interfaces 
of the groups 
Array of the starting interfaces 
or the groups 
{Starting location in decompos-
able density storage axroys for 
upper h"';l\ f -node val ues 1 - 1 
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-I -l •• ,. 
.. ,' 
Description 
An indicator which determine:; 
the direction through the 
latter part of the subroutine 
Error indicdtor in comparison 
of predi cted dnd cdl c:u!.dted 
~temperdtures '< 
(1 = no error, 2 = error) 
Error indicator for major pro-
gram errors resulting in problem 
being ended 
Groupnuth&~r 
Used for certain group numbers 
IG - 1 
Group indicator dsed ;,n cal eu-
lotion control section 
First reaction group number 
Last reaction group number. 
(Used otherwise also) 
Used fQr certain group number~ 
The group type (0 for no zone, 
1 for zone 1, 2 for zone 2) 
Used for certain group numbers 
Lowest group humber of 
problem type 2 
An array of the numbers of 
minor nodes per, major node for 
each group type 
(Not in use) 
Shift value 
IX - 1 \~i 
Indicator of,~\\the table point 
humber (1 .:. fi rst, 2 - other 
than first) 
Mojor nodal interface number for 
decomposition reo,.s:tioli zone start 
/' 
Mdjor. fflodo\ interface number f9r ;', 





























































" ) II " l! Description \ / !J l.i 
Problem number l~ l l! 
IX + 1 !~ 1\1 ~~ 
rf 
Table entry positions I~ 
'I sdved dfter table lookup 
I l; 





Indicator of direction through 
t 
I 
routine (1 - first pass, I, ~. [ , 
2 second pass) i ,.; i I ' 
I ~ 
It 11 
Number of iterations for I. ~ the ti l11e step ill 
Total number of iterations I' Ii 
Number of . the ';' groups ! ' In " r, ~ }.f 
,Lone G [_., 
Major nodal interface at Ii . 11 \' ~ Il 
start of moving nodes 




Array of starting storage loca- H 'I j . .. 
tions for the zones ~ 
~ 
Arr~y of grout 'numbers for y, 1 
each zone i , 
) Total number of groups • In 
a zone 
Ending interface for a group 
JBE ... 1 
I 1/ Stdrting boundary type ~, ) 
Ending boundary type R 




IBSPN + JCSN ~ () 
JBSPM ... 1 [/ II. 
Last minor node number for 
\1' 












































Last minor hode hutnber(ot' 
the previoili group 
The Oldior hodal interfcice 
for the end of a group 
JCEN .., 1 
The iTldjor nodal inteHcJce 
for the start of d group 
JCSN - 1 
JEl + 1 
\. 
The number of mihot' nodes 
in a group 
JEl - 1 
The number of minor nodes 
per major node for thegtoup 
The number of minor nodes per 
md jor hode for the front group 
ihe number of mihor nodes per 
major node for the zone 
Indicator for whether group 
has moving hodes or n8t 
(1 - not moving, 2 - moving) 
lndi cator fot whether group is 
in decomposition reddion ~one 
0\" not (1 ... before zone, 
2 ... dfter zone, :3 ":'_ ,tt:' zon!!:), 
'-~ 
Number' of major Modes· in d 
group 
S'tordge , OCdti on 6f decomposabl e 
density for upper he" hecle d'i 
ablation surface 
';~ 
The hUtnbe~ of minor nodes per 
maior~nQde for the new combined 
node ·'1 
The numb.erof minor nodes 
per major hode 
Commont y used for the . storage 
loCOtiOh of the decomposable 











. . ,,' 
'. .... ~;I .. 
" . , ~ 


































Descri pti on 
Mo.jQr node number below 
tTid jor node I< L 
Commonl y used for relative 
stordge locdtion of the 
minor nodes 
Mdjor rl0de number 
One of the tabl e points for 
Use i 11 the Ii nedr interpol dt! on 
The other tdbl e point for use 
in the I ineat' interpolatioh 
K + 1 
Always equdl to 1 in CHAD 
An indicato\" in the Calculation 
Control section of CHARM 
Left (towdrd back) indicator 
for side of zone to be added_ 
to or subtracted from 
Function subroutln(~ which 
determines major tlode corres-
ponding to a minc)r node 
Right (toward ablation sutfdce) 
indicator for the side of ~torle to 
be added to or subtracted from 
Indicator of whether or not to 
enter cal culation control 
o - No, 2 ... Yes) 
Rate of change. of sil icon 
l11onoxi de source with respect 
to distance 
All array of material numbers 
which indicate materiel type for 
each md jor node 
Rate factor for the carbon 
deposition reaction 









. , l~~ __ • 




































. ." , 
Descri pH ort 
The total humber of groups 
The front ma jor hodal 
i hterface humber 
Always equal to ,'I ih CHAD 
An array for d group of th~ 
humb~r of major nodes of 
the same material dhd wi dth 
in the group 
The type of bounddry at the 
ablaticm surfaoe 
Used in calculdtion control 
s6cti on of CHARM 
An array of starting boundary 
types for the groups 
An array of the ending bounddry 
types for thE, groups 
The type of bo~ndary at the 
back surface 
An array of the ending h1aic.~r 
interface numbers for the groups 
An drray of the starting maio'· 
interface numbers for the groUl)S 
An indicator U!~ed by FRONT 
subtoutihe (See FRONT Flow 
sheet) 
Node divider array. ND(l) ts 
used to indicate position betweeM 
moving and non .. rnovih9 nodes 
An orray of the number of 
points ihthe ihput tobias 
A subscript limit us~d ih table 
output section 
AnFbrray of the' humber of minor 
nodes per t'I1d jor node for each 
zone ::) 






n , ., 
j 































• I ' 
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An drrdY of the i ndi catars for 
each group of whether the 
hodes ore moving or hOh-moving 
The largest zone number 
The maximum major node number 
The mdximum major nodal inter-
face number. Equals NN + 1 
The ablation surfdce interface 
humber (minor node basis) 
The shift val Ue 
Total number of time steps 
Switch based on probl em type 
and is used in the calculation 
control section' of CHARM 
Major ,nodal interface for the 
ending of probtem 1 
Major nodal irlterface for the 
start of probl em 2 
Switch for returning from 
CHARM back to MAIN 
(1 ... Stay, 2 .... Return) 
The number of minor nodes per 
major node 
The ending major interface of 
the zone 
The starthi9 major interface 
of the zone 
Indicah)r used ~n calculation 
control section in CHARM 
An atra>1 of.the indicators for 
edch group of where or flot the 
group is In the decomposition 
reaction zone 
The zone number. for the reac-
tion zone 
An array of the shirt val Ues to 
the I ef t fot each zone 
( ) 
( ) 






































3 '-l,b mft /Ibf sec 
Ib
m

















, An aiTay used for the major 
nodal interfaces of the start 
of zones 
interim value used in calcu-
lating diffusion reduction 
parameter 
Temporary storage locoticn 
Local pressure at the "surface 
Same ds DELTA X 
Thermdl cppacity divided 
,by ti me step 
Function subroutine which 
calculates thet"mal capacity 
i) 
Last PC cal cui ated i rf a group 
Last PC determi ned in just prior 
group 
Viscous permeabil ity multipl ied 
by go 
"nertial permeabil ity rnultipl ied 
by gc 
'9( 
Reference viSCOlJS permeabil ity 
for viscous permeabil ity 
cal culation 
Reference inertial permeabil ity 
for inertial petmedbil ity 
caiculation 
Blocking pdrdmeter 
Mol ecul ar weight of p>,'rol ysis 
gas 
Porosity 
Reference porc>si ty for porosity 
cal eulation 
Storage array for loedl sUrtdce" 
pressure (An input table) 
Locdl surface pressure 
I nternal 90S pressure 
0' 
Pdrdrnater cdfculared for use in 
































Descri pH on 
An array of the shift val ues 
to the right for each zOhe 
An array of the nu~ber of 
ma jor nodes in each group 
An arroy of the number of 
minor nodes in each group 
Switch in DIFUS set in CHA~M 
accordi n9 to the gas component 
being determined 
Switch used in CHARM which 
is set to 1 for fi rst pass into 
CHARM and to 2 thereafter 
Switch which is set to 1 for 
no decomposifion reaction and 
to 2 for decomposition reaction 
occurring within the group 
Switch in cal eulction control 
section of CHARM 
Tabl e number 
The total of tabl es what haye 
been input 
The type of tabl e 3 
temperature or heat fl ux 
Switch in iteration control 
section which allows recalcula-
tion of front group of error 
found there on first iteration 
An array of the ending major 
nodal interfaces for the, zones 
Subscript used for zone numbers 
Initializing value for calculation 
control section. It equats 1 
normally and 2 when there is no 
decomposition reaction zone 
Zone type for group adiacent to 
zone being changed 





. i .. 
(' 



























'!J 2 BTU/ft -sec 







2 BTU/ft -sec 










The square of the internal 
gas pressure 
Storage array for SILCA 1· 
values needed for interpolation 
I afer in the routine 
Storage array for print inter-
vals (An input table) 
Concentration of methane in 
the gas phase 
Heat fl ux to the back surface 
(Not in use) 
Heat of reaction for internal 
combustion (Not in use) 
Heat radiated from the abla-
tion surface 
Heat of surface combustion 
Conduct ed heat fl ux 
Unblocked convective heat 
fl ux to the ablation surface 
Heat of reaction for carbon 
deposition 
Heat radiated by hot gas .... 
toward obi ation surface." 
I 
Heat fl ux of gas phase combus-
tion to obi ation surface 
Heat to abl ation surface that 
is not blocked 
Storage array for unblockedr 
heat fl ux (An input tabl e) 
Total heat flux to ablation 
surface 
Heat of reaction for sit ica-
carbon reaction 
COMBIN 'Storage array for CARBNl values 
needed for int~rpolation later 
" ,in the routine 
Heat of sublimation 
































(f)!+ 1 (est) 
al 
( ,o)! + 1/2(est) 
I a I 
i + 1/2 (I:) j + 1/2 (est) 
Dim. 
Units 
























Partial total of heat 
fl uxes fo the abl ation 
surface 
T otar heat fl ux to the 
ablation surface 
Virgin material decomposition 
rate 
Reaction order of the silica-
carbon reaction 
Reaction order of the surface 
combusion reaction 
Reaction order of the surface 
subl i mati on 
Reaction order of the virgin 
decomposition reaction 
Same as REO 
Storage array for heat trans-
fer parameters (An input tabl e) 
Density value for print-out 
Char density after pyrolysis and 
before char deposition or sil ica-
carbon reaction 
Density of decomposabl e material 
Theoretical maximum density of 
virgin material 
Densi ty of the virgi n material 
Density of decomposabl e material 
at time i 
Estimated density of decomposable 
material at ti me i + 1 
Estimated density of decomposable 
material at ti.me of i + 1/2 
Average of RH03 fo," ,two 
adjacent half -nodes 
















'. ~. ,: 
'I'~'.:." ;~~. 

























• ~. ~ I' ' 
'" 
.,,:: ~ .,' 
. , 
;' ." , I' 





. ". . ~ '. ",',,~' 
4 ,"" 
.' .. ~ ',,',-
.,' 





































Descri pti on 
Calcul ated density of 
decomposabl e material at 
time i + 1 
Storag~ array for RHOl 
values needed for interpola-
ti on later in the i'outi ne 
.. ~. 
Temporary storagq 
Fr9nl nodal thicv'hess at 
which the f~6nt node is com-
bined with(the next one if 
material s 8re the sqrn,e 
Amount of surface l"ec61ssion 
for half a time step 
SlJrface recession rate elt 
time i + 1/2 
Minimum COMMAX all()wed 
Density of sil i ca in the char 
at time I 
Density of sil i co in the 'Ichor 
at time i + 1 
Initial densitY;,;of sil i.ca h'ef'ore 
the sil ica-c,arbon reaction begins, 
.,-
",;,l::~ ;,~'. "~ • " ,. 
I n0of'etJcdltnaxlmum,'denslty 
o~, ffH i co . 
Tra'}s,D'ir:'J;~lOh factor for ablation 
g·'d~'3S 
" ~, 
Mol ec~far,!wer~N.tlQf sil icon 
- .,~. '~\. ", 1 
monox,j de::· . '. . ,\ 
.j '\, T\.c ( 
Thickness of l1~ovoble;nofle\$': 
at §ime i + 1/2' - c~ 'c "v d,:,\\.", \ 
/ ,) ,! , < "';" 'j' _ .. I~ -// 
~f;d (~~e~~ .,~r ":?'i8b I e ~~~9)ft~~ 
a1··- ·t= rr!~:~>l:"-~i;/).~~~{ {"'/ 
, " -:'~',"' - \ "I I 
SOiJrc~;:;~f>~,bs component 
'~9r;6ent'tbtion' of oxygen in 
ih~\.gas \1hase 
;- : ~-~~, --.:0. ~.'~ ):{ \' ' i' 









































(T! + 1/2) 
, est 
Ti + 1/2 
(i+l/2)est 
(T i + 1) 
i cal c. 
, . 
,I: .: ,~ . '". 
..' . . ~ ~.. 




















Area of back surface 
(Not in use) 
Time for return from CHARM 
to the MA IN routi ne 
An array of times corresponding 
to TEMPST an9 DTR for use in 
"damper" procedure 
Time i start of the time step 
Time i + 1 the end of the 
time step 
Ti me j + 1 for the previous 
iteration 
Fu~ction subroutine which dcn9S 
a table lookup on a step 
function 
Temperature for use in an im-
pending cal cui ation 
Temperature at a t))odal inter-
face at ti me j 
Estimated temperature at a 
nodal interface at time i + 1 
Esti mated temperature at a 
nodal interface at time i + 1/2 
Average of TEMPA3 for two 
adjacent nodal interfaces 
Cal culated temperature &t a 
nodal interface at time j + 1 
An array of t~mperatures corres-
ponding to,TAUST for use in 
II damper" procedure 
End compute time 
A limit imposed on carbon 
deposition based on amount of 
methane produced 
Rate of change of internal gas 
mass flux 
Same as TAUl 
r." 
" 
{- ; \" 't 

















. ',' ," '., 























































I bit /sec 
m 









Ti me arrays for the 
input tabl es 
Time for output of calculated 
data 
Transpiration factor for gases 
resulting from surface combus-
tion and surface subl imation 
Same as TEMPA 1 
Storage array for ablation 
surface temperature (An input 
tabl e) 
/~bl otion surface temperature 
Storage array for WFD val ues 
needed for interpolation later 
in the routine 
Storage array for EM WT val ues 
needed for interpolation later 
in the routine 
Storage array for carbon deposi-
tion sources needed for inter-
polation !qter in the routine 
Viscosity of thf;internal gas 
Reference viscosity for viscosity 
calculation 
Temperature corresponping to 
the reference viscosity 
Storage array for internal gas 
mass fl ux needed f~r interpola-
t ion later in the routine 
Source of carbon monoxide 
The last WBRN value deter-
mined in the group 
The last WBRN value determined 
in the group pri or to the group 






































: .... '.:. 
.; ~ .. 
.' .. ' 
' ... 













. "'., '. 
2 








S_o6rce of deposited carbon 
WDEP val ue determined in 
the group prior to the group 
under consi deration 
Source of deposited carbon 
The last WDEP val ue deter-
mined in a group 
The last WDEP value deter-
mined in the group prior to 
the group under consi deration 
I nternal gas mass fl ux 
Source of pyrolysis gas 
Last WF D val ue determined 
in the group 
Last WFD val ue determined 
in the group prior to the last 
group under consideration 
Interim value in the calcula-
tion of WF 
Last WF val ue determined in 
a group 
Last WF value determined in a 
group prior to'\\the last group 
under consi deration 
Storage array for sil icon monoxi de 
source needed for interpolation 
later in the routine 
S iii con monox i de source 
The last WSIValue determined 
in the group 
The last WSI value determined 
in the group prior to the group 
under consi deration 
Storage array for.GRkfll values 
needed for interpolation later 
in the routine 
.~, " 
", , 










































to' ~. • 




'. ,.'" t.· 
" 
. .' 
. ... ' .. 
" >~ .' I' • 
.. -.. ,:'., .... 






















ZWALL Z None 
(i 
.. , •.• ~ .... _oc' .... 







Storage array for WBRN 
values needed for inter-' 
polation later in the routine 
Recovery en thai py 
Enthalpy at the wall 
Distance to major nodal inter-
faces from the back surface 
Mass recession at the ablation 
surface from combustion and 
subl i motion 
Diffusion-\ imited surface 
combus i on rate 
Same as GAS 
Surface combustion rate 
Reaction rate limited surface 
combustion rate 
Surface subl imation rate 
Storage array for recovery 
enthalpies (An input table) 
/ 
T est vol ue for determ in i ng 
whether to end theprobl em 
or n",9t because of complete 
loss .of ablating material 












The fwo sample cases presented have used the sam~\ basic data. The first 
case (I) is a temperature drive input and t,he second case (II) is a heat flux drive 
input. The calculated data output at a limited number ofFtime points is shown for 
each case. 




jil" •. ~"""""".~i~~"--~~------------------------------------~~~'--~·~·~ . 
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SAMPLE CASE I 
Temperature drive - DATA INPUT CARDS 
-
XaT MAIN 
TFMPFRATURF DRIVE SAMPLF (,ASF 














O. 560. .00004 
7.0. 1108. .000,:\0 
40. 1849. .00061 
'60. 3262. .00391 
80. 5625. .01086 
100. 4911. .01341 
120. 4193 • .00932 
140. 3905. .00786 
160. 3655. .006,&0 
180. 3374. .0050,:\ 
200. 3145. .003c)5 
220. 2994. .00335 
740. 2924. e00308 
260~ 2881. .00295 
280. 2842. .00282 
300. 2802. (';00268 
320. 2831. • 00285 
340. 2866. .00302 
':\60. 2904. .00'326 
380. 2997. .00381 
400. 3142. .00475 
420. 3293. .00607 \' 
440. 3401. .007~5 ,\ 
460. 3194. • OO'B~5 
480. 3009. .009). 9 i,n 
500. 2708. .ooe 1 
",J • 
540. 2113. .00685 
600. 1628. .00650 
700 e 990. .01030 
800,. 703. .01360 
900. 6'+ 1. .01460 
1000. 612. .01550 
1078. 599. .01603 
0 0 O. 
4 V1CAL STAliC PRESSlIRE AND 
0 5 .0~60 Ie .000040'3 
40. 1.756 1 • .0006'39 
50. 10e5 1. ':'.001944 
60. 66.08 1 f> .004779 
I~:.J :-:) 
\) 









. , I • 
'-.'" ' 
",!', ",' .. 
," 






70, 39~.0 1. .008~96 
80. 512.8 1 • .012207 
e s. ~ 767.0 1. .01308 
90. 1030.0 1. .013202 
95. 920.0 1. .012724 
100. enS.l 1. .012542 
105r. 755.0 1. .011304 
110. 651.0 1. .009522 
115. 549.0 1. .008698 
120., 410.9 1. .007690 
130., ~49.0 1. .006707 
140. 298.0 1. .006108 
1~0. 258.0 1. .005552 
160. 213. t• 1. .004909 ... 
17th 156.0 1. .004192 
180. 125.i 1. .003612 
190. 96.9 1. .003218 
'200. 77.7 1. .00217 
210. 66.2 1. .002416 
240. 47.5 1. .0020~ 
306. 36.3 1. .001795 
'350. 49.8 1. .OO':!O61 
370. 61.5 1. .002261 
390. 90.6 1. tbOO2834 0 410. 147 •. 1. .003475 430. 2,6. 1. .004399 
450. 366. 1. .005078 
470. 459. 1. .005091 
480. 496. 10 .004893 
490. 460. 1. .004296 
510. 411. 1. .003504 
530. 318. 1. .002628 
550. 287. 1. .002214 
570. 307. 1. .001667 
706. 134, 1. 100118 
.; 
756. \ 1115. 1. .00'1561/ 
1078. 2117. 1. .00197? 
O. O. 




~" 0 ~ ~ '~ -,0., ill 
, 







...... :::. ~'~:'_~~.~_~.;i:,~~-,:::;.; ~~::2~~:.:?~,:':-':~~:_·"<~.:::.:~_:....._.'~i~ __ . __ . ::='_ __ ...... _ .. __ __~ .• --. .J"_~~_~_~. ~~~,_. J.:.:"" .. ;,.~,~ c;. ~.!'~ ~..::..; .... :- - -.~~ ... , ~~:·_.X. 2:":~_··';:!: "'._":~_ 
"I' 










--~;----.... --.------- ._------_ .. _----- --._---".----
CALCULATION TI"£ STEP COHTROL~A8LE _ 
TIME TIME STEP 





. 107.J.!PQ .___ ~.DOOO 
PRINT TI"E STEP cONTROL TA&LE 
TIME TIME STE' . 
- ------ -- -------.--5[C-I--- --·'5E'..-- ---'--'. 
.00 10.0000 
.0~h_00., . lO.OOOCl. _ 
600.00 100.0000 
107a.00 100.0000 
- ... - _._ ..... _--- -_. __ ._,---_._-_._----- -.- - - ... -
SURF~CE TE"PE~ATURE TABLE 
TI"E TEMPERATURE HEAT TRANSF'ER 
l'~U"ETER 
C SEC t i OtG lit 1 Cl.B"/FTZ-SEC, 
.00 S60.~0~OOOO~ 
20.00 .708.00 '.00030 
_ .. '. -- --.;-0-.00 - . ~- '-1 "-•. ~ 00 -:-- - ~·OoO, I 
60.00 3262.00~ .003'1 
8,.00 S~25.00 .C1086 
100.00 ~'la.OO ~OI3~1 
.20.00 ~!'3.00 .00'32 
I~O.OO 3'05.00 .00716 
.. -----.- - .-.--.--- - --"-0";00'--- -3655.00 - ;00660 
110.00 337~.OO .00503 
200.00 31~S.OO 000),5 
220.00 ' "2'9~';riO' 000335 
2~0.00 292~.OO .00301 
260.00 2881.00 .002'S 
---280.00"- -·18 .. i.00--- --;'OGZ82 -
lOO.OO Z102.00 s00261 
320.00 2131.00 .00285 
3ltO.OD 2866 ;-00' . - - .00302 
360.00 290~.OO ~00326 
_ .. ___ .. ______ . ___ 3!-O.!..4!1?_. ____ ...!!!1_!.0~ __ . ___ ..!.Qg3.8J .. _ 
c .. 00.00 1I~2.00 .00lf75 
~20.QO 3293.00 .00607 
"~O.OO 3~01.00 .00155 
1t'0.00 31, ... 00.00865 
~IO.OO 300'.00 .00'3' 
SOO.OO 270e.OO .0086. 
--.---- .- -------siiQ;-oo--zlT3.oo------;-006es---· 
,00.00 1'21.00 .00650 
JOO.OO 9'9.00 .0103a 
eoo.oo 703.00 .01360 
,00.00 , .... 00 .01"60 
_ .. _____________ H! . .Qq~_QCL ___ 'I2.c;Jo _____ .p.l~.sg ____ _ 
1071.00 S".OO .01601 
r·%~!r'iiGiiiiiiii ___ ";j_i:i~_",,~~~iiii_~~;~~;~;;;""7.::::::::::::·~~;:;::,",~r~.'7' .- ~:D,._ - ~~ 
(71 
,-.I 
.... ~""''"C.. ;r' 
































































<) ....... _ a -.. 1>. •••• .- ' p J 
,to " t'i 
(i .M >~;' 'k:'; 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































' ill ~i'" 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-...... "' ... ~ - ~ ....... - .. 
MATERIAL PRO~ERTIES Of YIRGlN MATERIALS 
!:tAJ'ERI.Al. .•• LU-_._._. 
". ____ . __ ... ~~!.H A !~i9N _ .T.E"I"EU !URF;.DEG R 
COLLIS!ON fREQUENCY,I/SEC 
REACTION ORDEN 
HEAT or DECOMPOSITION,BTU/LB" 
SPECIFIC HEAT,BTU/LBM-DEG R 
, 
_. CONOUcT-.vJfY~inu-iN/FT2-SEC-OE6 R 
f:MISSJvlTy 
A8S0RPT I Yin 
DENS lTy ,LBM/F T3 
.. .....!~.A~~~IRATl.Q~ F}qoa. I.ABL ~ASESI_ 
MATERIAL '2' ~-' .:---::::;-~ 
ACTIVATION TEMPERATURE,DEG R 
COLLISION FREQUENCY,I/SEC 
R'[-ACTION-iiiH;ER .. -'- .. -
HEAT or OE(OHPOSITION.eTU/LBM 
SPE~IFIC HEAT.8TU/L8M_OEG R 
_. _~2.~OU.C:UJ.t!.! ! ~TU~ IN(~! 2"_sEC~DE r; R 
£"ISSIVIT! 
A8SDRPT I V I U 
DENS I Ty ,LBM/F T:; 
TRANSPIRATION FACTOR IABL GASES' 
"~TERIAL 'PROPERTIES OF THE CHAR 
__ " -'I"-
FIRsT REAC SECOND REAC 
23300.0 .0 
• 111:0~0+OS'"-'- ...• 000000 
1.1)000 .0 
350.00 
.~300-00'+' .9936-01,T+' .0000 
• 2~~0 .. 0!it' ~, ... 125:"0 i ,1+ i - ';-0000-
.9000 
"000 
3 ... 00 














• 1153.-06) .• ( 






._9619:~? .).!.~, __ • 09_'!9 .. ___ P e.e2+ C 
CDM8USTI~N REACTION CHAR SUBLIMATION 
ACVIVATION TEMPERATUftE,DEG R 
COLLISION FREQUENCY,I/SEC 
--REACYION OR·OER···· .- .. - -
-"Ell OE COM8USTION.BtU/LBK . 
HEAT OF SUBLIMATION.~TU/L8" 
.' . _.E.!!I.lll.X.LtI--_. _____ . 
ABSORPTIVITY 
DENSI Ty tLD'VFTJ 
398&5.0 .0 






------------ .-- ------ - . --
~ i. . ,) 





















t~c"~ ..... ~ ,-~, .~ .... : .if, .• " ~ ..... ,' "~' c, 
... - .,- .,. .-_.".,. ,----.-.... ~"""--.------"'-.---.- .. 
___ .,...;T_R...;.A:.:.N:.:S:....  ...::I:....  ....::;A:...;:T...::t~O:....N:......:.f...;.A:.;:C:..;T....:;O:....~;......;'....:;C:....H...;.·A:.;.R:.....,...;G....::;A:..:;S-=E:.:s;..:' __ --"~L.:.;.;:O:..;;O;.:O:..;;O.,...; ________ .. _ ~ __ . ____________ _ 
OENSIJY OF THE CARBON IN CHAR.LBH/fT3 10.00 
------,.~,,--.------- ---.~-,- '.-
ABLATION ~£S PROPERTIES 
SP'fCTFIC HEAT.BTU/LBH-bE(j Ii .1000"00!.' .0000 -'fi-I--;-OOOO--,ye-.-2+( .0000 
HEAT OF GAS COH8~STION~8TU/LB" 617l a OO 
OTHER CONSTANTS 
T~EORETIC"L CARBON OUfSlTV,LSH/FTl 1l1.00 -----------. 
THEORETICAL VIRGl~ DENSITV,L8H/FT3 70.00 
_.' T~~O,!,~ !).~~~ 5 i.L I£L~~.Ll.Y1~_~_3 __ J~..l0 
~EFERENCE "OROSI'Y .7500 
REfERENCE VISCOUS PERHE~BILITY,fT2 .100000-09 
------------------~RlrFERENtE INERTIAL ~ER~E~BILITY.fT ,100000.02 
__ ~EI.E~~~.C,E .. UgO~J1.!!.L8"!f',J·SEC_~_.JJ!.D,.Q.QO.0~ _. __ _ 
REfERENCE TEM'ERATURE fOR V1SC •• R i30.00 
____________ ~S~UR'A~~f~~ION CONSTANT,'T2/SEC 
CARBON MONOXIDE ,100000.01 
DEPOSITION GAS IEXCEPT HYDROGEN' .100000+01 
~ I TROG[N 








, T •• 3-- ----.--
~ir------------------------------------ •. _-----~~--------. 
t 
\\ BLOtlNG PA~A"ETER .~300 
01 tFUS IONREDuCTi'ON'PAR~."iTER---C-;-; .1190;;'001.1 ;;'-;isltooQ i »ET u f' .-.2300+01; ETAe.z-.i '';' ~ 8780;;'00' E-' A" •• 3 
HEAT Of R~ACT10N, SI02-C.BfU/Le" .00 
~___ ~EAT Of REACTION, C DEPOSITION, BTU/L8" .00 
SILIca.CaRBON REACIION CONSTANTS 
.,.,---___ . ________ ._ ... _. ____ .. A.PJ V.AT 19.N _:Ig~E~~,!UR~1_~J_G_-'!_., __ ._~ __ "07_~?_.Jl_. ________ ., 
. COLLISION fREQUENCY,I/SEC ,209210+0" 
REACTION ORD(R 1.0000 
SILICA DENSITY IN INITIAL CH~RtL8"/fT3 8.19 
__ ~ __ . ____ . ____ ~'.tISQ.N _ D£~~H.lI?~._R_~g!J~.~9..~!i\NlS 
--~"-------'-"-'"' -
LO- HYDROGEN HIGH HYOROGEN 
X .ll6S00.01 .606000.03 
"y .116200.03 .. '111000-.'=07l----
Z .177700.011 .1122000.01 
----------------.- - -----
~-----~-----------------------------------------------------------------.----------------------------------
---.---- ,. -.-.-~.----------. 
. ------------------~ .. --- -.. 










, .,. .... 




"-, ~ . ~ 
. '.'. ~ 
, -. ~, 
























. , ;1 
i 
... , ..... 
" 
~ " ')" 
.' .' ': •. 
, c 
, , 
. : . 
" 
. ' . ' 
, ' 
':'. '. 
~ .' . . ~ 
. , .... '.~ 4:"..... ~. . .. ,~~,~ ,... ..,; ~~'J..>," '.., ~~, .. ~~.~ •• " ~. • '.:.'~'~: ,u • .:'~ , ... ,( 
SAMPLE CASE I 
Temperature drive , .. OUTPUT OF CALCULATED DATA AT VARIOUS TIMES 
The following Hsting shows the CHAD program output at time = 
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1; \', .j f, p U ., ~ 1 :.CrJ .~ t 1 i 






hL i. I. ;.1 '. » ' = 
. (,), 
'. 








TOTAL ITERATIONS- 5 .. 7 
,CONDUCTED 
TE~PHEAT FLUX 
-"I DEG ;; ~~iiiTujFr'2";SEC) 
.. ---.. o--•. ------_-DEJ~_S: TIES 
TOTAe. DECOK" CA:isON 
(L5K/FTl,--------a------ INTERNAL 
GRAPHITE SiliCA PRESSURE 
eLBF'/fT2' 
3' 1.9315 2'8S.31 ,DODO lS.7289 ·.0000 13.If'31 .0000 2.235& .79620+02 
-- "35 -., ·1.91.2----26' ... 27-----j.f.5fJ -·-·'·-'I'.33.1j' '·'.0000 13;ZU22 .• oooti j.13b3 .79830+02 
3S 1.90 .. 8 2, .. 2.71 3.6007 17.2726 -.0000 
35, 1.8 • .1 .. , •. 2.:':0 ...... _ 3.6796 19 •. 3169 -~OOOO 
35 1.87'1 2597."7 3.aa." 2a.3StJ -00000 
13.1389 .0000 ".1337 .80072+02 
1 ... 12... .0000 5.190& .80398+02 
IS.Q299 .0000 6.321~ .80828+02 
34 l.aZl6 2491.63 ".1985 2 ..... 263 -.0000 
33 1,7'52 2369.83 ..... 6Z5 27,65Z1 .0000 
'ii"--·i. 7CJi7--222'~oi-·---'··-...56·Za .. -- Z'3~ 1680 .0000 
1~.V~27 .0000 8.6836 .835~7.02 
18sU536 .0000 9.598.. .875~9+02 
13.z73i .0000 9."89 .. 9 ;89902+02 
31 1 •• 521 2067.9.. ...53 .. 1 21.0153 -.0000 11.0375 ~OOOO 9.9778 .'19 .. 8+02 
30 1.5958 lISI!7.. ...392a 20.06ae -.0000 
2' 1.5~93 1.5 .... 9 ".2330 zo,OOOZ .OOOZ 
10.0721 .0000 9.9968 .9l863+02 
1000000 .0000 10.0000 .107~9+03 
2' 1.5Z5Z 159...... ~.1 .. 35 20.0000 .0000 
_~, ____ ~ .~J.P _~J.s2~dl8 _____ ,_)..!.!.1?6.L .. 20.2"05 .2"05 
2' 1 .... 70 J .... 3.23 3.5105 22.5993 2.5993 
10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .110&~+03 
10.0000 .0000 10.0000 011370+03 
10.0000 .aOtIlJ--·--ioooooo .118~6+03 
2a a.~'29 1322.30 2.S318 29.0091 9.0091 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12638+03 
27 1."688 1100.115 Z.I}t36 33."1511 1l ... IS" 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12828+03 
27 1~~S"7 ...... 09 1.5852 33.9725 13.9725 
27 (_:"'''05 6 .. a ... 8 1.1"61 33.9'89 13.'989 
10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837.03 
27 1 ... Z6.. S06.85 .535" 3 ... 0000 ' ... 0000 26 1;3700 2 .. 'I';i3----· -"-'--~-U2,6- 3 ... 0000' i"~OOOO 10.0~0-'~ .0.Q_09 __ 1.9~qO.oq .. 012837+03 10.00g0 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
25 1.3135 1 .. 6.25 .06... 3 ... 0000 1 ... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.000u .12837+03 
2" 1.2571 11".15 ~0200 3 ... 0000 1 ... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
23 1.2006 10 ... 19 .0057 3".0000 1".0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
22 1.I"lfl 101.32 .0015 3 ... 0000 '''.0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
21 1.0877 100.56 .000" 3~.0000 1 ... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
20 '"1 ~-01T2------r6o;3i------;-Ooor-·· -' -i~"ocioo .".000'0 10. 00-00" ... - .. - ~ '0000-- --fa. oefoo .-.. ~ 12837 +03 
I' .97 .. 8 100.31 .0000 3 ... 0000 I"~OOOO 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
18 .9183 100.30 .0000 3 ... 0000 1 ... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 012837+03 
17 ~.61' IOO~lO .0000 3".0000 i".OOOO 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
I' Q'OS" 100.30 .0000 3 ... 0000 .... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
IS .74a. 100030 .0000 3 ... 0000 .... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
III .69Z5 .- - -.00;]'6 --·-----.0000 . -'- ·j ... oooo' "" .... 0000 10;0001f- -';ClIlOO·-ro70i:.i'oo-- .12837+03 " 
13 .63.0 100.30 .0000 3 ... 0000 .... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 
12 .5796- 100.30 .0000 3".0000 .".0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 





































10 ..... 7 100 0 10 -.0000 3".0000 1".0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837~03 19.025 
, . .4.02 100.30 -.0000 3".0000 '''.0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12831+03 ·I'.02S 
. ... 
(;-i'-- - --;jsi7-·----1iiQ.3-0----~-ODQO-----3if.oooo --. -1"-.0000' 1-0.-0'000--- '--~OOOCl---lo-;oo6o' - -;12837.03 "-19.025"-
. 7 .2'73 100.30 -.0000 3 ... 0000 1".0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 '.12837.03 1 •• 025 
, .2lfoi '00.30 -.0000 3 ... 0000 .".0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12&37+03 1 •• 025 
5 .1' .. 4 i~O.30 ~;ciooci ~~.cooci 1 ... 0000 10.0000 .tiooo -lo.oboo .12a37+03 19.025 
" .1~~7~ .- iOO.30 -.0000 14.0000 'It.oooo 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 19.025 
3 .D115 100.30 -.0000 3 ... 0000 1 ... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .12837+03 1,.025 
-2- ·-.0150·--100.30----- 0000'0"-' --~8".00cio· --lf6ft .0000 io .0066 ----;o'OiiO--l-o;·rioofj"--~·12i37.0j-- '1,'.'0'25 
I .0000 .00.30 .0000 .0000 -zo.oooo 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 J12837+03 190025 
- . -_. ~ .... _ 8 
"."-' . 
VEL-DC I TY 
(fT/SEC) 













































GAS FLO- _--._·-SOURCEs AND SINKS--------
__ - __ • _________ • __ • _______ - ____ _._CONC~NTRATIONS-----_____ R _____ • ___ • ___ _ 
NODE RAT[el!"' CL9"/NODE-SEC' (LBi4/FT3 VOID' 
__ ,_, ____ FTZ-'ECJ enD DEi'O SI~~_--1!tT-t~J._.OH.GEN ____ NJTRDG~PL !~!.D~OGEN PYRO _._...QEPO __ ~ ____ ,~UHN TOTAL 
_.-.. - > ,--
.'. 
3. .IOU-02 .00 .52-11 



























, '-"~~ .. o ;;"'"" ..... """':;''''='~'.,'~''~' . .I 
c ' - p ...... .ll. -wc 
L" 






































-; 1 oo,-';iiz 
.1003-02 
.993'-03 
";0981 .... 03 
.9811-03 
.1162-02 
. --:·-i i28-;-02 

































.00 .52-11 v2"·05 .00 
.00 .52-11 .28 e 05 .00 
---.-00----- -.2-1';'io· .32-05'- -.00 
.00 .12-07 .9)uOS .00 
.00 .30-06 .13-0" .00 
~OO .7~-OS .78-05 .00 
.00 .19-03 .38-05 .00 
.00 .i1-0l .11f-OS .00 
;00- -'--;zi'-O-" -.- '''O·Co .00 
.on .00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00 .00 
.90-0" 
'''9-03 



















































































































.0000 .00 .00 .00 .00 
.0000 .OQ .00 .00 .00 











• I 1 B-~l!" 




















, ' 1 































.172-0.. .263-0" .000 
.178-0~ .281-0~ .000 
• ras-·o" --~·29i';o.. ---;000 
.191-0" .316-0~ .000 
.219-0~ .386-0" .000 
.2S0-0~ ... S8-01f .000 
oZ81-0~ .S3S-0~ .000 
.216-0" .808-0" .000 
.2"i-0~ -;iz~-oj'- .. ~ooo 
.206-0.. .18~-Ol .000 
.19"-0~ .206-03 .000 
.18l-0~ .2l0-03 .000 
.173-0~ .256-0l .000 
.166-0~ .281-0l ,000 
;16~-O" - ;28~~03 ~OOO 
.16~-O~ .26)-03 .000 
~16"·0" .289-0l .000 
.16~-0~ .289-03 .000 
.16~~0~ .289-03 .000 
.I'~-O~ .289-03 .000 
- -', u .. ;'ciit· ·-;i39·-03 -.000 
.i6~-P~ .Z89-03 .000 
e 16'1-0" .289:'Ol .00Cl· 
.16"-O~ .289-03 .000 
.16"-0" .289-03 .000 
.16~-0~ .289-0l .000 
~ 16~:'O" .i89-03 -.-000 
.16"-O~ .l89-03 .000 
•• 6~-0~ .289-0l .000 
.I'~-O~ .289-03 0000 
.85l-05 ."83-0~ ~16"-0~ .289-0l .000 
.85l-0S ."83-0~ .16~-0~ .289-0l .000 
.8 53-0S-. ~ 83-0" • 16 "-0 .. -- -;189:"03 ; 000 
,853-05 .~83-0~ .16"-0~ .289-03 .000 
.853-05 .'183-0~ .16 .. -0'1 .289-0l .000 
.853-05 ."Bl-O~ .16" ft O'l .289-03 .000 
.85l-0S r"83-0~ .16"-0" .269-03 .000 
.853-05 .~83-0'l .16"-0" ,289-03 .000 
• 853~05 • '(B3-0 .. - . -;16-'1-0-.. .. -- ~ 2a9'';03-- • 000 
.396-05 
.'120-05 









.1 .. 9-05 
































.653-05 .'IB3-0'l .16'1-0" .269-03 .000 
.B53-0~ .'I83-0Q .16"-0~ ~2a9-03 .000 
~853"05 .'i83"'0~ .16~""Q1j .289-03 .000 
.BS3 e OS .'I8l-0'l .16"-0'1 .289-03 .000 
.853-05 .'I8l-0~ .16 .. -0.. .289-0l .000 


















































































































TI"£_ 500.00 TOTAL ,TERATIONS. au 
















































« 1 N' . TEMP CDE"" TOTAL I BTu/rlZ-SEC» 
1"~17 12ft8.31 .0000 1 •• 8110 i ... 67---·-Z2S'~A .. ------_:_;21 02--- ----Z i.l 0'1', 
1.8516 2253.95 ·.0 .. 87 22.0713 
1.136. 225ft.65 .1122 22"1~9 
1.8216 225~.,~ ... e.o 23.7701 
1.7652 2238.83 1.07 .. 0 27,'185 
1.7D87 2203.~0 I.S38~ 26.9&2' 
1.6523 -ZI5Ii.7------· ·'1.' .... 7 2 •• jlll 
1.5'58 2081.10 2.17 .. 1 22.3873 
1.5393 1"7.2~ 2.321 3 20.7011 
1 ... 829 1899.71 2,"057 ZO.lS', 
1 ... 26.. ;187.11 2,1319 20.0287 
1.3700 .656,"2 2.3973 20.0037 
- --1;3 I n-- - i so I. '-0 ' •. ---- --2 ;337 r --- - 20.000i 
1.2"'1 - '''51t'.58 2.3060 ~O.OOOO 
I.Z.S3 I~A2.52 2.2~55 20.l213 
1.27i2136i.9' ~~iO'O 21.355i 
1.2571 1302.26 1.8662 2 ... 5102 
1.2~2' 1223.26 1.581' 28., .. 87 
1.-2218- 11'13;i 6" .'- -- 10 3266' 32 ~2779 
1.21 .. 7 '8 ... 71 1.llft a 33.5653 
1.2006 c86S.6l ""11 33., .. 3' 
1.1865 763.38 .7'7~ 33.'809 
1.172ft 676.63 .6770 33.,.5 .. 
1.15~3 603.05 .57 .. 5 33.,.&, 
I; ...... ' 5"'0.68--'-- ----';'1-160 3".0000 
1.0877 360."8 .25'13 3".0000 
1.0312 250.2" .i50' 3 ... 0000 
'.97~8 18~.81 .0877 3 ... 0000 
"113 ~ .... 73 .0 ... 8 3~.OOOO 
~"19 ~l~~07 .0275 3~.0000 
.805-" --ill.12'-- --- -;Oi~-7' '3it.OOOO 
.7~" 10 •• 72 g007. 3~.OOOO 
,"25 103.~2 .003' 3 ... 0000 
.61.0 101.76 -~OOU 3 ... 0000 
.57.. 100.'. .000' 3~.OOOO 
.5231 100.59 .000" 3 ... 0000 
; .... ,-., --. - -I i;o'. it2'--~"-'- --~1iD02-- --'j" .'00'00 
'''102 100.35 .0001 3 ... 0000 
.3537 100.32 .0000 3~.OOOO 
.2'73 100.30 .0000 3".0000 
) .2lf08 100.30 .0000 lll.OOOO 
.I'~" 1~0.30 .0000 3 ... 0000 
". ---~-i279----100.30 -.'0000 - 3~;OOOO 
3 .0715 100.l~ .OOO~ 3".0000 
2 .0150 IOOw30 .0000 ...... 0000 
1 ~oooo- 100.30 -- ---." ~OOOO .0000 
DECOMP CAReO N ~RAPHITE SILIC~ MOL *T 
.0000 1""11~ .0000 ~~l9'6 .~'I8'S,03 2 ..... 03 
-;0000 1:-.01"3 ,- .0000-'-- 6~r;87" ..... '12.03 23.'16 
.0000 15.2 .. 61 .0000 '.~252 ..... '32.03 23,"5:-
-.0000 IS ..... 13 .0000 7.Q736 r ''''''S'''03 23.018 
.0000 15.'''36 .0000 8.1~66 ." .. 980+03 22.60" 
•• OOQ~ 18.6''1' .0000 '.22~' ,"51"1+03 21.2 .. 3 
-.0000 17.3097 .0000 '.67"2 ."5319'03 20.572 
.0000 1';"532 .0000 9.as" ."5551'03 20.007 
-.0000 12~"'I77 .0000 "'3'6 ."5660+03 1,.751 
-.0000 10.7261 .0000 9.9750 .'157""03 19.6'3 
.0000 10.16'0 .OOUO ,.,907 '''58l0+03 1,.73b 
•• 0000 10.03J6 .0000 ,.,971 ."5'07+03 1,.821 
.0000 10.00 .. 3 .0000 ""'3 ,"597"03 1,.' .. 8 
.0002 10.0000 -;ooijo'" 1"0;0000--'"'''6511+03 20.130 
.0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 ... ,6JI'03 20.189 
.2273 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 '''675'''03 20.250 
1~3SS3 10.0000 .0000 19.0000 ~"68"'03 20.31~ 
... SI02 10.0000 .000010.0000 ,"7106+03 20.378 
a""87 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 ."7366'03 lO.~J" 
12.217' 10.0000'-- ;-000-0--10.00'00' .'17527+03 20.'107 
13.5653 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 '''7575'03 20 ... 79 
13,'''3' 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 ."7585+03 20,"82 
13.'80' 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 ."7588'03 20.~'J 
13.'95" 10.0000 .0000 1000000 .~7588~03 20.'18" 
13.9'8' 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 ."7588'03 20."8~ 
·i .. -.oooo 10.0'000 .oooo---rb-;oo·ob - ."7588+0'3' 20."8'1 
I~.OOOO 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .~7S88+03 2Do~8" 
~oOOOO 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 '''7518'03 20.~1~ 
... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.000U '''7588'03 20,"8 .. 
... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .'17588+03 20'''8~ 
"eOOOO 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 '''7588+03 20 ...... 
... 0000 10.0000 - .'0000'---'10'-000-0 .it7588'03 20'''8~ 
~.OOOO 10.0000 .0000' 10.0000 ."7588'03 20."8~ 
~.OOOO 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 ... 75.8'03 2'0 ... 8 .. 
11.0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 .~7S18'03 20.~'" 
... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 '''7588+03 20 .... ~ 
".Qi]OQ 10.0000 -.0000 10.0000 ... 7588.03 ZO'''8~ 
... 0000 ,-, '"10.0000 --- --;oooo-----ro;oooo- ."7588'03- -ZO.~,it 
".0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 ... 15IS'03 20.~'" 
1,.0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 '''7588'03 20 .... ~ 
1 ... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 ... 75.8+03 20e ... .. 
1 ... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 '''75'8'03 20,"8" 
1 ... 0000 10.0000 .0000 10.0000 '''75'1.03 20."i" 
' ... 0000---- io. 00'00---"- --.0000-'-10'-00'00---'-. "75h+1J3 -, - 20 ~"ii.~ 
1 ... 0000 10,0000 .0000 10.0000 ,"7581.03 20,"'~ 
.. 6'1.0000 10.0000 ~OOOO 10.0000 ... 75.8,03 20.~ ... 

























.102' .. -02 
.2200"-OJ 























~_ " __ " G,..5....fJ.Cl!-_~:-~-·.,QU"CES AtiPJJ~~~!~ __ ---:!'!".~~~!'_.-~:~~~ •. ~~-:-~~~.~ __ e.---~~---COPdC .. E~T_RA!J '?N~~-~~~.~~~.~~~~_:.~~.~ __ .~~ .•• 
NODE ~.TECL.M/· CLIM/NODE-SEe, CLBM/fT3 VOID, 
,Tz-SEe' ~YRO D£'O sl-e INT eOM8 OXYGEN NITROGEN HYDROGEN "RO OE'O SID BURN TotAL 
,,-
-':--"'''", o ."~,.;:--/ /< . \-,-} ~~."" 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































~t-: ~ ~ 
-
-: ~ 






-; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
'! ~-,-,~;;,: ~ 















.. ------...... ---..... i1III!f!----------------------,~--~--~-~--
I • 





SAMPLE CASE I I '\ 
" 
. y 
'.,. .. ,/ 
Heat flux drive - DATA INPUT CARDS 
-
XQr MAIN 
FLUX r>RIVE SAMPLF rASE 














. , o • 24751. .00004 
20. 24843. .00030 .067 
40. 24935. .00061 12.33 
60. 24854. .00391 3'3.88 
80. 22965. .01086 192.'31 
~ 100. 18058. .01341 30.31 
120. 1452·4. .00932 7.25 
· }- ~ 140. 12713. .00786 ~.91 
\ 160a 11419. .00660 2.4~ 
180. 10614. .00503 1.75 
.' 200. 101?3~ .00395 1.47 
· .t~ ~ 220. 9810. .00335 1.36 
:::, 240. 9572. .00308 1.26 
r: 260. 9408. .00295 1..22 
, ! 
. 280. 9240. .00282 1.19 
" 300. 9076. ,- .00268 1.15 ,- . 
4,:'>i 320. 8902. .00285 1.10 
_. "I 340. 8727. .00302 1.05 · ;","' 
, , 
. ~. 360. 85:;\0 • .00326 .985 
· "'!l 
· 
.. ,.1 380. 8275. .00381 .925 
. :~ 400. 78eo. .00475 .905 
" '! 420. 7280. 000607 .97 , ! 
-<: 440. 6420. .00755 1.115 
1 460. 5245. e00865 1.22 
.. 480. 3858. .00939 1.14 
-\ 500. 2720. .00861 .'785 
540. 1245. .00685 .245 
600. 560. .00650 
700. 110. .010'30 
800. 114. .01360 
900. 117. .01460 
1000. 121. .015'50 
1078. 124. .01603 
O. O. 
· '.' 
4 LOCAL STATIC PRESSURE AND FLOW 
-
'" o. .0360 1. .0000403 
40. 1.756 1. .. 000639 1"" 
50. 10.5 1. .001944 \' ,! 
60. 66.08 1. .004779 ~\ n d ( . . l-t I' ~?' I " '\ 
84 










70. 393.0 1. .008396 
BO. 512.8 1. .012207 
85. 767.0 1. .01308 
90. 1030.0 1. 11013202 
95. -920.0 1. .012724 
100. 81B.1 1. .012C;42 
10~. 75C;.0 1. .011~B4 
(, 110. 651.0 1. 01)09522 
115. 549.0 1 .. .008698 
~.! 120. 410.9 1. .007690 
" 
. '~7 130. 349.0 1. .006707 
(t 140. 298.0 1. .006108 
. 150. 258.0 1. .005552 , 
. ~' 
; 160. 21'h4 1. .004909 
"'~ 170. 156.0 1. .O0419? 
180. 125.1 1. ,,00'3612 
190. 96.9 1. .003218 
7.00. 77.7 1. .00277 
210. 66.2 1. .002416 
240. 47.5 1. .002095 
,1 300. 36.3 1. .001795 .~ 
~\ 350. 4908 1. .002061 
"', (-', 370. 61.5 1. 11002261 " ~ 390 •. 90.6 1. .002834 ~J 
.~ 410. 147 • 1. .00'347'; 
. ~ 
'I 430. 236. 1., .004399 
::.: 
, 
'J}. 450. 366. 1. .005078 ;~\ 
:'... 4'10. 459. 1. .005091 fl 480., 496. 1 • .00489'3 
. ,,~ ~. 
: .. 490. 480. 1. .004296 
. ,'~ 510. 411. 1. .003504 
"..,. ~ 530. 318. 1. .002628 
~ ..... 
. ' ... ' 550. 287. 1 • .002214 
: ~ .~·I 570. 307. 1. .001667 
". 706. 734. 1. • 00118 
,";',) 756. 1115. 1 • .001561 
. :".~ 1078. 2117. 1. .001Q'i2 
-. O@ :. ·.t.~ o. "\ 
, ,:"t 2 ALUMINUM .015 1 
. :,...; 1 AVCOftT 1.976 35 Ii 
~ . 0 
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560. ,1\ , 








~~ \ !) 
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85 I il !l ~ 
1·~ 
.. :;~ i' r Uii ;; i 
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, '! (\ r/' ;t ,;, ~.:\, • ~\. .. • , \I;~l ,>' .' 



















_!R LNT-1.1I1E2.!~~.f.Q~TRO!-oH..B\"L __ ,. ____ , __ ,_. 





,-,-o.!~ to DO 1o0._o009. _____ _ 
---,--
SURfACE HEAT fLUX 
TIHE 
TABLE 




































ENTHALPY PARAMETER TO SURfACE 
IBTU/LBM~ iLBM'FTZ-SEC' (BTU/SEc. 
2~7SI.00 .0000" -.000 i"8''4'3;00'''· -----~-i:J0-0·lO------.06'j--'-'-" 
2'493S.00 .00061 IZe330 
H8S'4,90 .0039-' _ 3~.!88Q 
22965.00 .010g6 192.310 
180S8.00 .013 .. 1 30.310 
I~S2'4.00 .00932 7.250 
121i.r;-oo- --"-;'00786' ---- 3~-9To---"---
11'419,00 .00660 2, .. 30 
10.1'4,00 .OUS03 Ir1S0 
10133.00 .O'03,S I ~'470 
9810.00 .00l~S 1.360 
'S~2. ~Q __ ~,~. 00.!SD8 _.l.!.t~.Q. ___ _ 
'~08.00 .002,5 I.Z20 
92~0.00 .00l82 1.190 
9076,00 000268 I.JSO 
8902.00.cio~ii i.ioo 
8727,00 .00302 1.050 
8S30.00 .00326 ,985 
827-5;00"--- -- -.0038-1 ------,-92s---·~ 
7880.00 .00~1S ~9~S 
7280.00 .00'07 .970 
''420.00 .00755 f;~li 
52 .. 5.00 .008,5 1,:20 
3858.00 .00939 1,1'40 
2~jo.oci·------;00861 .785 
12~S.00 .00685 .2'45 
560.00 .00650 -,000 lJ(hoo .01030- '---'-:'",000-' 
II~~~~ ,01360 -.000 
117.00 .01"60 -.OO~O ______ . 
-- -j 23.0'0'-- ---;iiTi»;o- --- ---::;0'00 
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JJ , ,.,tl,*, .IS· ."_~ ,. ~:,-M-", , . po ',:': •• ';,. !'·.'C, 








I'IATERlAL fUI'IE NUI'ISER or 
--'--,.00£5 -----.---
'ZI ALU~INIJ" I 




.10 9 7'0 3S __ .. _. ___ ._,, ___ ., . ___ _ 
"ATERIAL PROPERTIES OF VIRGl~ I'IATENIALS 
. -_ ... _--- -~ . -- ... 
HATER IAL 'I J 
-- - - 'An I YAYHfi..-YE"P[-RAt-Ojir.DEcnr 
COLLISIO~ FREQUENCY,I/SEC 
REACTION ORDER 
fiRST REAC --~. 23JOO;O---' 
.1IZ090.O~ 
J.ooo,o 
HEAT Of DECOMPOSITION.STu/LHM 350.00 
--5"P[C iF'leM'EAT' ~BTU/Lil'l':OEG R ---,-... 3-0'0'.00 i., 




TRANSPllfAlr'o"N-fACTOR (AaL GASES' l.-iDoo---
HATERIAL , 2' 
fiRST REAC 
ACTIVATION YEMPE~AYURE.DEG R .0 
COLL I 51 Chi"'F'REt;iuENCY; f/SEe' -- '- - --'---;000000- -
REACTiON ORDER .' .0000 
HEU OF DECO-"POS IT I 0,.' ;'B TU/'L8"~ lio.-oo- .. ---
Sf-CONO REAC 












IT •• 2., .0UOll .ooall 
i~~ SPECIFI~_~~~TI8T~(~B~-~~JL~~ __ __ 
CONDUCTIVITY,BTU-IN/FTZ-SEC-DEG R 
.gOOO 'e' .io~Z-O~'T.1 .OOOU ,T •• 2., .0000 
--,-I fS3-06·...-c -';-90'a'O-OSH.' .0000 ';-"2+, .0000 
~"USIVIJY._ . ___ ._. __ ._. ,~ ____ ,_~2QO_0_ 
ABSORPTIVITY •• 000 
DENSITY,LIH/ffl .8Q.oO 
_!~!~~'!t~A-'JON FACTOR UBL GASES' .7000 ______ , __ _ 
MATERIAL PROP[R~IES OF THE ~HAR 
ACTIVATION TEHPERATURE.DEG R 
--_. -"iL,-L.:-1 5 iON FREQUENCY, I/SEC 
REACTIO~ ORDER 
H[AT OF COHBUSTION,BTU/LB" 
HEAT OF SUBLIMATION,BTU/L8M 






- .. ---------, . -----






























, .. ':, . 
~ ... ~~ . 
," ••.. , 
',,':- ~:..'> :" \:- .. : 








. ~-" . 
;j~ 









~, --:-'- ~joO 
{ •. ,OOOO -.', 
~ ,~_- ,::ov-~--.'-'~-:-" "' ... -
----~ -.-
__ T!!.A!!.~I'.1 RA_T..LO~_LACTO~ I CHAR GASES t 




'IABLATION GAS PROPERTIES 
10.OU,,~ 
.. "'" ~--.- --_ .. _ .. !--- -'sr~It1FYC-ifEAT ;8 Tu7LiHfeo£G R 
HEAi OF GAS COKBUSTIOH,BTU/LBK 
-1--;1060-00,.1 - ;0000 ··,'T.',·- ~OOoO 
6173.00 
I T"Z. i"' ; 0000 iT •• ) 
OrHER COhSUNTS 
~~'E-O-REi fCA"CCARBONOENSlTY';LBK/F'Tr--DT;oo-'- --. 
THEORETICAL VIRG1N OENSiTY,L8"/F'T3 70';00 
THE(\RETICU SILICA D~!fSlTY,L~M!~TJ ~ P7"~O 
REFERENCE POROS I TY ;://'. .7500 
REFERENCE VISCOUS PE~MEABILITY,rT2 .IOOOOO-U9 
REFERENCel NERTliCP,E'R!!EA·SlL. nit ,FT---;TiHiooo.oZ 
» . 
HE,ERENCE VISCOSIT~/LDM/FT.SEC .IOOOOO-O~ 
R,EfERENCE TEMPER,;:t'URE FOR~ ViSC.,R - -ijo.oo 
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~ I TROG~fN ,. .! 1 O~(}OO_+o I 
~XYGEN~ .100000.01 
/~=c~=~:'"~_~~,,~~_~~'~ MONOX I DE : : ~~~~~:~: 
.. .. ",. - -- .. ~----- --- ----------
.~300 BLOllNG PARAMETER 
UlrFUSION ~EDUCTION PARAMETER 
MEAT OF ~~aCTIDN. ~I02-C,BfU/L8" 
·,-•• ,·ifc;o;oo'.1 -~2S~O.01IETA.1 -.Z300+01IEU.·Z.' -.a780-00IEU"3 
.00 
.00 HE~T ~F ~t~C!!O~!~ ~~POSITION. eTU/LS" 
----_ .... - --- ~- - .. -
SILICA-CARSON REACTION CONSTANTS 
ACflVATION TE"PERATUME.OEG R 
COLl!S I ON FMEQ"UENCy;USEc· 
REAC Ti ONOftOER 
~0765.0 
- ..• -2092To.0 .. 
1.0000 
SILICA DEN5JTY-~-iNITIAL CHAR,LBI't/FTJ 8.19 
CARi3!)N OEI'OSI.Tl.ON ,.RE~q.1 ON _.c9_N_~!.ANTS __ ~ ____________ ~ __ 
LO- HYDROGEN HIG" HYOROGlN 
.136500-01 .'o.noe-OJ 
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~. . '. 
',' ...... : 
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. ; . 
..... 
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, ' ~.. . 
.' .: . ,.' .... ~ 
'. 
* ...., ',' ~.II.. . 
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• . ~ '0' 
.}- ,.: ..... 
...... 
." . /~. "..':,' 
SAMPLE CASE I I 
" 
~. __ ~ _~ .. ~~.: . ...:...:t-
Heat flux drive - OUTPUT OF CALCULATED DATA A'~ VARIOUS TIMES 
The following listing shows the CHAD proglramoutput at time = 
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PROGRAM LISfING 
This is a sequenced I isting of the CHAD computer program (including sub-
routines,'. 
- FOR ALKD/D2.RLKD/D2.SLKD/C2 
BLOCK DATA CHOOOOOO 
COMMON IBLOCKAI CHDOOOlO 
lABSORP(lO) ,ABSC .AtTENC .ACTENS ,ACTENV(4.10), CH000020 
2BSTAR ,CCPC(4) ,CCPG(4) ,(HARPTCIOl) ,CKC(4) , CH000030 
~COEFT(4'101 .CONDC ,CONDVCI00' ,(ONST(4.10) ,COVERXClOO) , CH000040 
4CPBM,1 .CPC ,CPV'tOO) ,DIFREC .UMATER(10', CH000050 
~EFCOLC .EFCOLS ,EFCOLV(4'10,.EMI~(10) .EMISC • CH000060 
6HOFM(lO' .HCOM .HCOMG gHSU~ .~ATCI00', (H000070 
7MATOMN .MATMNE .MN ,NN ,NNP , CHDoooao 
BNNSAVE .NRDIV tNRENO .NRGO .NSt. CH000090 
9PARTIN(lOl) ,PHI ,QBYRAD ,OCOMB .OEXTR • CHDOOIOO 
lOGPCOM .QSUBL .REePRO .REORDC ,REOROS , CHoOOIIO 
2REORDV(4.l0ltRH05Z ,RH05C305J, ,RHOepX(101) .RH.OC • CHD00120 
3~HOVCIO) .SABL .SABLe .SOOT .SoOTC , (H000130 
4Sl0PE(lO) .TMELT(lO) .TSZ ,TS(20" ,TRCHAR ~ CHD00140 
~W~Z .WF(205) .XCHAR ,X!NIT .XLEFTClOl'. CHo00150 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ,XMoOTo ,XMoOTG ,)(Moor:.. , CH000160 
7XMOOTR ,XMOOTS ,XTOT~L ,XV!RG( 101' .XZONE CH000170 
COMMON/BLOCKCI (HOOOlGO 
lBLPRES(20.11) .COMMAX ,CUTOFF ,F(20.1U • O:H[)00190 
2FLOW(20,lU .HeONV(20.lU,IERROR ,JUNCT.L • tH'000200 
~N .NOSECH ,OBAC~ ,Q(ONVf2C,11"QGAS(20,11' , CHDOO'lO 
40MISC .TIME ,TP~INT .TWALL(20'11"XIWALL(20.11', CH000220 . 
t;XIR(~O'll' CH00011~O 
COMMON IBLOCKJI CH000240 
1 FLUX 1« 2 00, ,TEOEP (200)> ,XEDEP ( 101) ,EOEP C 101) ,.NTEDEP \\ _cHrfo0250 
2NXEOEP,ITEPEP_EDFLUX(100)tMbo0260 
COMMON IALOCKK/NN1,QeONO(205) CH000270 
COMMON/BLOCKN/COORo CH000280 
COMMON/~LotKR/OIFC(4),EROC(~l'ERODE CH000290 
eO~MON /(HCOMI OTAU. IBEII0), ISS(lO!, IBSPN. CHOOO~OO 
lIGTYP(lO). IHDN(4), 1M. IZ8(3', IZ~(~'10', CHoOO~10 
2IZGT(3), JRSW, NCSN(lO), N5Hh~3', NSHR(3), CH000320 
3NZEN(~j, NZSN(3" ~(ffotc305'. RH02(305·Y;t RHO~(410" CH000330 
41 ,TEMPA2 (20,~ i' ,TEMPA'3 (42' • TEMP.A4·U.2 " ~TEMPA!H 20';) , CHOOO~40 
5 DELXClOO"bISTL(lOOhOUM itlo,,-n:\.ltn, eH000350 
6IV5'LFT'MG'MOUM'NeEN(lO'.NCUT'ND(~',NLZON~SN~$Nl' CH000360 
1SCHECK CHD00370 
COM~ON INAS(OMI CHARROtAt~M9 ....... CH000380 
leARBN1(20s,.eARBN5(205',SI(CA1420S',SIL(A5(iD6'~PYRO(205,.OEP(205'CH000390 
. ~- -. .- '. 1/ 2,HYO(?05) ,AERO(20,' .AERNf'201)' .BURNC205' ,WFO(~,O~', WOEP'~~05' ,WSI (?OCH000400 
35) ,WBRN ( 205' 9 EMWT (205) ,PRG(205 , ;;;-_c:c~.\ CH000410 
4,TIMEX(5QJ~TFT(50).NrTS .. (~ CHD00420 
5 ,POR (20·5 ,.PERMJ (205' ,PERM2 ( 20~' ,V! SC« 205' .GeON ,RHOTs,CAJns ,5 I L TS, CH000430 
6PORT ,PERT l,PERY)2 ,OCOH ,0(:00. DeoPY ,DCODP ,DCOS .. ~ ~OCOCM ,DCcJN, CFXH ,CFXO ,CHD00440 
7CFXPY ,CFXDP ,CF}(S I .eFXCM ,CFXN ,D I FCO C 205' ,sox (lO.t; ", eHD00450 
8, ALL GAS « 205' .GRAF 1C 205' ,GfMF5 '2 Ot;) "t~PEEO ( 20'3 , .rH fCH t 205) .D I FR( 205' CHo00460 
9 ,VI seo, VI seON ,AF ,BF ,S IL I eA 'REO,., PMW ,OMW 'H'~H(,AOMW ,ANMW .SMW ,BMW ,ex (6' CH000410 
1,QSI.QBRN,QDEP ." i _, CHD00480 
qATA NSToL'N'COORO'AIRM,GCON/f'~'1,le~2S.9~'1545.' CH000490 
DATA CFXO ,CFXN ,CFXH ,eFXPY ,CFXDP ,Cf'XS I ,CFXCM/7*O •. 1 CH000500 
C THE ABOVE OAT. STATEMENTS ARE NORMALL~ LEFT UNCHANGtD CHD005l0 
e MATERIAL 1 DATA n ~HD00520 
DATA (ACrENV(I,1),1=1,2)/23~008,Oel (HnOOS30 
99 
't 
'" ~ . 
" .... 




... ~ . . . ;. 
1, 
. : '.".~ . 
DATA (EFCOLV 1 I.1I.I:1,Z)/11,09.,O.1 





C MATFRIAL 7 OAT A 
I" ~e,; ,;, 
DATA (ACTF.NV(I,2),I=1",/O •• O.1 




DATA (CONST(t'2)'tSl'4)/.0412~ •• 961E-5,O.,O.1 
DATA EMIS(2),ABSORP(2)oRHOV(2),SLOPE(7)/.? •• 6,4A4 ••• 71 
C CHAR DATA . 
DATA ACTENC,EFCOlC,REORDC,HCOM 139855 ••• 613E9 •• ~,O.1 
DATA ACTENS,E~CeLS'REORDS,H5U~ 10.,0.,0.,0.1 
OATA (CCPC(I),I-l,4)/.42,0.,O.90.1 
DATA (CK(1),I=lv4)/~16~E-2,-.2968E-5,.1751E-8'-.2402E-121 
OAT A EM I S C , A B S C , P. I-jOe ; :if~ C H A R I • 65 , 1 .0 • 20. , 1 • I 
DATA CHARRO/IOctl 
C GAS DATA 
DATA (CCPG(I).t~1'4)tHCOMG/.1,0.,0 •• O •• 617~.1 
C INTERNAL FLOW AND OIFFUSn)W:~nNSTA~T~ 
DATA CART S, RHOT S, S I L T S ",Pi:>RT t PERT l' PERT 2/131, ,70. ,131.3, .15 , 
Il.E-10,10.1 
DATA vrsco.VISCON/1.E-5,530 .! 
DATA DCOCM,DCODP,D(OH9DCON,Dcoo,DCOPY,D(OSI/7*1.! 
DATA ANMW,AOMW,BMW,DMW,HMW,PMW,SMW/28e,3Z.,2S •• 20.,Z •• 16 •• 44.1 
C MJSCfLlANF.OUS CONSTANTS 
DATA BSTAR.€DrFC(I),J=l.4)/.4~,-.64q'-2.54.-'.~09-.B7AI 
DATA QSI,~DEP.QBRN/O •• O.,O.I 
DATA AF'BF,SILiCA.REO/2.0921E~.4016~e,8.1q4.1.1 
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40 PHI=EXP (-B) 
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CHARM SUBROUTINE IN CHAP --JULV 1966 VERSION 
LISTING FOR GAUDETTE 8528 TAPE 
COMMON IBlOCKAI 
1ABSORP(10) ,ABSC .ACTENC ,ACTENS 
2BSTAR .CCPC(4) .CCPG(4' .(HARPT(101) 
'3COEFTI4t10' .CONoe ,CONDVIIOO) .(ONSTC4'010) 
4CPBAR .CPC .CPV n 00) .0 I FREC 
5EFCOLC .EFCOLS ,EFCOLV(4'10).E~IS(iO) 
6HOFM(lO' .HCOM .HCOMG .HSUB 
7MATOMN .MATMNE .MN ,NN 
8NNSAVE .NRoIV .NREND .NRGO 
9PARTINIIOl' ,PHI .QBYRAD .QCOMB 
lQGPCOM .aSUBL ,RECPRO .~EORDC 
2REORDVI4.10).RH05Z ,RHOS(30S) ,RHOCPX(lOl) 
~RHOV(lO' ,SABL .SABLC .SoOT' 
4SLOPE(lO, .TMELTCIO) .TSZ ,TS(205) 
5WFZ ,WFI20S) .XCHAR ,XINIT 
6XMASS .XMDOTC .XMDOTD ,XMDOTG 
7XMDUTR ,XMDOTS ,XTOTAL .XVIRG( 101) 









,CKt'4' • CHDOl120 
,COVERX(lOO) • CHD01130 
,lJMATER(10) • r.HDn1140 
.EMISC • CHo01150 
,MAT(lOO) • CHDOl160 
,NNP , CH001170 
.NST , CHD01180 
,QEXTR , CHDOl190 
,REORDS , CHD01200 
,RHOC e CHo01210 
,SoOTC • CH001220 
.TRCHAR • CH001230 
.XlEFT(101) ,CHD01240 
,XMDOTL , (HD01250 
,XZONE CHD01260 
CHD01270 








~N .NOSECH .QBACK 
4QMISC .TIME ,TPRINT 
5 X I R( 20.11 , 






















IIGTVP(10), IHDNI4', 1M. IZ6(3), IZGI3.10), 
zIZGT(3). JRtf~' NCSNHOh NSHLI:3" NSHRC3'. 
3NZEN(3), NZ(SNI3" RH01l305'. RH02(30S). RH031410h 
41 ·,.fEMPAi(205"TEMPA3142).TEMPA4(42' .TEMPA5(205), 
5 DElXIIOO),DJSTl(lOO,.DUM 110,.JCOM. 
6 r Y S .l, F T ,M G , Mo U M , NeE NIl 0 , • N CUT, N.QJ 3) • N L l 0 N , S N • 5 N 1 • 
7SCH!CK . --
COMMON/NUCOMI N~~A, 
lEM(42) ,/ ! 
COMMON IDACOMI ki"42)' ;/ 
lABVAL ,ABVALM.ABVAlS,BI42' ,t'42~~/' ii,' CC·(20SJ.CONO(42). 
2CONDX .CONDXX, D(42) 'DD(205',OE~TXII01).DGAS'DQ. 
3DTAUC .DrAUS ,0TAUX ,oTF,oTR(3hf.DFX.EoFXX.EMI(42" 
4ETA.ETAS,FHT(42),FHTX,FHTxx.GAGrhGASl,GK.GX,GY,GZ, . 
5 HD A ( 5 • 1 0 ) • I B 5 PM' I ERR' I GC i~g ~ t1,0l0 , I GR. 1 (i R L • I G T • I G 2 • 
61 HY 5, I NEG, IN 1,1 N2. I P. I PLUS, TTER, ITERT, i X t I Y. I Z ,J, JBE t 
7JBEM'JBEX.JBNOl'JBND2'JBS,JBSM.J8SP~,JBSPN,JBX'JBXX,JCEN, 
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?NRIO.NRIDC.NRSW(lO).NRznN.NSLAB(10) .NSLABH(10) ,NSW.NXSW, CHD01610 ~NlnN'~lnNC'ONE.PSI,nSAVE'QTnT'QTOTAL'REFCTRtSBK.SDN' CHD01620 4~DOTN'~NS'~RA'TAR'lALOUT'TAUS1(3"TAUl.TAU2'TAU2S~TEMPA, CHD01630 
5TEMPST(3),THREE,TWO,WFP,WFX,WFXX,XI,XMCOM.XSAVE CHD01640 
COMMON INASCOMI CHARRO,AIRM. CHD01650 
lCARBNl(20S),CARBNS(20S),SILCA1(20S',SILtA5(205),PYRO(205),DEP120S)CHD01660 2,HYD(?O~) .AERO(20S),AERN(20S).BURN(205,.WFD(20S)' WDEP(20S,.WSI(?OCHD01670 ~~I.WAqN(20S),EMWT(20?),PRG(20S) CHD01680 4.TtMFX(~O).TFT(50)'NPTS rHnn1690 
5,POR(20S"PERM1(20S,.PERMZ(20S,.VISCI20S"GCON.RHOTS.CARTS.SILTS. CHD01700 
6PORT,PERT1,PERT2,DCOH,DCOO,DCOPY oDCODP,DCOSI,DCOCM,DCON,CFXH.CFXO,CHD01710 7CFXPY.CFXDP,CFXSI~CFXCM,CFXN'DIFCO(20~~)SOX(205) CHDOl720 8.ALLGAS(2051,GRAF1(2051.GRAF5(20~"SPEED(20S"DIFCH(205).DIFR(205'CHD01730 9'V15CO'VISCON~AF.BF.SILICA'REOtPMW'DMW'HMW'AOMW'ANMW'SMWeBMW.CX(6'CHDOI740 
1,QSI.QBRN,QDEP.DACT CHD01750 
COMMON ITABCOM/ NDOTS(4,.TIMEICIOO),TIME2CIOO).TIME3CIOO). CHD01760 
ITIME4(lOO).DSTEP(lOO) ,PSTEP(lOO).XR1(lOO),RHCIOO),QMU(lOO), CHD01770 
?TT(1 00 ),PP(lOO),FF(]OO),ASTIIOO) CH001780 
DIMENSION AREAC(42',CONDO(4~).EMBM(42)'NBND2(10)fNHDN(3" CHD01790 
IPC(42',RATEI42),RH04(306), DELTAX(1),TEMPA1(1) CHD01800 
c**** DIMENSION STATEMENTS CHD01810 C CHDOIB20 





















ENTRY POINT TO SUBROUTINE 
TAUOUTsTAU1+COMMAX 
GO TO (lO,13527),NST 
IN!TIAL SECTION-~10-2599 (PASS THROUGH ON FIRST ENTRY ONLY) 
C**** SETUP OF VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS-- SPECIFr~ HEAT, 




DO 11 J= 1,4 



































~ ........ --.. ~--.. ----~----------------------------------~~-- ---
-,' 
- . 
,.. . ,.; 
DO 16 1=,,16 
no 12 J=1.4 
", J "~, 
12 COEFTeJ.IJ = COEFT(J,IJ*RHOVIII/12. 
ONE = RHOV(I'~RHOC I 
IF (ONE) 13.13.10016 
13 CONTINUF 
DO 14 J= 1.4 
EFCOLV(J,I) • 00 
HDA(J. I) = O. 
14 CONTINUE 
GO TO 16 
10016 CONTINUF 
TWO:: 12./ONE 
DO 20016 J==t.4 
> .. ~.,. 
EFCOLVCJ,II • EFCOLV(J.I'*RHOV~~'/ONE**REORDV(J.I' 
20016 HDAIJ.I) = (CCPG'J'-TWO*(COEF1(J,I)-CCPC(J)"/FLOAT(J) 
TEMPA = 536.67 
C 
C 
HDA(?I) :: HOFM(IJ-(HDA(1.I'+(HDA(2,I'+(HDA~3.I'+HDA(4.J' 
1*TFMPA)*T~MPA'*TFMPA1*TFMPA 
16 RHOV(I'=ONE+l.E-lO 





ZEROING AND INITIALIZATION 
ZONE CONTROL VALUtS SET 
IZBII) = 119 
C 
IZA(2) !!: 187 
IZA(,) = 18·7 
IBSPM :: 204 
tBSPN = 203 
t HnN ( 1) :::: 1 
NHDN(ll:::: 4 
NHDN(2) = 4 
NHDN(3) = 4 
NZSN(l) :::: NN 
NZFN(l) :::: MNOD 
NRZON = 1 0 
NLZON :::: ~ 
c 
IP = 3 
NPEIN :::: 1 
NPS2N :::: 1 
C NOPE DIVIDERS SET 
ND ( 1 ) = NN 
ND(2) = 500 
C ZEROING 
DO 17 J::::l.3 
NSHLIJ) = 0 
17 NSHR(J) :::: 0 
OGAS :::: o. 
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QGAS( 1,1) =0. 
ITERT = 0 
NortMF = 0 
C OTHER VALUES SET 
PERTl=PERT1*32.2 
PERT2=PERT2*32.2 
NRII'lC = 1 
C 
NZONC :: 1 
NST = 2 
ETA:: .005 
NRSW = I 
NCUT = 1 
NPTSW :: 1 
LFT = 1 
LRT = 2 
DO 18 J=1.3 
T AU~ T ( J I = O. 
OTR(J) = O. 
TE~PST(J) = TS(NN) 




SETUP OF TEMPERATURES AND DENSITIES 
PLACEMENT OF NOPAL WIDTH VALUES INTO DELX ARRAY 
XLEFTt.l)=O. 
XSAV~=0.6*PARTIN(ll+XLEFT(1) 
DO 19 ~=l.NN 
1= MAT(J) 
RHO 1 ( J) = RHOV ( t ) 
XLEFT(J+11=XLEFT(J'+PARTINIJ) 
19 OELX(J) = PARTIN(J) 
DO 20 I;;l.MNOD 
TEMPA2(J) = TSJl) 
TEMP A, 5 ( 1) = T S ( I ) 
RH02 ( I» :: RHOl ( I) 
RHOS ( I) :: RHO 1C I ) 
J = t.+IASPM 
RH,Ol( Jl = RHOU 1) 
RH02(J) = RHOl(l) 
RH03 ( J I = RHO 1 ( I ) 
RH04(JI = RHOi(I) 
20 RH05(J) = RHOl(l) 
1= IZB(1)-1 
K -= NH/)N(l'I+l 
TEMPA = TEMPA1(NN) 
C •• ** SETUP OF FRONT ZONE ONE = (TEMPA1(MNO~'-TE~PA1(NN)"FLOAT(NHON(1') 








































































J = I ... 1 
TEMP~lCI) = TEMPA 
TEMPA2CI) = TEMPA 
TEMP~SeI) = TEMPA 
TfMPA :: TEMPA+ONF. 
RHo1et) = RHo'l(NN) 
RHD2 ( J) :: RHo'l ( I ) 
30 RHoseI) :: RHo'l(I) 
HDLO=RHO(-(HARRD 










00 r;o J=1.100 
50, EOFtUX(J)=Oet 
(~**. SETTING OF TIMES AND DELTA TIMES 
( 
( 
TAUDUT :: (DMMAX 
oTAU ill COMMAX 
211 oTAUS = OTAU 
OTAUC = nTAU 
DTAUX : O.5*OTAU 
TAUI = O,. 
TAU? = DTAU 
e**** 
c 
NORMALiZED DISTANCES AND NORMALIZED NODE WIDTHS . 
230 
IY5 :: NOC 1) 
5Nl ~ XlEFTCMNOO)-XLEFTCIYS) 
DO, ?'3O, J=IYS.MNOo 
OISTLeJl :: CXLEFTCJ)-XLEFTC IYS) )/SNl 
oELXeJ) -~ DELX(J)/SNI 
C**** 
SCHF.CK = O,.r;*SNl 
C 
c**** CALCULATION CONTRDL--260o'-2684 
C 
260,0 NPBSW = tP 
MARK = 1 
IG = 1 
LANDIO = 1 
NR 10 = NP ID( 
Noe :: 1 
NDCM = 1. 
26 0, 3 I G 2 =' I. G 
Go, TO, (2606.2614.2615).NPSSW 
2606 NBNDl(IG) = NeSW+5 




































































Np.NnST :'; 4 
i'f,OR NC'FN( IG) ::; "'PE1N 
N5W :'; 1 
GO TO 264('\ 
2614 NAND}(J(i) :" " 
NCSN( YG) = NPS2r~ 
GO TO 2620 
261~ NBNDl(tr,) :; NASW+~ 
NCSN(IG) ::; 1 
2620 NZON = NZONC 
NBND!iT ::; 5 
IGC = 0 
262~ IF (NCSN(IGI-NZSN(NZONI)262B.2644,?o44 
2~2B IF (NlSN(NlON)-ND(NDC)) 2635,2635.2679 
2629 IF (NCSN( tG)-N[)(NDC)) 1i'6~0,1·262q.'i'6?9 
17629 LANDID:; 
NDC : ND(+l 
NDCM:1 
tGLD:IG 
GO TO 2635 
12630 NCEN( IG)=ND(NDC) 
NDC : NO(+1 
t,.ANDID:t: 
NSW = 5 
NDCM : 2 
GO TO 2640 
i'61~ NCcN(IG) ::; NZ~N(NZON) 
NSW : 2 
2640 IGTVP( IG) : 0 
JHDN ::; 1 
! B S ( I G ) '!: N C'S N ( I G ) 
GO TO 2660 
2644 YGC : 1G(+1 
IF (NZEN(NZONI-ND(NDC» 264A,2646.i'~4~ 
2645 IF (NCSN( IG) - ND(NDC»12646.'7645.1?64~ 
12645 LANDIn = :3 
NDe : NO( +,1 
NOCM:1 
IGLD=lG 
GO TO 2648 
12646 NSW :; 2 
GO TO 2647 
2646 NSW ::; :3 
2641 NCFN(YG) :; NDfNOC) 
N[:Ie : ND(+1 
NOCM :; 2 
LANOID : 2 
GO TO 2655 
264B NCEN( IG) :; NZEN(NZON) 
IF (NZEN(NZON)-MNOD) 2650,2651.2651 
2650 NSW ::; 3 
GO TO 2655 
2651 NBNDST = NASW 
NSW = 4 
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JHON = NHDN(NZON) 
IZGINZON.YGC)= IG 
IZGT(NlONl = tGC 
IF (IGC-ll 2657.2657.2656 
2656 IB5( IG) = IRE( IG-ll 
GO TO 2658 
2657 IBS( IG) = IZB(NlON) 
.. i 
2658 IF (NZON-NRZON) 266nt?6~q,2660 
265q NRSW( IGI = ~ 
NRtD :: 2 
GO TO 2f.61 
2660 NR~SW( tG) = NRID 
2661 N5lAB(IG) = NCEN(IGI-NCSN(IG) 
NSlABH( IG) = NSLAB(IGI*JHDN 
IF (NSLABH(IG)-~O) ?666.2666t26AO 
26t NBND2 (IG) = NBNDST 
tBE! IG) = IBSe IG)+NSLABH( IG) 
NOCM :: 1 
IF (LANDID-?,) 2667,7669,2668 
2667 NLSW( IG) = 1 
GO TO 2670 
2668 NLSW( IG) = 2 
GO TO 2670 
2669 NLSW( IG) = 1 
IGLD=IG+l 
LANDI!') = 3 
2670 tGL = Hi 
IG :: IG+l 
GO TO (2671,2672.2673.2675.2674),NSW 
2671 NPBSW :: 2 
GO TO 2603 
2672 NCSN( IG) :: NCEN(IGL) 
GO TO 2644. 
2673 NZON = NZON+l 
IGC :: 0 
2674 NCSN( IG) = NCEN(IGL) 
GO TO 2625 
2675 MG :: IGL 
NOF = I BE ( IGL) 
GO TO 2685 
2680 NSLAS(IG) = 40/JHDN 
NCEN( IG) :: NCSN(!G)+NSLA8(IG) 
NAND2(IG) :: 5 
NSLABH(IG) :: NSLAB(IG?*JHDN 
IBE( IG) :& IaS( IG)+NSLABH( IGi 
GO TO (12683,12682) ,NDCM 
12682 NDC = NDe - 1 
NDCM = 1 
'12683 CONTINUE 
IF (LANDID-Z) 2682,2682,2681 
?68? NLSW( IG) :I 1 
GO TO 2684 
268'3 NLSW ( I G) :: 2 
2684 IG = IG+l 
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CALCUlATION OF NODE WIDTHS FOR MINOR NODFS 
DO ? 686 I G = 1 , M G 
NZON = IGTYP( IG) 
ONE' = NHDN(NZONI 
JCSN = NCSN( IGI 
JCF.N~ = NCEN(IG)-l 
DO 2686 K=JCSNDJCfN~ 
DELTX(K) = DELX(K)/ONE 
DELTAX(K) = DELTX(K) 
CONTINUE 
DELTX (JCENM+l) = DELTX (JCENM) 
DELTAX(JCENM+1) = DELTAX(JCENM) 
CHECK COMMAX (DELTA TIME F~nM CHAP) 
AND RESET DTAU, PREDICTED TEMPERATUPES, AND PREDICTED DENSITIES 





















(DO .1,DCOO .CFXO ,AEPO) 
(ON ,2,OCON ,CFXN .AERN) 





IF (TAUOUT-TAUl-.99*DTAU) 268a,?690.?690 
DTF=(TAUOUT-TAUIJ/DiAU 













































SETUP OF COEFFICIENTS AND CALCULATION OF TE~PfRATURES--2690-3370CHD05420 CHD05430 
ENTRANCE HERE FROM 3360+ FOR RECALC OF ALL GROUPS--DTAU/2 
NXSW :rJ 1 
ITFR = 1 
ITERT = ITERT+l 











C**** FNTRANCE HERE FROM 3~75+ FOR RECALC OF ALL GROUPS 
C 
269,3 CONTINUF 
IG = 1 
WFX = O. 
FHTX = O. 
PCX = O. 
JBX = O. 










CALCULATION OF MASS RECESSION RATES 
C 
TEMPA = O.5*(TEMPAl(NOF)+TEMPA~(NOF» 









IF CPSI.LT.3.3) GO TO 4600 
IF (PSI.GT.9.0) GO TO 4550 
EROC(1)=-4.22915 
EROC(2)= It)34~09 







GO TO C2694,2695t2694),JRSW 
2694 CONTINUF 
SDOTN=C-XMOOTC-EROOE)/CRHOC+RH02(NOF-l)*12. 
GO TO 2692 
269S SOOTN= (-XMDOT(-ERODE) II CA~BNl € NOF-l ) +S I LCA1 (NOF-l ) +GRAFI (NOF-l ) ) 
1*12. 
2692 CONT INUF 
SON = SDOTN*DTAU/2. 
SN :zSNl+SDN 
C**** CHECK SIZE OF FRONT NODE AND ADJUST DTAU9 IF 
c**** NECESSARY TO PREVENT TXME STEP BEING TOO LARGE 
C 
IF CSN+SDN) 22696,22710,22110 
22696 DTF ~ -SNI/(2.*SDN) 
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GO 10 3296 





TEMPA1(1) = O.5*(TEMPA1(1)+TEMPA~{l) 
CALCULATE DELTA'" 
PO 2696 J=IYS,MNOD 
2696 [')ELTAX(J~ lDF.:LT·X(J)*SN 
( (**** ENTRANCE HERE FROM 3225+ ¥OR CALC of NEXT GROUP 
C 
c**** GROUP INITIAL(ZATION 
C 
12696 J~5 = IB5(IG) 
( 
JBSM = JBS""l 
JlSW= NLSW( IG) 
JRSW :: NRSW( IG) 
JEl = NSLABH( IG) 
JE = JEl+1 
JE2 = JEl-l 
JBNDl :: NBNDl(IGl-3 
JBND2 ~ NBND2(IG) 
IGL = IG-l 
JAf = I~F( IGI 
JBEM :: JBE-l 
JCSN :: NCSN( IG) 
JCEN :: -NCEN ( IG) 
JCENM :: JCEN-l 
IGC :: IGTYP(iG) 
JHDN ::: NHDNJ I GC ) 
JSLAR :: NSLAB(IG) 
JBSPM ::: IBSPN+JCSN 
JBSPN :II JASPM-l 
TWO = SON/(Z.*SN) 
WFXX :: wr.x 
FHTXX'= FnTX 
CONDXX :: CONDX 
JBXX :: JBX 




~s Jli X ll: W S I x 
W~RN~.}< = WBRNX 
lJEPXX~'"PEPX 
bWfDX)(=DWFDX 
C**~* SETUP OF NADD ARRAY (NUMAER OF 
c**** MAJOR NODES OF SAME MATFRIAL ANn WJnTH) 
( 
JX == 1 
IV == JCSN 
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12697 NADD( JX I =1 
2697 IX = IY 
C 
C 
IY = IX+] 
IF (IX-Ill 2698.2698,2702 
2698 IF IDELTAX(lYI-DELTAX(IXII 2701.2699,2701 
2699 IF (MAT(IY)-MAT(IXI) 270102700,2701 
2700 NADD(JXI = NADD(JXI+l 
GO TO 26 tH 
2701 JX II! JX+1 
GO TO 1,)6rn 
2702 GO TO (2708.27031.JLSW 
C**** CALCULATION OF THE LANDAU MULTIPLYING FACTOR 
C 
2703 CONTINUE' 
KK = 0 
DO 2707 J=JCSN,JCE'N 
~K :: KK+1 
I :: KK 
EMIIKK) = TWO*DISTL(JI/DELTX(JI 
IF (J-JCENI 2704.2701,2707 
2704 K = 2 
2105 IF (K-JHDNI 2706.2706,2707 
2106 EMI(I(K+" = EMI(KK)+TWO 
2707 
2708 
KK = KK+1 
K :: K+1 
GO TO 2705 








ENTRANCE HERf FROM 3325+ FOR RECALC OF FRONT GROUP 









DO 27 11 J .= 2 , J E 
K = JBSM+J 
TEMPA~(J' = O.~*jTE~PA1(K'+TEMPA~(K)) 
fEMPA4(J-1) : Oe,*(TEMPA3(J'+TEMPA3(J-l)) 
TEMPA4(Jf) = T~MPA3(JE' . 
NSTtLL=l 
GO TO (2791,2712~2714',JQSW 
I~MAT(JCSN) 





CALCULATION OF DFNSITY FOR LANDAU GROUP 
K == 0 
KL ;: JRSM 
j,;\iMA T C J(SN' 
k~;~~~BSPM+JSLAB 
'P:J 'fO' K :: 1<+1 
eo' ~ ~\ 
CH006580 






























































, "," ,. 
I\,\, 
:-:S 't,_ . 
", f. ... . '; 
KL = KL+1 (ALL RH0~R (K,KL) 
IF (K-l) 2720.2720~2732 
2732 IF (K-JEl) 2734,273~.2716 
2733 RHOl(KL+l) = RHOl(KK) 
RH05(KL+l,=RH05(KK) 
2734 O(K) = (RH01(KLtll-RHOl(KL-l)'*EM1(K'+RHOl(KL'*EMBM(K,+AREAC(KI 
( 
l*OTAU 
GO TO 277-0 
2736 ONE = EMRMCK)-3o*F.MI(K) 
C(K' = 4.*EMICK)/ONE 
OCK) ~ «EMBMCK'+3.*EMI(K"~RHOICKL)~(4.*RH01(K~-11 
l-RHOl(KL-2)'*EMICK'+AREAC(Kt.DTAUI/nNE 
THREE = -EMICK)JONE 
K = K-l 
TWO = EMBM(KI+EMI(K'*C(K~l' 
C(K~ = EMICK'*(l.+THRF.f)/TWO 
oCK) = (oCK,tEMI(K)*oCK+l"/TWO 
2"37 K = K-l i 
IF CK-il 2740.2740~2738 
2138 ONE = EMBMCK)tCCKtl,*EMICK) 
C(K) = EMICK)/ONf 
oCK) • iO(K)to(Ktl1*EMICK,,/ONE 
GO TO 2737 . 
2740 RHO~(JBS) = RHOl~JBS)+AREAC(l'*OTAU/EMB~(ll 
KL = JBS 
DO '1142 K=2.JEl 
KL = KLtl 
2742 RH05CKL) = 0(K'~C(K)*RH05CKL-l' 
RH05(KK) ~ O:JE)-C(JE'*RH05(~L'-RHO~(KL-l'*THREE 
GO TO 277 /• 
C**** CALCULATION OF DENSITY FOR REGULA~ GROUP 
C 
21'50 IX .. 0 
K = 0 
K,·L ;I JBSM 
KK = JBSPM 
1M ~ JCSN 
2760 IX I::: IX+l 
t • MAT(IM) 
1M :: tM+NAOO(JX) 
IJ = JHDN*NAoO(IXI 
KK = KI<+NADDCtX) 
DO 2163 J=l,IJ 
K -:: K'H 
~~L :-: KL+l jtF (RHOUKL1",,~Ol*RHOV(!)' 2761,2761,2767 
2761 RHOlrKL)=O. 
RH05(KL);a:O. 
GO TO 2763 
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RHO~(KK) • RHOICKK'+ARFAC(K"EMB~CK'*ot~U 
KsK-l 




CH007690 I,: ) 






















































c**** RHO,. RH04. GAS FLOW, AND REACTION HFAT 
C 





KK 'Z JBSPM 
Kl = JBSM 
1M = JCSN 
IX =1)(+1 
1277r; 
i :10 MAT( 1M' 
IJ=IJ+JHDN*NADDCIX, 





K :I K+l 
Kl = KL+l 
IF (RHOSCKl,-.OI, 2771,2718,2178 
RHO~(KL' :: O. 
RHn~CK' :: (RH01(Kl)+RHO~(KL"'7. 
GO TO (12779.2719),JLSW 
WFp:: (RHOl(I<LI - RH05(KL"/DTAU 
GO TO 2780 
2779 
2180 












TEMPA • TEMPA3(Kl 
TWO :I HOA (5, I "+ (HDA ( 1 , I ~ + (HOA (? , • , + r HOA (~, i I tHOA C 4. t ) 
l*TEMPA'*T~MPA)*TEMPAI*TFMPA 
IF (K-l1 2781,2181,7787 
ONE:: O.S*WFOCKl, 
WFOtKL'-WFOX+ONE 
WFCKLI ~ WFX+ONE 
FHTCI() :I FHTX-ONE*TWO 
GO TO 27e3 
RH04(K-l' :: '~HO~(K-l'+RHO"K"/? 
FHTCK) • -TWO*WfO(KL) 
WFCKl) :: WFfKL-l'+WFD(KL' 
IF (1(-11<' 2776,12783.12783 
CONTINUE . 
[I< = JK+JHON 
If (K-IJ) 12784,2784,2784 
RHOS(KKl :: RH05(I<L+l) 
If (RH05(KK)-.01' 1?785~l~7A6,12786 
RHOS (I<K) = O. 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 12775 
IF (RH6~(KK'-.Ol' ~7e5'27e6,~786 
RHOS (1<:1<) :It O. 












































































PH04(K) = (~H03(K'+RHo~eKK"/? 
GO TO e12787,Z787),JLSW 
WFP ~ (RHOl(KK' - RH05IKK),/DTAU 
GO TO 2788 
WFP • RATE(KL+l)*IRHOl(KK)-RHP~(KK')-A~EACeK+l' 
ONE=WFP*0.5*DfLTAX(IM,JAREAVCK+l,/12. 
WFX = WFIKL,+ONE 
WFDX·ONl 
TF.MPA • TFMPA~(K+l' 
TWO = HDA~5,I'+(HDA(1,I't(HDA(2,J'+(HDA(3.I'+HDA(4,1' 
l*TFMPA'*TFMPA,*TFMPAI*TFMPA 
FHTX tI -ONE*TWO 
1M = t M+N·ADD e r x, 
tF IIM-JCENM' 2775.2175.2789 
WF(JBE, = WFX 
WFDeJBE'1iWFDX 
(;0 TO 3000 
DO 2793 J=l.JE 
K z J6SM+J 
RH03eJ) = RH05~K' 
RH04(J, = RH05(K, . 
GO TO (2794,2797,3000l,JRSW 
DO 2195 J=JAS,JBE 
WFOeJ,=O. 
WF (J). 0 
GO TO 3000 
DO 2798 J~JBS.JB~ 
WFDIJ)=O"l 
Wf(~) :I: WFX 
WFD(JRS,=WFOX 
CONTINUF 
CALCULATION OF DEPOSITION AND OTHER REACTIONS 
PWFDX=DWFOX+~3767*eWFX-WfXi, 
GO TO (4990,5000~4990',J!SW 
PO 4995 J=JBS.JaE 
WBRN(J'.O~ 
~(l1(J)=0. 
wbtp (J) ;:0. 
CONTINUF 





DELA III DFLTAX(JCEN, 
DELTAXCJeENI :I: O. 
00 ')100 J=hJE 
KL=Kl+l 





! ... ~. 












































































CALL SIC (K.KL.TEMPA,DELI 
(ALL OFPO (K,KL.TF.MPA.OFL, 
DEPX=DEPX+l.''3~3*WDEP(KL) 
ONE=DWFDX-DEPX 
IF (ONE) 5090,5092.~092 
WDF.PCKL,=WDEP(KL)+o7S*ONE 
DEPX-OWfDX 









DO ~102 J=JBS,JBEM 
I<=K+1 
EI<=K, 





























































JX 11 0 
K a 0 
KI( ~ JBSPM 
1<1 = 1 
1M = JCSN 
IX III IX+l' 
I III MAT( 1M) 
tJ ~ JKDN*NADD(IX, 
RK = KK+NADD ( t X, 
DO '3015 Jaltl,J 
K :: K+1 
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PCIl<:l' = (P(X+PCIKl) II? 
EDfLU)((Kl ):(EDFX+EDFLUX(Kl' II? 
K1 = K+l 
ONE :II RHn~(Kl) 
RH03(Kl) = RH03(KK) 
PCX = PCAPF(Kl) 
EDFX=EDFLUX(Kll*DELTAX(IM)/12.*IRHOV(J)+RHOC) 
RH03(Kl) I: ONE 
1M : tM+NAD(,)( 1)(.\ 
IF (IM-JCFN) ~OOc.,~n~l,~O~l 
JP.X = JASM+K 
CONnX = (OND(K) 
CALCULATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS 
TEMPAl(J8SM) = TE~PAl(JBXX) 
J ;: 0 
COND(JI = CONDXX 
WFIJ8SM) = WF(JBXX) 
DO 3060 J=l,JEl 
IX - J+JASM 
IPl,US = IX+1 
I NfG = 1)(-1 
CAll CPAA (J,IX,TEMPA3(J),CPBAR' 
GAGC = -WF(INEG'*CPAAR/4. 
GO TO (Q046.30451.JlSW 
GAGC = GAGC+PC(J)*EMI(J) 
C(J) :II GAGC+COND(J) 
A(JI ;: -GAGC+CONO(J-l) 
GK 2': A(J,tC(J) 
• D(J) • C(J'*TEMPAl(JPlUS'+(PC(J)-GKI.TEMPAlftX' 
l+A(J).TEMPAl(fNEG'+FOFlUXrJ) 
!I.(J) • P(J)+GK 
Gb TO (~.()60, 3052 t ~0~6 , ,JRSW 
CONTI ~ue: 
0(J'=D(J'+WDEP(IX)*OOEP+WSt',XJ.OSJ+WARN(IX1*OBRN 
GO TO C3060,)056),NSTtLl . 
D(J) • D(J,+fHT(J) 
CONTINUE 
DJRECTOR--STARTING BOUNDA~Y OF GROUP 
1--(!11~J--FtXEO TEMP (BOUNDARY FOR PRORLf~ STA~T IN INTERIOR' 
2--(31201~-INTERIOR (NQRMAL TYPE FOR BOUNDARY BETWEEN GROUPSl 
'-~t310"--FLUX DRtVE (SACK SURfACE) 
4--(1110'~-TEMP DRIVE (BACK SURFACE) 
GO TO '111S,3120.3105.3110),JBNOI 
D(ll=CONO(ll*TEMPAIIJBS+l'.(PC(l)-CONO(l"*iEMPAl(JaS) 
ONE = PC(l'+COND(l) 
(((JBS' ~ -CONDflI/ONE 
PO( JBS) ;:; P( 1) lONE . • 
GO TO '3200 
S8K ~ 2.*COND(1) 
Cc(JBS) = O. 

























































































GO TO 3200 
INTERIOR BOUNDARY 
ONE 2 B ( 1 , +A ( I , *ec ( JBXX ) 
C((JBS) ~ -C(I'/ONE 
DO(JBS} • (D(I'+A(l,*DDeJBXX,'/ONE 
DO 3202 J=2.JEl 
K s JASM+J 
ONE = 8(J)+A(J)*CC(K-l' 
ceCK) :: -CeJ,IONE 
DDCK) = (D!J)+A(J,*nD(K-l"/O~f. 
DIRECTOR--ENDJNG BOUNDARY OF GROUP 
I--(1240)--FLUX DRIVE (FRONT SURFACE) 
2--(3260)~-TEMP DRIVE (FRONT SURFAce, 
3--(3260)--NOT IN USE 
4--('22~}--FIXED TEMP (BOUNDARY FOR PROBLEM END IN INTERIOR' 
~--(3?25'--INTERIOR (NORMAL TYPE FOR BOUNDARY BETWEEN G~OUPS) 
GO TO (3240,32l0,3260.37.25,1225),JBND2 
TEMPA5(NOF)=FONEV(TAU2'ISAVEl'TIME3.TT'NDOTS(~"1' 
GO TO 3260 
I G = T G+ 1 
TEMPA3(l' = TEMPA3(JE) 
GO TO 12696 
PC(JE, :: PCX 
EDi='t.U)«(J~)=EDFX 
CALL CPAA" eJE.NOF,TFMPA~(JE' ,CPOAR, 
GAGC ~ -WFCNOF-l'.CPBAR/4e+P(JE,*EMI(JE) 
1 X =: ! BSPM+JCENM 
JM ~ JCE~M 
YEMPA4eJE) = TEMPA3eJE) 
RH04(JE, :: RH03(IX) 
I :: MATeJCENM) 
COND(JE)=CONDF(JE) , 
QCONO(NdF+I)~4.*COND(JE'*(TEMPA3(JE)-TEMPA4(JE1" 
ACJE) • ~GAGC+CONDeJE1' 
CCJE) • GAGC+CONO(JE) 
GK ;: AeJEJtC(JE' 
BejEl • PC(JE)+GK 
GX = .25*(CONDeJE,tCOND(JEI" 
CALCULA Tl ON OF FRONT 'SURFACE HEAT J NPLJT 
TEMPA = O.5*(TEMPAICNOF)+TEMPA5(NOF') 
I ~ MAT(NN, 
JX = 1 
CONTINUF 
KK=d6SPN+MNOD 
IF (RH01(KKj .... ge.RHOV(I)) 13240,1'3?41d3241 
ONE ;; ABSC 
.TWO ;i; EMt SC 
GO TO 13242 
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OlOT = QMISC+QCOMB-QSUBL+QGPCOM 
CALL SUBZ (ZWALL;TEMPA.BLPRES(N.L') 
CALL lWR (ZWALL.TEMPA,XI' 
OCONV(N.L) = HCONV(N.L'*(XIR(N.l)~XI) 
QTOTAL = aTOT+oNE*aGASIN,L)+PHI*aCONVIN,L,-QBYRAD 
QTOTAL=QTOTAL*AREAIJE) 
GO TO (13?43.1'3244),tX 
CONTINUE 
QSAVE = aTOTAL 
TEMPA z lEMPAtlO. 
CA~L RECEED(TEMPA) 
IX=? 
GO TO 13242 
CONTINUF 
DO = -(QTOTAl-QSAVE'/10. 
GZ = DQ/2~ 
GV = QSAVEtGZ*TEMPAS(NOFI 
'ONE = C(Jf.')/GX 
DIJEI=¢PC(JEI-GKI*TEMPA1(NOf'+GK*TEMPAIINOF-l,+ONE*GYtEDFLUXIJE' 
GO TO (3244?3246~32491.JRSW 
GO TO (~247,3243,.N~TIll 
DIJEI = D(JE)+2~*FHTX 
CONTINUE 
DIJEI:D(JE)+Z.*IWDEPINOFI*QDEP+WSI(NOF)*QS1+WBRN(NOF1*QBRNI 
ONE = BIJE'+ONE*Gl+GK~CC(NOF-ll 
TEMPERATURE CHECK AND DETERMINAT10N OF D1RECTJON 
OF FURTHER CALCULATlON 
CA~CULATION AND CHECK OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
ABVALS :; O. 
ABVALM = Ot! 
TEMPA = TEMPA5(NOfl 
.. 
TEMPA~(NOf) .. (DeJEltGK*DP(NOF-1Jl/ONE 
ABVAL = A8S(CTEMPA5(NOF)~rEMPA'/TEMPAI 
ETAS=AMINt(ETA,40./TEMPA) 
iF (ABVAL~ABVALSI 1~246,13246,1~?45 
AAVALS c ABVAL 
CONT I NUE ' . 
If(ABVAL~ETAS'!260.3260,'~4~ 
tERR = 2 
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TEMp~~(NOr' :: 100 
CALCULATION AND CHECK OF TEMPERATURES 



























DO "265 1 = 1 • J E I 
J = 16E( IG)-I 
K = .1+1 
TEMPA :: TfMPA5(J) 
TEMPA~(J) • DD(J)-CC(J'*lEMPA~(Kl ~~VAL :: ABS«TEMPAS(J)~TEMPA'/TEMPA) 
~;i (ABVAL-ABVALS) 13262t13262.13~~1 
ABVALS = ABVAL 
CONTINUE 
GO TO (1?6?3~65,.tERR 
CONT I NU E 
IF (ABVAL-ETA) 3265.3265.3263 
IfRR = 7 
IF (TEMPA5(J») 3264.3265.3265 
TEMPA~(J) :: 10. 
CONTINUF 
IF (IG-MGl 3267.3266.3266 
ABVALM = ABVALS 
ABVALS = O. 
CONT 1 NUF 
GO TO (~210.3214)~NXSW 
NXSW :: 2 
IX = 1 
GO TO (3274,3~75).JERR 
IF (IG~IGT) 3275.3275.3277 
IF (tGl) 3~78.3278'1276 
I(,;T = 1 
IX: t8fttGll 
JAS :: 1 as ( I G) 
TEMPA5(IX) = TEMPA5lJAS) 
t G :: I Gl, 
IGL 1: I Gl,-l 
JEl = NSl.A8H ( t G) 
GO TO 3261 
GO TO (3280.3290). IfRR 
NO ERROR IN TEMPERATURES-~OETFRMINE NEW TlME STEP 
ONE = ETA*OTAU 
IF (lTER-Z) 32B~.3~8~,3287 
IF (ABVALM~l.l*AaVA~S) 3283t3284.3284 
OlAue ~ o,eO*ONE/ABVALS 
GO TO 3400 
OTAue ~ 1.0*ONE/(ABVA~M+1E-6' 
GO TO 3400 
OTAUC:ONE/AMAX1(ABVALS,ABVALM t lE-6) 
PlAUe D o,eO*DTAUC 
GO TO 34QO 
C 
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\. C**IH AND RFST,ART ON CAL('ULATION CHDl1430 
C ('HDl1440 
'" 3290 CONTINUF ('HD11450 
", IF (lTER-3) 3310.3795.3?95 CHD11460 ,-
" 3295 DlF ETA/AMAXIIABVALS.ABvALM} CHD11470 :a 
IF (OTF-,S) 13295.13297.13296 CHD114BO 
1329!' DTF :: .2'; tHDl1490 
GO TO 1'3297 CHDl1500 
13296 OTF :: O.~ (,HDl1510 
13297 CONTtNUF CH011520 
C CHD11530 
C*_-It· RESET Of DTAU,PREDICTED TEMPERATURES. AND PREDICTED DENSITIES CHD1l540 
C CHDl1550 
3296 CONTINUF CHDl1560 
ONE := DTF*Ol'AU CHD11570 
TWO :: DTAU-ONE CHDl1S80 
~~ \ TAU? :: TA.U2-TWO (HI'H 1')90 
OTAl) :: ONF' nun 1600 
DTAUX :: OTAUX-TWOI2. CHD11610 
DTALle OTAU (,Hln 1620 ., = 
:;~ 3340 DO 3360 l=l.MG CHD1~630 
JBS :: last I) (11011640 
JBE :: 1 BE ( l ) CHD116S0 
DO 3350 J=JBS,JBE CHDl1660 
TEMPA7(JI = TfMFA1(J)+DTF*(TEMPA?(J)-TEMPA1(J)) CHD11570 
3~')O TEMPA~(J) = TEMPA2(J! ("HDl16RO 
IF U~ R S \~ ( I , - 3 ) 3~60,3":t5S,1~60 CH011690 
3355 DO 1356 J=JRS,JBF- CHOl1700 
RH02IJ) :: RHOl(~)+DTf*(RH02(J)-RH01(J) CHD11710 
( 3356 RH05(J) = RH02(J) CHD1l720 " J8S :: tASPM+NCSN(IG) CHOl1130 
" JBE :: JBStNSLAB ( I G)-1 CHD11740 
,'1 DO 1~57 J=JRS ~,Je~ C"HJ>11750 
RHO:? (J) :: RHOi(J)~DTF*(RH02(J)~RH01IJ)' CHOl\7pQ 
3':\57 RHOS(J) = RH02(J) CHDll'1'!Q 
3'360 .cONTINUf (HOIl 'n~o 
GO TO 2690 CHDl1190 
3370 IG=l CH[)11800 
IX .:: 2 CHDl18l0 
,,' 3375 {ERR=I CHOl1820 
ITE'R :: tTER+I CHDIIB30 
ITERT = 1.TERT+l CHOl1840 (J' GO TO (~39~'2693hIX CHD11850 
'3395 CONTINUE CHD11e60 
i Jl3S :: IBS (f.,G) CHOl187Q • ~'1' 
f: TEMPA3(1' :: Q~5*(TEMPA1(JBS'+TEMPA5(JBS" CHOllS80 
WFX :: WFXX CHDl1890 
FHTX :: F'HTXX CHDl1900 
CONI»( = (ONI)XX CHDl1910 
JAX :: J.AXX CHDl192Q 
PCX PCXX CHDl19~0 
" EDFX::EDF'XX CHDl1940 , c~ 
WFDX=WFDXX CHOl1950 ~: WDfPX=WOFPXX CHDl1960 .:~ .J 
WSlX ::WSlXX CHDl1970 c.\ 
'f 



















GO TO 2710 




c**** SETTING Of TIMES AND DELTA TIMES 
C 
DTAUS = DTAU 
NOTIME = NOTIME+l 
3424 CONTINUE 
3426 OTAU = DTAue 
iF ITAU2+1~1*OTAU-TAUOUT) 3500~3427,3427 
~427 TAU?S=l.OOOOOOl*TAU, 
IF (TAU?S-TAUOUTI 3428,~4~Ot14~0 
3428 OTAU = TAUOUT-TAU2 
GO TO 3500 
3430 TAU2 = TAUOUT 
NPTSW = 2 
3432 TAUOUT = TAU2+COMMAX 
GO TO 3424 
3500 CONT I NUF. 
TAUl = TAU2 
T~U2 = TAU2+DTAU 
DTAUX : O.S*(OTAU+DTAUS) 
c 
e**** CALCULATION OF SURFACE DISTANCE AT J AND SETTING OF GAS AT 
C 
SNl = SN+SDN 
GASl = GAS 
c 
C**** PREDICTIONS OF TEMPERATURES AND DENSITIES FOR NEXT STEP. 
c**** PLACEMENT OF VALUES INTO BASIC NODES 
C 
DO 3505 Jl:l.2 
TAUSTIJ) = TAUST(J+l) 
TEMPST(J) • TEMPST(J+l) 
3505 DTR(J) = OTRIJ+l) 
TAUSTO) = TAUI 
TEMPST(3) = TEMPA5(NOF) 
IFITAUSTl3'-1.001*TAUSTll')3509"S09.13508 
13';08 CONTINUE 
DTRt3t = (TEMPASINOF)-TEMPA1(NOF1)/DTAUS 
IF (DTR(3)-DTR(2» 3506.3509.3507 
3506 IF (OTR(2l-0TR(1) ,,09,3509,3508 
3507 IF (DTR(2)-OTR(1» '508.350q,~SOQ 
3508 CONTINUE 
TEMPST(3) = ITEMPST(2,+TEMPST(3)+CTEMPST(3)-TEMPST(1» 
1*(TAUST(])-TAUST(2»/ITAUST(3)-TAUST(1)"/2. 
TEMPA5(NOFl • TEMPST(3) 
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3510 TWO = DTAU/DTAUS 
oNE = 1.+lWO 
JBE =0 
DO 3526 IG=l,MG 
JBS :: IBSe IG' 
iF (JAS-JBE, 1351i,13510,13511 
1~1j10 KK :: JBS+l 
GO TO 13512 
13511 KK :: JBS 
13512 CONTINUf 
JBE ~ IBE( IG) 
JBEM = JAE-1, 




TEMpA2(J) = ONE*TEMPA5(J)-TWO*TFMPA1IJ) 
TEMPA1(J' :: TEMPA5(JI 
3511 T~MPA5(J' :: TEMPA2IJ) 
IX = IGTYP( IG) 
IF (lX) 3517,3511,3514 
3?14 JHDN :: NHDN(IX) 
~~1~ JCSN = NCSNlfG' 
JCSNM = JCSN-l 
K :: JCSNM, 
JCEN = NC f:N ( t G , 
DO 3516 J=JaS.JBtM.JHDN 
K :: K+1 




TEMPAl(K' = TEMPA1(J' 
WF ( K' I: WF ( J , 
TEMPA2 (K' • T'~MPA2 I J) 
3516 TEMPA5(K) ~ TEMPA2(J) 


































































3519 IX = i 
1520 no 1~73 J~JAS,JBEM 
"" J.. ___ :';("-! •. , ... ' 
RHO?(J) ~ ONE*RH05(J)-TWO*RH01(J' 
IF tRH02(J)) 3521.3522.3522 
~521 RHo~tJ' = o. 
3522 ~H01(J' : RH05CJ) 
3523 RHO~(JI ~ RH02(J) 
GO TO (~~24t3526',tX 
3524 K = JCSNM 
00 3525 J=J~S.JBtM,JHDN 
... {<: = K+l 
RH01(K' • RHOltJ) 
RH02(K' = RH02(J; 
1525 RH05tK' :: RH05(J) 
JBS = JcSN+JBSPM 
JBEM :: JCEN+IBSPN 
.IX :I 2 
GO TO 3520 
31326 CONt'lNUE 
WFO IMNoo,=WFD (NOr-; 
WOEP(~NOD'=WOEPCNOF' 
WSI fMNOo)=WSI (NOF) 
WARNtMNOO)=WBRNCNOF' 
WDEPINNI=WOEPINOF-4) 
WSI (NN)=WSt (NOF-4; 
WBRN(NN)~WBRN(NOF-4' 
TfMPA1tMNOO) • TEMPA1(NOF) 
TEMPA2CMNOOI :: TEMPA2CNOF' 




WF(MNoOI ~ WFCNOF' 
GO TO (1~~29.13525'.NPTSW 
13525 CONT INUE 
NPTSW z 1 
bo 13526 J=1~153 
botJ) i: RH05(J) 
CC(J) :: RH05(J~1!2) 
13526 coNT INUF 
hO 14000 J=1.263 . , 
14000 RHO'S (Jt :aRH05 (J '+'6JlCAt t J ''''(ARaN1 (J, +GRAFt (J) 
DO 14001 J=205.30~ .. 
14001 RH05(J)=RH051J)+SILCAi(J~203'+CARBN1(J-203'+GRAF1(J~203' 
RH05(IBSPM) :: O. 
NROIV Ii: NHONCl' 
NRGO :: NZSNtl) 
NRENO Ii NZEN(l) 
TWALL(N.L) = TEMPAl(NOF) 
XLEFT(MNOO) = SNl+XLEr-T(IVS) 
RETURN 
13527 CONT 1 NU e: 
124 
DO 13528 J=1.153 
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iF ~SN1-sCHECK) i3530il~530.13;31 
CONTINUE 
CALL FRONT 
MARK • 2 
coNTINUF 
iF INtONt-l) 2681;2~529.2687 
CONtINUF 
CHECK LocAT~~N OF REACTION lONE 
IGR = IiG(NRlQN.l' 
JX :: IZGT(NRlON) 
IGRL : IlG(NRZON.JX) 
tG = IGRL 
JHDN ~ NHDNtNRlON' 
1M = NCSN' IGFH 
1= MATt 1M) 
JBS:: IBS(IGR' 
JBF :I I~F( tGR) 
JBEM I: J~E-l 
JHDN1 := JHDN+l 
IF (RH01(JBS)u.03*RHOVC!" 23527.23~27'2~528 
INl :: JBS-l 
GO TO 3530 
CONTINUE 
KL = 0 
DO ;528 J=Jes.JBEM 
J~ :II (KL/JHbN)+NcSNtIGR' 
KL • ,;KL+ 1 
i :II MAfnM, 
IF (AeS(RHOliJ1-~HOV(I)'-.01*RHoVtl') 1~28,1527'15'7 
IN1 = J-l 
GO to 3530 
CONT tNUr: 
tNt :: JSFM 
JBS = lest IG) 
JOE .. I BE ( I G) 
J6EM = JBE-l 
K :: J8E 
KL = JHDN 
DO 3532 J::JBSBJBEM 
K ~ K-1 
1M :II NCEN(IG,-KL/JHDN 
KL z: KL+l 
IF (RH01(~)-.15*RHOV(I't 15~2.~~~~.~~~1 
t N2 = K . 
GO TO '3~'3~ <r-::~': CONT I NU £-' .~;/' ,J 
IF «IG"'"iGR) 13S33/,~13S33.13~32 
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tN2 :: JBS-l 
,zoN~ SH I FT 
IF~XLtFT~MNOD'-XSAVE'35~6 ~~5~6 .35~4 
WRtt~(6'lOQtTiME 
FORMAT(lH 1IIII141X36HALL vt~GIN MATERIAL HAS BEEN 
IHCAst lF~MtNA'~DIII~lX7HTtMF • ~10.4' 
CALL F.XIT 
'3534 J=NZ£N1N~lON)~NC~N(MG) 
JBEM :: tA~(IGRL)-l 
IF (JOEM-tN2) 3535.3535,3542 
3535 IF (J+i) 35'~O;3538.3S4S 
3538 NLZON :: NLZoN-l 
'540 cALL SHIFTl tNRlON.LRT.t) 
MARl( :: 2 
GO TO 3545 
3542 IF (JeEM~lN2~JHDN~1' 354lo354j.3543 
3543 CALL SHtFTl INRlON'LRT.-l' 
MARK :: 2 
IF (J' 3545.3544.3544 
3544 CONTINUE 
IZGTt2' :: 1 
t lG t 2 ; 1) :: MG+l 
IGTVP0-1C;+2. = 1 
IBE(MG+U :: IlB(2) 
IBStMG+2) :: IBEtMG'-NHDN(l) 
NCSN(MG+2) = NCENtMG)-l 
NlSN(NRlON~l) :: NCSN(MG+2) 
NlENINRZON+11 = NCSNIMG+2) 
CALL SHIFTl INRZON+1,lRTel) 
MARK ::r 2 
NLZ<'N :: NLZON+l 
·'rr 
CHDt4160 
































3545 IF ((NlENCNRlbN)-NlsNtNRlON)+l '*JHbN-68I ~546.~~\54.~~54 
tHD14510 
cHoi4520 
CHI:>14530 3546 J8S :: IBS(IGR) 
iF ttNl-JBS-l) 3550.3SS0,35S4 
3550 IF (NlSN(NRlONI-l) ~556.3556,3552 
3552 CALL SHIFTl (NRZON,LFt.~l' 
MARK ~ 2 
GO' to 3556 
3554 IF (l~l-JBS-JHbN-l' 3556,3556.3555 
3~5~DCALL SHIFTl (NRlON.LFT.l) 
MARK II 2 
3556 CALL SHIFt2 
IF (NlEN(NRZON'-NZSN(NRZON'i3558.35~7e3558 
3557 NZOHe :: 2 
NRIOC: :: 2 
GO TO 2600 
3558 CONTtNUF 
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- ~"~ COMntNjrnMntN 
~ltPR()IITrNF rOMr.TN rHn14100 
C •• •• THE (OMBIN 5UnROUTtNE GOMBfNEs 2 MAJn~ NohFs 'NTO 1. tHbt4110 
.~ . ,.' 
DIMENSioN ASTORF (20). ASTOpEf?OI, rSTnPFt?ol. rHbt41?O 
lhSTORE(20).RS1nRFf?OI.S~TnRF(20) rHn147~O 
otMEN510N UHOLDI201.VHOLDI201,wHnLnt?OI,XHOlnl?O) rHn14140 
~TMFN~tnN NH~N(~I, PH041~b~) rHh141~O 
~fl\AFNstnN DrLrAXf11, tFMPA1111 rHh147F"" 
DtMfNc;jnN p$rr)~tt"?{)I.OsrhRE(?O) rHn14110 
DIMENSioN USTORE/20IiVSTOREI201.WSrnRE(?OI CHDt41AO 
CO~MON IAlOCKAI rHh14790 
,1~aSORP(101 ,ABSC .ACTENC .AttEN5 .ACTENVI4.jOt. tH~14BOO 
'ZBSTAR .CCPC/41 ,(DG(4) .tHARPTI ]D11 .(k(141 , rHF'l14A10 
~CoEFT(4"O; ;CONDe '(ONDVljOO. H:nNSTf4tlOI .COVE'RXIIOOI , CHD14A?O 
4CPBAR ,CPC .CPV( 1001 ,DIFf:(EC ,UMATF.R/I01, CHD14810 
5EFCOlC ,EFCOlS ,EFCOlV/4.H'l);fMtS/l0l ,EMtsc • cHn141340 
6HOFM(101 ,HCOM ,HcnMG ,HStlA .~AT(lO('); j rHhl/.tPiO 
7MATOMN .MATMN~ .MN .NN .NNP • rHn14B~O 
BNNSAVt ;NRDIV ,~REND ,NRGO .NST , CHb14A70 
9PARTIN/IOl' ,pHI ,QBVRAD .QCOMB ,OEXfR , CHb14ABO 
lQGPCOM ,QSUBl .RECPRO ,REORDC .REORDS • (Hb14A90 
'REORDV(4_10).RHOSt ,RHOC;/305) ,PHOCPX/l01) .RHOC , rHt>14!')OO 
iRHOV(lOI ,SABl .SABLC 95bOT ,sbore 9 (HD14910 
4Sl0PE(tO' ,TMElTt]OI .rsz ;tS(?OI;' .Tl?cHAR t rHnt4970 
r:,WFl .WF(205) .XCHAR ,XINtt .XLEFTflOU. (HD149"-\O 
6XMAss .XMboTC ,XMDOTD .XMDbTG ,X~bOTl 9 (HD14940 
7XMDOTR ,XMDOTS .XTOTAl ,XVJPG'1011 ,XZONf CHD14950 
CO~MON/l3l0CKCI 1 CHD14960 
IBlPRES'20;11) ,COMMAX ,CUTOFF ,F(20.11' • cHD14970 
2FlOW';>O.lU .HCONV/20.]U,iERROR .JUNCT.l , CHD149BO 
3N .NOSECH .QBAC~ ,nCoNV/?O,11).OGAS(Zo.11) , rHn14Q90 
4QMI5C .TIME ,TPRtNT ,tWAllt20.111,xtWAlL(20.11). (HD1500~ 
5 Xl R ( '0. 11 I CH n 1 '; I') 1 0 
COMMON /cHCOMI bTAU. IBE(10), 185110', IBSPN. CHD1507.0 
ItGTVP(lO', IHDN(41; !M, ItA/i). ItGI~,10). CHF'l150~O 
'ttGT(~). JRSW, NCSN(lO). NSHlt1', NSHR(3" CHb15040 
3NZENI31. NZSN(3', RHOl13051. RH~2'3051, RH03(410); CHD150~O 
41 .TEMPA2/20CS) ;TEMPAi(42) ,TEMPA4'4?) ,TEMPAt;(201i) j CHr>15t'l(,O 
5 DElX(100)9bJSTLtl00)~DUM 'lO)91cOM, CHni5070 
6IVS~lFT'MG,MDUM;NCtN(tO)tNCUT.Nor~).NLlONjSN.SNl' CHD150eO 
1SrH~c~ rHnt5b90 









E'OUIVALFNCE (IHDN(21,NHON(lll cHDlS190 
EOUIVAlENCE (RHO~(10~'.RH04(1" CHOt~~OO 
EQUIVALENCE (TEMPA1'll;TS'11,;(OElTAX'1).PARTIN(ll' ·CHD1S?10 
~QUrVAl~NCF (MNOD.NNP) CHh15220 
SF = 1. CHOtS2~O 
127 
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"-.. ~.. _. ~I ••• '_ .,'" _ -c. 
I(X ~ n. 
t x = () 
r'l5TORf(1) = 0. 
1(1 ::: MG-1 
~ KHON ~ JHnN 
KST = JST 
J~NrI='NI t,,-1' 
ONF ~ hFLTAX(J'~~F 
J)( := tGT«P( tC;) 
JHf'lN ~ NHnN(JX' 
JST = tRF(t(1~-JHnN 
K = JST-l .-' J« ~ JHbN+IX 
i) DO lOt ~ 1 .. JV 
K = K+1 








ASTt')RF(I(X) ': TEMPAj (10 
~STORF.(KX' = TFMPA'CK) 
CSTORE(~X' = TEMPA~(K' 
DSTORE(KX+l' = OSTORE(KX )+ONF. 
PSTORF(rX)=5ILCA1(K) 
QSTORF,(KX)=CARBN1(K' 
RSTORFtKX' = RH01(~' 
10 55TORE(KX) = RHO?(K) 
SF = $N1/SN 
IX = IX+l 
tG = ~G 
GO TO (~, 12 J • t )( 
i2 CONTINUE' 
J = K5T 
IF (IeOM-2) 14 ,t4,1~ 
13KST = JST 
KHON :: JHbN 
14 ('ONtfNUF 
128 
TEMPA1(KSTJ • TE~PA1(J 
TfMPA?(KST) • TEMPA?(J 
TEMPkstKsf, • TEMPA~(J 
SILCA1(KS1'.SILCA1(J' 
C~RBN1(KST'=CARBN1(J) 
WFO lKST,:WFD (J, 
WDFP(KST,~WbF~(J' 





~HOl«(ST' = RH01(J 




































































ox = .QC')QQQ.bC.HH?f(~X)/FL()"T(~HI)~lj 
r'ts = o. 
K = 1 
DO ~O J=l.KHDN 
DIS::: DIC,+DX 
K)( ::: K5T+J 
?o ONE = D~TnR~Ck+1)-l)ts 
IF (O~F' 21.2~J2~ 
21 K = K+l 
GO TO 20 
2~ THRFE e nSTORr(K+l)-I)STORF.(~) 
ONE' = ONt/THREE 








TEMPAl(KXI ::: ONE'*ASTO~E'(KI+TWO.ASTORF.(K+l) 
TEMPA'(KX; ::: ONE~BSTORE(K)+TWO*BSTORE(¥+l' 
T~MPA~(KX) = ONF*(STOR~(K)+rWo*(~TORF(K+l' 
5Jl(AIIKXI=nN~4P5TOPFIK)+TW~*P5T~RF(~+' 1 
CAR~N'(~X)~nNE*Q5TOPE(K)+TWn.O~TnpE(K+') 
RH01(KXI ::: oNE*RSTORE(K)+TWO*RSiORE(K+j) 
t ~O RHO~(KX) = ONE*SSTORF(K)+TWO*SSTORE(K+l) 
K ::: IRSPN+NN 
RHOl(KI ::: RHOl(K+ll 









































FUNctION CONDF(K) CHD16110 
THE CONDF SUBROUTINE CALCULATES HEAT CONDUCTIVITY CH!,)16120 
DIMFNstnN NHDN(31, ~H04(~06) (HD161~O 
DIMENSION DELTAX(1), TE~PAl(l; CH(16)40 
CoMMON IBtOCKAI CHD16150 
lABSORPClO' ,ABSC ,ACTENC ,ACTENS ,ACTENV(4,lO), CHD16160 
2BSTAR .CCPC(4' ,CCPG(4) ,CHA~PTl10}) ,CKC(4) , (H016170 
3CO~FT(41110) ,CONDC ,CDUM (tOO) ,(oNSr(4tlO) ,COVERX'iOO, • cH0161BO 
.CPBAR ,CPC .CPVCIOnJ ,DJF~EC ,UMATER(lO', (HD16190 
;E~COlC ,EFeOlS ,EFCOLV(4'10J,E~IS(10' ,EMISC • cHD16200 
6HO~M( 10) ,HCOM ,HCOMG ,HSUB ,MAT( 100' , (H!,)162jO 
7MATOMN ,MATMNE ,MN ,NN .NNP , CHD162~0 
eNNSAVE ,NRDIV ,NRENO ,NRGO .NST , CHD16230 
9pARTIN(101J ,PHI ,QBYRAD ,QCOMB ,OEXTR , CHD16240 
lQGPCOM ,QSUBL ,RECPRO ,REORDC ,REORDS , CHD16250 
2REoRDV(4,10),RH05I ,RH05(305) ,RHOCPX(101' ,RHOC , CHD16260 
~RHOV(10' ,SABl ,SABLC ,soot. ,SDOTC • CHfH6270 
4SLOPECIO) ,TMElT'1~' ,TSI ,TS(205' ,TRCHAR , cHD16280 
5WFZ ,WFC 20~ ~ ,xCHAR ,X INI T ,XlEFT( IOU ,CHD16290 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ~XMDOTD ,XMDOTG .XMDOTL , C~616300 
7XMDOTR ,XMDOTS ,XTOTAl ,XVIRG( 101) .XlONE COOltl310 
COMMON/BLOCKCI CAD16320 
IBlPRES(20,11) ,COMMAX ,CUTOFF .F(20,lt) ,GHD16330 
2FLOW(20,ll) ,HCONVC20,11',IERROR ,JUNeT ,L • CHD16340 
~N ,NOSECH ,QBACK ,OCONVC20,11J,QGAS(20.11) , CH0163S0 
4QMISC ,TIME ,TPRINT ,TWALL(20,11) .XIWALlC20,11), CHD16~60 
5XIR(20,11) CH016370 
(OMMON ICHCOMI OTAU, I6E(10', IAS(10), IBSPN. CHD16~80 
lIGTYP(lOh IHDN(4h 1M. JZA(3),' IZ(;('3;10" CHI)16390 
2tZGTr~), JRSW, NCSN(10J, NSHl(3), NSHR(3), CH016400 
~NZF.N(~). NZSN(3), RHOl(30~'. RHOZ(~O~)j RHO~(410', CHD16410 
41 ,TEMPA2(20S),TEMPA1(42),TEMPA4(42J ,TEMPA5(205), CHD16420 
~ DELX(100),DISTLliOO),DU~ (lO,.ICOM, (H0164~O 
6IVS.LFT'MG,~DUM'NCEN(10)'NCUT'ND(3).NlZON.SN,SNl' CHD16440 
1SCHECK (H0164S0 
CO~~ON IDACOM.I A(42), CHD16460 
lABVAl ,ABVALM,ABVAlS,B(42) ,,((42) , . CC(20S) ,(OND(42'. CH016470 
2CONDX tCONDXX~ D(42) ,DD(20~)pDElTX(101',DGAS,DO. CHD16480 
3DTAUC ,DTAUS ,DTAUX ,DTF,DTR(3),EDFX,EDFXX,EMII42J, CHD16490 
4ETA,ETAS.FHT(42"FHTX,FHTXX,GAGC,GAfil.GK,GX,GY,GZ, CH~16500 

































GO TO (13,4,4),JR5W 
4 CONTINUE 
IF (TEMPA4(Kl-4460.) 7.7.5 
5 TEMPA=4460. 
7 CONDC=CKC(1)+TEMPA*(CKC(2)+TEMPA*(CKC(3)+TEMPA*CKC(4») 
13 CONDV = CONST(1.J,+TEMPA4CK)*(CONSTC2.')+TEMPA4(K) 
1*(CON5TI~,J)+rEMPA4(K)*CONST(4,11)} 
CONDV=CONOV/«e622+Zo164*TEMPA4(K)/fBLPRES(N,L'+1.E-IO))+00001120 
GO TO (15.17,17),JRSW 
15 (ONDF = CONDV 
GO TO 18 

































- FOR (PRA, rPRA SUAROUTINE CPAA(J;K;TE~PA.CPBAR) CHD16930 
COMMON IALOCKA/U5rR(~8'tCCPGt4) (H~16q40 
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SUBROUTINE DEPO iK'KL,TF~PA,OEL) 
CARBON DEPOSITION 
COMMON IBLOCKAI 


































,CKC(4) , CHD1712n 
,COVERX ( 100) , (HDl7130 
,UMATERIlO) ,(I-ID17140 
,EMIS( , CH017150 
,MAT(IOO) , CHD17160 
.NNP , qH017170 
,NST , CHD17l80 
,QEXTR 9 C~D17190 
,REORDS , C~D17200 
,RHOC , d~D17210 
,SDOTC , CHD17220 








3N tNOSECH ,QBACK 
4QMISC ,TIME ,TPRINT 
~XIR(20'l1) 


























lIGTYP(10), IHON(4), 1M, IlB('3), JZG(~,IO" 
~IZGT(~), JRSW, NCSN(lO), NSHL(~)' NSHR(3" 
";NZEN(3," NZSN(3), RHO}(~051' RHO?(~05lt RHO~(410), 
41 ,TEMPA2(205),TEMPA3(421,TEMPA4(42) ,TEMPAS(205., 








DIMENSION OELTAX(1)~TEMPA1(1) CH017490 
EQUIVALENCE (TEMPAl(1),TS(1»),(OELTAXll),PARTINll') CH017500 




















REAL MCXT,METC CH017610 FMFPzEMWT(KL'/ALLGAS(KL'~PRG(KL)/2116. CH011620 
MET(= PYRO(KL)/16.*FMFP (Hnlt640 HYOC=.2*~F.TC CH~11645 
IF (HYOC-.02834) 10.10.~0 (H017650 
10 M=l CH017660 
GO TO 30 CH011670 
20 M~2 CH017680 
30 CONTINUE CHD17690 
50 ARM=l. CHD17730 
60 CONTINUE CHD17740 
CAR=ARM*488Z.4*RHOC CHD17750 MCXTs~~eqOO.*EXp(-51e94,/TEMPA)*CX('*M-2) CHD17760 YH=HYDC*(X(3~M-l' CH017770 ZM=METC*(X(3*M~ CHD17780 
lMYH=ZM*YH, CHD17790 
WDEP (tel hr-CAR*MCXT*4.*( YH+ 04VDC**2*CX (3*M' 120048 .-ZM/4. ) +ZMYH-ZMYHCH017800 
1*YH)/(1.-YH+ZM-2.*ZMYH'**~· CHD17810 
HEREs(OELTAXCK)+OEL'/24,' CH017820 
TEST=.72*OACT/HERE ' (H017830 
IF (WDEP(KL)-TEST) 80.80,7d CHo17840 
70 WDEP(Kll=TEST CHD17850 
GO TO 90 CH017860 
80 IF (WDEP(KL" 85,90,90 CH017870 
85 WDEP(Kl)=O. CHD17880 
































- F0R nIAr,6.nJAG6 
5URROUT I NF n 1 AG6 
"/' 
,J) • :,. . 
." .. , 
COMMON IBlOCKCI DUMMY(AA71.tERROR 
1=87 
CALL PICKUP([,X) 
WRITE' (6d' X 
1 FORMAT(lHl.4X,4SHEXIT THROUGH MERR$ BECAUSE OF DIVIDF. 



























- ...... ;;" ',_ . to .. 
i •. -"'.' . ': 
. '}' 
'\. .,'" 
. ' .. _\~,:" '.~ ':.-., 
I. '. ' .• > 
"'" 
,', 
- FOR ~tAG7.htAG7 
C,lJAR()U·Tt~IF !1IAG7 
(OMMON /fllO(K(/ 
~-. "', ~ .. 
" 
, .. 
. , .' 
... ' . 
. ~, 




7FlOW(?0, 11) ,HCONV(?O, 11 ) ,I F.RROH 
~N ,NOSECH ,QBACK 




,(tJTnFF ,F(~O.11) , 
• JUNCT ,L , 
,QlOt-IV(7.0,11),QGAS(20,lU , 
,TWALL(20,11),XIWALL(20,11 ), 


















( ,. . ~ :J 
. , 
.t.~ • 






- FOR DIFUS,DlrUS ("HD18160 
CHI)18170 
,ACTENV(4'10), CHD18tAO 
,(KC(4) , CHD18190 
,COVERX(lOO) t CHD18200 
,UMATERIIO) ,CHD18210 
.' .,. 
. SUAROUT tNE DtFUS (DtFCAL.NSOUR ,DCO.CFIX .• CONCI 
COMr-AON IALOCKAI 
lAB~(,)RP( 10) ,ABSC .ACTENC .ACTENS 
,nSTAR ,CCPC(4) ,CCPG(4) .(HARPTIIOl) 
3COEFT(4'10) .CONDe ,CONDVltOO) ,(ONST(4'10) 
4CPBAR ,cpt .CPV·(lOOI ,DIFREC 
5EFCOLC ,EF(OLS .EFCOLV(4'10).E~IS(10) ,EMISC , CHD18220 
6HOFM(10) .HCOM .HCOMG ,HSUA ,MAT( 100) • CHD18230 
7MATOMN ,MATMN.E ,MN ,NN ,NNP , CHI)18240 
f\NNSAVF .NRDIV ,NRl;ND .NRGO ,NST , CHn18750 
9PARTIN(101) ,PHI ,QBYRAD ,(.ICOMA ,nEXTR • CHI)18260 
lQGPCO~ ,QSUBL ,RECPRO ~REORDC tREORDS , CHD18270 
2REORDV(4,10),RHOSl ,RH05(305) ,RHOCPX(101) fRHOC , CHD18280 
3RHOV ( 10) ,SABL ,SABLC ,SOOT' ,SDOTC , CHD18290 
4Sl0PEIIO) .TMELTCIO) ,TSI ,TS(205) ,TRCHAR J , CHD18~OO 
5WFZ ,WF(20S) ,XCHAR ,XtNIT ,XLEFTIIOI) ,CHD18310 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ,XMDOTD ,XMDOTG ,XMDQTL , (HD18~?O 
7XMDQTR ,XMDOT5 ,XToTAL ,XVIRGII01) ,XZONE CHD18~~O 
COMMON IALOCKSI USER{24~).BLDEN~?0,11) 
COMMON/ALOCKCI 
IBlPRES:20,11) ,COMMAX 
2FLOW ( 70 til) ,HCONV (20,11 I ,I ERROR 
3N ,NOSECH ,QBACK 
40MISC .TIME .TPRINT 
5XIR(20tlU 
.CUTOFF ,F(20,11) , 









COMMON ICHCOMI OTAU, IBEIIO), IBS(10), IBSPN, 
IIGTYP(10). IHDr~(4). 1M, IZB(~), IlG(':\tlOlt 
2IZGT(3). JRSW, NCSNIIO), NSHl(~', NSHR(3', 
3NZEN(3), NZSN(3), RHOI(305), RH02(!OS), RH03(410), 






COMMON IOACOMI A(42), 
lABVAL, .AAVALM,ABVALS,B(42) oC(42) , CC(205·) ,COND(42) ~ 
2CONDX .CoNDXX~ 0(42) ,DD(205),DELTX(lOl),DGAs.DQ, 
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: , " 
.. ~.~ . 
ASDOTN,SNS.SRA.TAR.TAUOUT,TAUST(3).TAUl,TAU2.TAU2S.TEMPAt CHD18690 
~TEMPSr(1),THREE,TWO.WFP,WFX.WFXX'XI.XMCOM.XSAVE CHD18700 
COMMON INASCOHI CHARRO.At~M. rHn]8710 lCARBN1(205).CARBNSC20S'.SllCAl(20S),SIltAS(?,O~I.PYRO(205),DEPC20~)CHD18720 
2,HYDC2051,AEROC20SI.AERNI205',BURN(20SI,WFD(20S), WDEP(20S"WSI(20CHD18110 


















DI~ENSION NBND2(lO),NHDN(3) CHDISAO" 
EQUIVALENCE CNBNDlt,),NBND?(lll CHn18AI0 
EQUIVALENCE CIHDN(Z),NHDN(lll (Hn18~?O 
EQUIVALENCE CTEMPAlll).TSClll,(DELTAX(11,PARTINI1)) CHD188~0 
DIMENSION DELTAX(1).TEMPA1Cll CH018e40 




DO 100 IG=IGR,MG CHDIBa90 
CALL GRINIIGI CHn18900 
DO 9 J=JBS.JBE (HD18910 
DIFCOCJ,=DIFReJ'*PORIJ) CHn189?0 
GO TO Cl'2'~'4.5'6'7',NSOUR CHDt8q~0 ~OURCE(JI=-le~~3~*WRRNCJI CHn18 Q 40 
GO TO 9 CHD189S0 
SOURCEIJ)=.0179S*WFDIJ) CHD18960 
GO TO 9 (H018970 
SOURCECJ)=.00002*WFDCJ,+.31~3*WDEPCJ' CHD189AO 
DIFCOIJ'=DIFCHIJ)*POR(J) CHn18990 
GO TO 9 CHD19000 
SOURCE(J)~.~767*WFD(J)-1.~~~~*WDEPCJI CH019010 
GO TO 9 CHD19020 
SOURCE(J)=O. CH019030 
GO TO 9 CHD19040 
SOURCECJ'=.61111*WSI(J' CHD19050 
GO TO 9 . ' " CHD19060 








IF (KK-Kll 307,307.306 CHD191S0 
KK=KL-l CHD19l60 
CONTINUE CHD19170 
JF IPORIJ» 309,309.312 CHD19180 A~PHA=O. CH019190 
DC,K)=O. CHD19200 
GO TO 313 CHD19210 


































GO TO 13 
17 ONf=R(l J-CC(JBXX)~A(l) 
CCIJAS'=C(l)/ONE 
DD ( JA S ) :: ( D I 1 ) -A I 1 ) ~nD I JAX X, ) ION F. 
1~ CONTINUF 
DO i/O J=2.JEl 
K=JBSM+J 
ONF=R(JI-CC(K-l)*A(J) 
IF (ONE) 15tl4tl5 
14 CCIK)=O 
DD(K)=O 










IF (B(l'-CC(JBE-1'*A(l') 105t103,10~ 
lO~ CONC(JBf)=O. 
GO TO 106 
105 CONTINUE 
CONC ( JB E) == e D i 1 ) -A ( 1 J * Of) e JBE -1 ) )/ ( B ( 1 ) -C( ( JB F. -1 ) * A ( 1 J ) 
IF (CONC(JBF)) 10~9Ju~.106 
106 CONT INUF 
J8X=JAE 
DO 700 IG=MG.IGR,-l 
CALL GRIN(IGI· 
CONC(J8F)=CONC(JBX) 
00 150 J=JBEM.JBS,-l 
CONC(J) == OD(J) - CC(J'*CON(eJ+l) 
IF (CONC(J)) 108,108.150 
1 08 CONe ( J, :: o. 
lc;O CONTINUE 
JBx=JB~ 




























































IF (IGR-l) 20S,20r,,?lG 
205 IGRL=l 
GO TO 211j 
210 tGRL=tGR-l 
215 CONTINUE 
DO 250 tG=l.lGRL 
CAt... L G R I N ( t G ) 























( - FOR FRROR3.FRROR~ SU~ROUTINf FRROR1 rHf')}9910 COMMON IBLOCKA/. (HD19920 
lABSORP(lO) ,ABSC ,ACTENC .ACTfNS ,ACTENVI4.10), CHD19930 
2BSTAR .CCPC(4) ,CCPG(4) ,CHAPPT I 101 ) ,CKCI41 f CHD19q40 
~COEFT(4'10) ,CONDC ,CONDV ( 100) ,lON:'TI4.10) ,COVERX(100) , CHD19QC;O 
4CPBAR ,cPt pCPV(lOO) ,OIFpfC .UMATFRIIO) , (HD19Q60 
5EFCOlC ,EFeOlS ,EFCOLV(4,]O),fMlS(101 ,fMlse , eHD19970 
6HOFM(10) ,HeOM .H(OP.AG ,HSUA ,MATIlOO) • CHD19980 
7MATOMN ,MATMrlf ,MN ,Nfl! .NNP , CHD19990 
8NNSAVE .NRDIV ,NREND ,NRGO ,NST , CHD20000 
9PARTIN(101) ,PHI ,OBYRAD ,QCOMS ,~EXTP , CHf')20010 
lQGPCOM ~QSUBL ,RECI'RO ,REORDC ,REORDS , CHD20020 
2REORDVC4.10),RH05Z ,RHOr;(,:,oC;) .f;lHOCPXIIOl) ,PHOC , (H"70030 
~RHnV(lO) ,SABL ,SABLC ,SDOT ,SDOTe , CHD?0040 
4SLOPE(10) ,TMELT(lO) .TS7 ,TS(20c;) .TRCHAR , CHD20050 
5WFZ ,WF(~05) ,XCHAR ,XINIT ,XLEFTf 101) , CHD20060 )i 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ,XMDOTD .X~DOTG ,XMDOTL • CHD?OOTO 
7XMODTR .XMDOTS ,XTOTAL .XVIRG(101) .XZONE CHD20080 
COMMON/BLOCKSI CHD20090 
tALl • AOFA .AOFACH ,BETA(201 ,t',-COMI20.11) • CHf')?OlOO 
2BLDEN(20tl1)'BLENT(20'11)JBLTEMI20'11).BlVELI20'11)'~LRNI20.11) , CHD?0110 
3BMUlT ,DIST(20.11) • f--SCOM ,FSGAM fLENGTH(21 ) ,. CHD20120 
4NDIM ,NTEMf:i ,NTHETA .NTIME ,PAMB 9 CHD20130 
5PSP ,PTOTAL ,QAMB .OSHOUL • CHD20140 6R(20.1U ,REFCOM(20.11) .. REFDEN"( 20,11 ) ,. CHf')20150 4 7REFENT« 20, 11 ) ,REFRN(20,IJ'.REFTEM(20,11) , CHD20160 
8REFVISC 20,11) ,RHOA ,RHOVIS .RNPERF , CHD20170 
9RTRAN .soFs .SWEEp ,THETA(11) ,THE.1SH , CHD?O}FlO 
lTTOTAL .UAMB ,VISCOS ,X(20.11) .XEOC20.1U • CHD20190 
?XIAMB ,XISP .XLTRAN ,X~ACH .XX , CHD20200 
" ( , '3ATEMP .BlVIS(ZO.11),ZWALL ,REFPR/ZO,11),HMAX CHD20210 COMMON IBLOCKCI CHD20220 lBLPRES( 20,11) ,COMMAX .CUTOFF ,FC20dl' , CH020230 
2FLOW(20,11) ,HCONV(ZO.ll"IERROR ,JUNCT .L , CH020Z40 
~N ,NOSECH .oBACK .O(ONV(20,11',QGAS(20,11) • CH07.0250 
" " "I 
i 
4QMtSC ,T I ME ,TPRINT ,TWALl(20.11',XtWALL(20,11 ), CHD?0260 
5XIIH20,11 ) CHD20270 
ii COMMON IBLOCKDI (H"20280 
.. lALPHA(ZOO) ,AMBP(200) ,AMBT(ZOO) ~AMUlT(200) .AXLD(200) , CHD?OZ90 
" 2BWTEST ,I ATMOS .IPR ,IPRINTC20,10) , CHD20300 
~ i 





4 MVTEST .NKK ,NCHARM ,NMATlU , CHDZ0320 
SNMATl ,NMATLD .NSTRES ,NTBW .NTIMEI • CHD20330 6NTIME2 ,PRINT ,PUT(20' .QBAC(200) ,QINC(20) • CHD20340 7QINCR ,OM(200) ,QTiME(20) ,OTABLE(6,200) • CHD20350 t BPPRINC .RQINC .RXINC ,T(200) ,TBW(200) • ('H"20360 I, 
~ 
i 9TEMP(7) .TNT(?O) ,TORIBW(200) • CHf')?0~70 h 
~.,. 
~-: ITSIN(lOlJ .T1(200) ,V(ZOO) ,XINC(20) , CHD20'380 i: 2XINCR. XTtME(20) .Z(200) ,ZZ(ZOOI CHD.20390 l~ i ~ COMMON IBLOCKEI CHD20400 :1 
IDIV • I P , I WPlOT ,LPlOTH(20) • LPLOTQ(20! ,CHD?0410 : . i~ 
2LPlQCW(ZO) ,NCAM .NCPl(20) ,NDRUt-'A .NDRUMB ,'CHD20420 ? " 
3NDRUMC ,NDRUMD ,NDf:tUME 'ND~UMF .NLOCPH ,CHDZ0430 
? ~ 
f" , 
4NLOCPO "NNLQCW ,NNODEC ,NNOOET ,NNSP .CHD20440 ~ t ! I, 
! 
, 
, . .~ 




., ~.' ... '" 
5NPAGF ,NPL()TH t ? 0, ,NPLOTQ ( 20) ,NPLQCW ( 7.0) ,r-H I MEP .CHD20450 
6NTPL(?OI ,NVALUC(20) ,NVAlUT(201 ,PLOH1 ,PINC(20). CHD20460 
7PINCR ,PPRINT ,PTIME(?O) ,RPLINC ,SPECS(311 .CHD20470 
8STOPPL ,TM ,NNPRFV rHD20480 
COMMON IRLOCKFI rHD~0490 
lASTR(?O~' ,AXLDEQ ,CCO~SC~4) ,(COMSV(4,lO),CEMODC(4) ,CHDZ0500 
2CEMODV( 4.10) ,CEXPC,4) ,CE'XPV(4tlO) ,(LCOFF .CMWGAS(4), CHD20510 
3CNUC(4) .CNUV(4tlO) ,CSHRSC(4) ,(SHR5V(4tlO"CSTRO(20S) ,CHD20520 
4CTENSC(4) ,CTENSV(4,lO),GP/205) ,PERMC .PIN • CHD20~30 
5POROSC .POROSV(lO) ,PSTRl(20S 1 ,PSTRZ/70Cj) ,PSTR3(20S) • CHD~0540 
6R IN ,RS TRO! Z05 ) ,SHRSTR ~ 201i) , SSMAX ( 2 OC) ) ,RAD ( 20';) (H020-;50 
7,NSLAAT CHD20560 
COMM()N/AlOCKGI CHDZ0510 
lOSOLD ,OBWTOT ,QCLD(20,IO) ,QCOLD ,QCONVT/20,IO),CHD20580 
20GAST(20,10),QGLO(20,10) ,QGOLD ,OMISCT ,OMOLD (HD20590 
COMMON ICHCOMI DTAU, IBE(10), IBS/10), IBSPN. CHDZ0600 
llGTYP(10),IHDN(4), 1M, IZB(~), IZG(3.10), CHDZ0610 
ZIZGT(1), JRSW, NCSN(lO), NSHL(3), NSHR/3), CHD20620 
3NZEN(3), NZSN(!), RHOl(~OS)' RHO?(30~J. RHO~(410), CHDZ0610 
41 ,TEMPA2(205J,TEMPA3/42l,TEMPA4(4ZJ .TEMPA5(205), CHDZ0640 
S DElX(loo),nTSTL(100),DUM (10J.JCO~, rHn20650 
6IVS,lFT,MG~MDUM'NCEN(IO),NCUT'ND(3) ,NLZON,SN,SNl~ CHD20660 
7SCHECK (HOZ0670 
COMMON IBlOCKHI CHD20680 
IDABS(SO' ,DABSC(501 ,DACTEC(501 ,DACTES(SOJ ,DACTEV(4,SOJ, CH020690 
2DBSTAR(50J ,DC(PC(4,50) ,DCCPG(4'SO) ,DCCSC(4,50) ,DCCSV(4,50) • (HD20100 
3DCEMC(4,50) ,DCEMV(4.50) ,DCEXPC(4,50J.OCEXPV(4,50).DCKC(4,50) ,CHD20110 
4DClCOE( 50) .DCNUC(4,SO) ,DCNUV(4,50) ,DCOE(4,50) ,DCON(4,50) ,CHD20120 
5DCSHSC(4,50).DCSHSV(4.S01,DCTSC(4'501 ,DCTSV(4,50) ,DDIFFU(SO) • CHD20130 
6DEFCOC(50) ,DEFCOS(SO) ,DEFCOV(4,50),DEMISC50, ,DEMiSC(50) • CHD20140 
1DHCOM(50) .DHCOMG(?O) ,DHOFM(C;O) ,DHSUR(SO) .DMWGASr4,50lt CH020150 
8DPERMC(SO) ,DPORC(50) ,DPORV(50) ,DREORC(50) ,DREORS(SO) ,CHD20760 
9DREORV(4,50hDRHOC(50) ,DRHOV(50) .DSLOPE(50) ,DTMELTlSO) ,CHD20110 
IDTRCHA(~O) ,DMATER(50) ,XMATER(100,2) ,TITLE(10) ,CHD20180 
2t-4ELT1(50) 9MELTZ(50) ,THICK(lOO) ,MNODF.:IIOO) CHD20790 
COMMON IALOCKM/CARO(14) CHD20800 
COMMON INASCQMI DCHARR(~ae~) CHn20AIO 
(O~MO~ IOACOMI A(42), CHD?0820 
lABVAL ,ABVALM,ABVALS,B(42) .C(42) , CCI20S),COND(42J, CHD20830 
2CONDX ,(ONDXX, D(42) ,DDC20S)tDELTXCIOl),DGAS,DQ. CHD20840 












DI~ENSJON XQBOLD(1),XNAME(lO),JSTOP(10),OALT(11 ~HD~0910 
DIMfN5JON DDTAU(l),ODIV(l) CHD~OqAO 




















10 J B 
1019 
" 
FQUIVAlE~CE fXQBOLDIl ),QBnlD) .(nAlT(1),AlT) 
DATA XNAMECl)/6HBLOCKA/,XNAME(21/6HAL0CKB/,XNAMf(3)/6HBlOCKCI 
DATA XNAMf(4)/6HBLOCKD/,XNAME(~)/6HAlnCKE/,XNA~F.(6)/6HBLOCK FI 
DATA XNAME(7)/6HBLOCKG/,XNAME(AI/5HCHCOMI 
DATA XNAME(9).~NAMfll0)/5HDACOM,~HNASCOMI 




DO 400 leI, 1 0 
GO TO (250'400'250'400'400'400'400,?50'2S097.~0),I 
NSTOP= I STOPA' I) 
WRITF (6,ld18)XNAMF(J) 
DO ~90 J~1,NSTOP,8 
KGO=J-l 
KSTOP=J+7 
GO TO (310.320,330'340~350'i60,370,~80,~a4,~AA),I 
WRITE (6,1019'KGO,IA8S0RPIK),K=J,KSTOP) 
GO TO 390 
WRITE 16,1019'KGO,(DALTIK),K=J,KSTOP) 
GO TO '3QO 
WRITE 16,10'9)KGO,IBLPRFS(K,1"K~J,KSTOP) 
GO TO 390 
WRITE (6,10]9'KGQ,IALPHAIK),K=J,KSTOP) 
GO TO 390 
WRITE (6,1019)KGO,(DDIV(K),K=J,KSTOP) 
GO TO 390 
WRITE (6,1019)KGO,(ASTR(K),K=J,KSTOP) 
GO TO 390 
WRITE 16,1019)KGO,(XOBOLD(K),K=J,KSTOP) 
GO TO 390 
WRIT E (6, 1 01 9 ) K GO ~ ( DD TAU ( K c) ,K III J , K S7 0P ) 
GO TO 390 
WRITE 16,1019)KGO,IAIK),K=J,KSTOPf 
GO TO 390 
WRITE 16,1019) KGO,IOCHARRIK'9K=J,KSTOP) 
CONTINUF 
CONTINUF 















































q i ,! 
.' 














,CKC(4) , CHD21450 
,COVERX (100) , CHD21460 
,UMATER(10) ,CHD21470 
5EFCOLC ,EFCOLS ,EFCOLV(4.10),FMIS(10) ,[MISC , CHD21480 
6HOFM(lO) ,HCOM ,HCOM(, ,HSUB ,P-4A'T{100) ,(HO?1490 
7MATOMN ,MAT~NF . ,MN ,NN ,NNP , (HD21500 




,OBYRAD ,OCOMB ,QEXTR , CHD21520 
,RECPRO ,REORDC ,REORDS , CHD21530 
,RH05(305) ,RHOCPXClOll ,RHOC , CHD2151+0 
3RHOV(lO) ,SABL ,SABLC ,SDOT ,SDOTC , CHD21550 
4SLOPEClO) ,TMELT(lO) ,TSZ ,TS(?05) ,TRCHAR , CHD21560 
~WFZ ,WF(?n~) ,XCHAR ,XJNTT ,XLEFT(101) ,(HD'1~70 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ,XMDOTD ,X~DOT(i ,XMDOTL • CHD?15AO 




3N ,NOSECH "OB,ACK 
40MtSC ,TIME ,TPRI~T 
5X1R(20911) 
.CUTOFF ,F(?O,ll) , 









COMMON /CHCOMI OTAU, IBEIIO), IBS(10), IBSPN, 
1 1 G T Y P C1 0 ) , I H D N ( 4) , r 1.1 ,. J Z A ( 3 ) , I Z (i r ":\ , 1 0) , 
2tZGT(~), JRSW, NCSN(lO), NSHLI~), NSHR(~), 
3NZFN(3)t NZSN(3), RH01110~), RHO?(30~), RH03(410), 
41 ,TEMPA2(205),T~MPA114?) ,TEMPA4(42) ,TEMPA5(20~', 
5 DELX(1001,DISTL(lOO),DUM (]O),ICOM, 
6 I Y S , L F T 1~~G ,M DU ~t , N C E N ( 1 0 ) ,N CUT, N D ( 3) ,N L Z 0 N ,S N , S N 1 , 
7SCHFC'< 
COMMON INUCOMI DX(20S',XNHD(205),NADA(4?},MATA(Z05', 
lEM(4?) 
COMMON ItJ;ACOMI A (42) , 
lABVAL fA~VALM,ABVAL5,B(42) ,C(42) 11 CC(70~),COND(42), 
2CONDX ,CONDXX, D(421 ,DD(20';) ,DELTX(1011 ,DGAS,DO, 
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:~'. -"'-" ... ....t!.. .: ....... 
~TEMP5T(~',THREE,TWO.WFP.WFX9WFXX,XI,XMCOM,XSAVE CHD~1960 









DIMENSION NAND2(lO),NHON(1) CHD,2n60 
DIMENSI0N DfLTAX(l) .TF~PAl(l' CHD?2070 
EOUIVALENCE (TEMPA1Il),TSI1)),(DELTAXI1),PARTIN(1)) CHD220BO 
EQUIVALENCE (NBNDl(?),NBND2(l') CHD22090 
tQUIVALENCE (IHDN(2).NHDN(1) CHD~2100 
DO 100 I~=JGR,MG CHD22110 
CALL r,RtN(IG) (HO,Zl?O 
tF {tG-IGR) 30930,20 CHD22130 
20 POR(JRS):POR(JREX) CHD22140 
PF.RMl (JAS):PF.RM1(JAFX) ~HD?2150 
PERM2(JBS)=PERM2(JRFX) CHD22160 
VISCIJ8S)=VISCIJ8EX) . CHD22170 
KK=JBS+l CHD22180 
GO TO 40 CHD22190 
~O KK=JBS CH022200 
I 40 00 50 J=KK .JBE CHD22210 
CALL PORO CHD22220 
50 CONTINUF CHD22230 
J~EX=JBF CHD22240 




DO ,00 IG=MG.l,-l CHO,2290 
CALL GRINIIG) CHD22~OO 
PRG(JAE)=PRFRNT rH022~10 
SPfED(JBF)=ALPHA CHD22320 
GO TO (140'150,1~0',JRSW CHD22330 
140 CONTINUE CH022.'~40 
DO 142 J=JBEM,JBS,-l CHD22350 
$PFF.rH J) =0. (,H022~60 
142 P~G'J'=PRFRNT' . CHD22370 
GO TO 170 CHD'-2~80 
150 00 160 J=JBEM,JBS.-l CHD22390 
K=LLD(J) CHD22400 
IF (POR(J») 151.151,153 CHD22410 
151 PRG(J)=PRGIJ+1) CH022420 
SPFFD(J)=O. CH022430 
GO TO 160 CH022440 
153 CONTINUF CH022450 
IF (PFRM1(J») 151.151.155 CHD22460 
155 IF (PEPM2(J») 151.151,157 CHD22470 
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SPEEDIJI=WFIJI*GCON*TEMPA](JI/I EMWTIJI*PRGIJI*POR(J,+1.F-15) rHn?2530 
160 (ONTINUF (H072540 
DO '6~ J=JBS,JBE CHD2Z550 
TEMPA=TFMPA1(J'**1.~ CHO?Z560 
TEMPB=TfMPAIIJ)~*7. I CHD22570 
DIFR(JI=.37803E-4*TEMPA/t(PRG(J)+1.F-l~)*fXP(-.1257E-3*TEM~Al(J) CHDZ2580 
1+.6110E-A*TfMPA))*pnRIJ) rHn?2~qO 
DIFCHIJ) =.67627E-4*TEMPA/I (PRG(J)+1.F-l~'*FXP(-.1847F.-3*TFMPAl(J)CHn22600 
1+.'~lqF-7*TFMpn»*POR(J) rHn?2610 
165 C.ONTINUF rHO?26?0 
170 CONTINUE CHD226~O 
.PRFRNT=PRGIJBS) (HD22640 
ALPHA=SPEEDIJBSI CHD22650 








IlL + OJ 
\ . ." 
11' .. " 
, ., -,'" 
<':',. 
. ' 
I ~.''-c ',- - FOR FONEV.FONEV 
i " FUNCTION FONEV(ARG.ISAVE.XRAY,YRAy.NPTS.rDELTI 
DIMfNSION XRAY(1) ,YRAY(ll 
C KPATH IZ 0 FIRST PASS OF SEARCH IN XRAY 
C KPATH = -IDELT DECREASE ISAVE 















80 CONT I,NUE 
KSAVE':;::-KSAVE 




GO TO 160 
140 CONTINUf 
KSUBI=KSUBJ 
KSUBJ=KSUBJ+KPATH C· 160 CONTINUE ' , ' ;\·i X2=XRAY(KSUBJI 




ISO CONT I NUE 
IF(FACTDX'240,260,200 
200 CONTINUE 
KPA Tti=-KDEL T 
KL IMIT=KDE'LT+l 






























































































GO TO 340 
320 CONTINUE 
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THE FRONT SUBROUTINE 
COMBINED 




DIMENSION NHD~(3), RH04(306) 







































,(KC(4) , CHD23450 
,COVERXCIOOI , CHD7~460 
,UMATERClO) ,CH02'3470 
,EMISC , CHD23480 
,MAT(lOO) 0 (H023490 
,NNP , CH073500 
,NST , CHD23510 
.QEXTR , rHO?'3~70 
,REOROS , CH023530 
eRHO( , CH02'3540 
,SOOTC , CH023550 
,TRCHAR , CHD23560 
.XLEFH 101) ,CHD23570 
• XMOOIL , CHD23580 
,XZONE CHD7'3~90 
lALPRES('O",) ,COMMAX ,CUTnFF ,F(70.11) • 
2FLOWC,O,111 .H(ONV(i'O,11),IERROR 
3N .NOSECH .QBACK 
4QMIS( ,TIME ,TPRiNT 
5XIR(ZOtlll 
,JUNCT ,l , 
.Q(ONV(20.11"QGAS(20911) , 
,TWALL(20,11',XIWALL(20.11), 













lIGTYP(lO). tHDN(4), HJI, IZB(~), IZGC~,lO', 
2IZGT(~), JRSW, NCSNCIO), NSHL(~), NSHR(3), 
~NZEN(~), NZSNC~), RHOl(~05)' RHO?(~O~)9 RHO~(410', 
41 ,TEMPA2(20S) .TEMPA3(42",TEMPAltC42) ,TEMPA5(20S), 




EQUIVALENCE (RH03 C 103:' ,RH04 C 1 ) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (TEMPA1(lJ,TS(11),(OElTAX()),PARTIN(1)' 
EQUIVALENCE (MNOD,NNP) 
IF (MATCMNOD-21-MATCMNOD-l" '10,320.~lO 
NCUT = NCUT+2 
IF (NZEN(NLZON!-NZSN(NLZON)-l) 3~0,~40'~30 
tCOM = 1 
GO iO 390 
IF (NLZON-ll ~50,~~().360 
tCOM = 4 
GO TO 390 
IF (NZSN(NLZON)-NZEN(NLZON-l)' 370,~80,~70 
reOM ::.: '3 
GO TO 390 
tCOM = 2 
I GO TO (420'420,400'4~0).NCUT 


































r? \. ;, 
.. )\ 
. JI 
IF ([COM-" 4'~'4'~,410 




NCUT = 1 
,. 
" 
Gn TO C440.450,460,460)~ICOM 
tJlG = MG-l 
IZGT(NLZONl • IZGT(NllONJ-1 
NZF.NCNLZON) = NZfNCNLZONJ-l 
GO TO 490 ~ 
NLZON = 1 
Mt> = MG-l Gd TO 490 
IF CNCENCMG-l'-NCSNCMG-IJ-l) 
IBSCMG-1) ::: IBSCMG) 
IBECMG-l) ::: JBECMGJ 
IZGCNLZON,l) = MG-l 
NZEN(NLZON) : NZSNCNlZON) 
NZSN(NLZON) ::: NZSNCNLZON)-l 
MG = MG-l 
GO TO 490 
NZFNCNLZON) ~ NZSN(NlZON, 
NZSN(NlZONI = NlSNCNlZONJ-l 
NCFNCMGJ :"NCSNCMG, 
NCSNCMG) ::: NCSNCMG)-l 
NCENCMG-1) = NCENCMG-IJ-l 
IBECMG-l) ::: IBECMG-l)-l 
CONTINUE 
NO( U ~ NO( U-l 
XlEFTC·NN) • XLEFTCIYS)+SNI 
MNOD == ~N 
NN ::: NN-l 
IYS = NOCl) 
SCHECK = O.S*DElXlfYS) 
S~l = XLEFTCMNODJ-XLfFTCIYS, 
OISTLCIYS) ::: Oil 
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".,c .. :..: .... :.~ __ -:"U,.,::. 
- FOR GP(OM,GP(OM 
5URROUTINF GPCOM (Hn24~30 
COMMON IRLO(K41 (H024'340 
lABSORP(lO) ,AASC ,ACTENC , ,ACTEN5 ,ACTENV(4,lO), CHn74~50 
?ASTAR ,CCPC(4) ,CCPG(4) ,CHARPTrlOll .CKC(4) , CH024'360 
,COEFT(4,,01 ,CONDC ,C("INDVI10OI ,CONSTl4.l0) ,(OVfRX(lOO) 11 CHO?4'70 
4CPBAP. .CPC ,COvelOO) ,DIFRE'C ,LJMATfP.(lO) , CH024~80 
5EFCOLC ,EFCOLS ,EFCOLV(4,10),FMIS(101 .EM I SiC , CH024390 
6HOFM(lO) ,HCOM ,HCClMG §HSUB ,MAT(IOO) , CH024400 
7MATOMN ,MATMNF ,MN ,NN ,NNP i (H024410 
8NNSAVE oNRDIV ,NREND ,NRGO ,f\JST , (H074420 
QPARTlN(101) ,PHI ,QBYP.AD ,OCOIVIA ,QEXTP. , CH0744'30 
lQGPCOM ,QSUBL ,RECPP.O ,REORnc ,REORDS , CH024440 
7REOP.DV(4,lOI,p'H05Z ,RHO~('30r;) ,RHOCPXIIOI I .RHOC , CH074450 
~RHOV ( 101 ,SABL oSABLC ,SOOT ,SoOTC , CH024460 
4SlC1PE 110 I ,TMELTIIOI .TSZ ,TS(?05) tTRCHAP. , CH024470 
5WFZ ,WF(205) ,XCHAP. ,XINIT ,XLEFT(lOl) , (H024480 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ,XMDOTD ,XMDOTG ,XMDOTL , CH024490 
7XMODTP ,XMDOT5 ,XTOTAL ,XV1RG(1011 ,XZONE CH024500 
(OMMON IRLO(K(I (HO?4r;lO 
\ 1 P l P R F,C; ( 7 0 , 1 1 ~ ,COIVIMAX ,CUTOFF ,F/70,l}) , (H074S;?O 
2FI.("IW(iO,ll) ,HCONVI?O,ll ),IFRP'("IR ,JUN(T ,l , CHO?45~0 
3N ,NOSECH ,QBACK ,QCONV(20,lll,QGAS(20,ll) • CH024540 4QMISC . ,T I ME ,TPRINT ,TWALL(?0,11l,XIWAlLI20,ll" CH024550 
5XIP..(20'11 ) CH024560 
IF (T I ME-450. ) 10,20,20 01024570 





































CHARM SUBROUTINE IN CHAP --JULY lQ~6 VERSION 
LISTING FOR GAUDFTTF 8~28 TAPE 
CovMON IRLOCKAI 
















































,CKC(4) t CHD24730 
tCOVERXC 100) , CHD24140 
,UMATER(lOl ,CHD?4150 
,EMISC , CHD24760 
,MAT(IOO) , (HD24110 
, N N P , CH 0 2 4 16 v 
,NST , CHD?4190 
,OfXTR , CHD24800 
,REORtis , CHD24810 
,RHO( , CHD?4820 
.SDOtC , CHD748~O 
,TR(HAR , CHD24840 
'XL~FT(lOl) ,CHD24850 
,xMDoTL , CHD24860 
,XZON~ CHD24870 





2FLOW(?0.11) ,HCONV(?O,ll ),tERROR 
;N ,NOSECH ,QBACK 
4QMISC ,TIME ,TPRINT 
5XIR(20,1l) 
,JUNCT ,L , 



















IIGTYPIIO), IHDN(4), 1M. IZBI;), IZG(;,lOi, 
2IZGT(3), JRSW, NCSN(lO), NSHLI3J, NSHR(3), 
;NZEN(;), NZSN(3), RH01(;0~1' RH()21;0~), RHO;(410), 
41 ,TEMPA?(70~),TEMPA;(42) ,TEMOA414') ,TEMPA~(20~J, 
c; DELXC 100) ,DISTll 100) ,DUM! 10), ICOM, 
6IYS,LFT,MG.MDUM,NCEN(10),NCUT.ND(3),NlZnN,SN,SNl, 
7SCHECK 
COMMON IDACOMI A(42), 
lABVAl ,ABVAlM,ABVALS,B(42) ,C(42) , CCC20C;),COND(42), 




















































EQUIVALENCE (IHDN(2) ,NHDN( 1') 
JAS = IAS(IG) 
JASM = JRS-l 
JLS!:" = NLSW( IGl 
JR«;W :: NRSW( IG) 
JFl = NSLA~H( IG) 
JE = JEl+l 
JE2 :: JEl-l 
JBNnl = NANDl(IG)-3 
JBND2 = NBND2(IGI 
IGL = 1(;-1 
JRF = JAFIIG) 
JBEM :: JAE-l 
JCSN = N(SN( IGI 
JCEN = N( EN ( I G I 
JCSNM=JCSN-l 
JCfNM = JCEN-l 
1'0,( = I (i T Y P ( t G ) 
JHDN :: NHDN ( I GC ) 
JSLAB :: NSLAB(IG) 
Ja~PM :: TASPN+JC~N 
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- FOR ITFRR,ITFRR ~llRROUTJNE IHR8(T.XI ,l,P,FCT,TOLtl) 
Tl=T 
{'IO 4 N=1.100 
T?=FCT (TltXt,Z ,Pl 
T1=FCT n?,xy,Z .P) 
TFIT'3)lOtlt10 











1000 FORMATlIH040X33HCONVERGENCE NOT ACHIEVED IN ITER8) 
WRITEI6,2000ITl,XI,Z,P 
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GO TO 7 
5 ZERT=A+.2*B+tZ-l.21*(3.+20~400./T) 
GO TO 1 
6 ZF.RT=A+(Z-,l.'*B 
7 XI = oO~~~5*T*(ZFqT+Z' 
RFTURN . 
END 
























FOR LLrhll J"I 
FUN(,TTON LLI)/J) 




CO~MON /(HC()M/ DTAll, TAEI10I. 18SI10l. IASrN, 
lIGTYPllO), IHDN/41. 1M, IZBI~19 IZGI~t10). 
:?YlGT(~). JRSIJ9 NCSNII0lt NSHL!~)' NSHR/~), 
~NlEN/~I, NlSN(~). RH0111051. RHO?I~O~), RH()~1410). 
41 ,TEMPA2(205),TEMPA~(4?).TEMPA41421 ;:EMPA5120~', 
5 DEU((100).()TSTlIIOOI.DU~ I]O),JCO"", 
6IYS.LFT.MG,MDUM.NCENIIO),NCUTtNn(~1 ,NLZON.SN,SN1, 
7SCHECK 




,., IF (J-187) 7,8,8 
7 NZ()N=l 
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... ' . /' , 
- FOR MAIN,MAIN COMMON IBLOCKCI USER(220).COMMAX (HD26150 
COMMON IBLOCKAI FILLl(627).MAT(lOO),FIlL2(~}.NN'NNP.FJLL~(S~.PARTICHD2615~ 
IN(101,.FILL4(492"TS(705) (Hn'61~7 COM~ON IDACOMI UPPED(972),NASW,UPSITlA4).TAUl CHn26160 
COMMON ITABCOMI NDOTS(4),TIMEl(100),TJME2(100).TIME31100), CHD26170 
ITIME4(100)'DSTEPll00)'PSTEP(100)9XRII10C)~RH(100)'QMU(100). CHD26]BO 
2TT(100),PP(100),FF(100),AST(100) CHD26190 
DIMENSION TITLE(12),NAMF(Z) CHn~61Q~ 




READ (S,qqO) TITLE CHD'-6?35 
WRITE (6.992) TITLE' CHD26238 
3 CONTtNUF CHD26240 




5 CONTINUE CHD7.6290 
GO TO (lO,20.30,40),NTAB (H~26~OO 
10 CONTINUE CHD26310 ~~AD (5'1010) TIME1(1),DSTEP(I) CHD26320 
T\MEZ = TIMEIII) CHD26330 
GO 10 50 CHD26340 
20 CmlrlNUF ("HD~6'50 
READ (5.)010) TIME2(I),PSTEPII) CHD26360 
TIMEZ K TIME2(1) CHD26370 
GO TO 50 (HD?6380 
30 CONTINUE CHD26390 
GO TO C33,36).NTVP CHD26400 
33 READ (5,1010) TH.1E3(I),XRICt).RH(J).QMUlI) CHD26410 
GO TO 37 CHD26420 
36 READ (5,1010) TIME3(I).TTII),RH(Il CHD?64~O 
37 TIMEZ=TIME3(ll CHD26440 
NASW=NTYP CHn?6450 
GO TO 50 CHD26460 
40 CONTINU~ ~ CHD26470 
READ (5,1010) TIME4(I),PP(I~,FF(7).AST(I) CHD?6480 
TIMEZ=TIME4(!) CHD26490 
SO CONfiNUE CHD26~00 
Go"/ro (6(>.60) ,INFRC;T CHn~6510 ~o IF ,TIMEZ-TIMEV) 70.70,65 CHD26520 
62 INFRST=2 CHD265~O 
65 CONTINUF CH026540 
1=1+1 CHD26550, 
TIMEV=TIMEZ CHD26560 
GO TO 5 CH026570 
70 NDOTS(NTAB)=I-l CHD26~BO TEND=AMIN1(TEND'TIMfV~CHD'6~90 
IF (NTA8T-4) 3,80,80 Q CHO?6600 
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WRITE (6.10201 (TIME1(II,DSTEP(I),I=I,NDOTSXI 
NDOTSX=NDOTS(21 
WRITE (6,1022) (TIME2(I',PSTEP(II'I~1'NDOTSX' 
NDOTSX=NDOTS(3) 
GO TO (qQ,q~,.NASW 
90 CONTINUf WRIT E (6' 1 02 4) (T I M E 3 ( I ) • X Ff t ( I ) • R H ( I ) , OM U ( J ) , I • 1 t NO 0 T S X , 
NDOTSX=NDOT5 (4) " 
GO TO 98 
95 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,1026) (TiME3(II.TTtl',RHrl),I=1,NDOTSX) 
NDOTSX=NDOTS(4) 
98 CONTINUE 














READ (5,]031) MNO.NAME,WIDE.NUMERO 
IF (MNO) 112.112.110 
NNP=NNP+NUMERO 
NN=NN+l ~RITE (6,1033) MNO,NAME,WIDE,NUMERO 
DWIDEsWIDE/FLOAT(NUMEROI 
MTO=MAXO(MTO,MNO, 
DO 111 J=NN.NNP 
MAT (.,J) =MNO 
PART1N(Jl=DWIDE 
CONTINUF 
GO TO 99 
NN=NNP 
NNP=NN+1 
READ (!;,1032) TS(1) 
DO 113 J=11l10b 
TSfJ)=TS(1) 
CALL OUTPUT (MTO) 
GO TO 109 
IF ~1.00001*TAUI-TPRINTI 104.102.10, 




IF (TEND-l.00001*TAUl) 106.106.108 
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990 FORMAT (12A6) CHD26913 
992 FORMAl (4X12H TITLE---- 12A6//) CHD26917 
1000 FORP'\A'{ ,2 II 0) CH026920 
1010 FORMAY (4FIO.0) CHD26930 
1020 FORMAT (lH09X35HCAlCULATION TIME STEP CONTROL TABLE/19X4HTIME7X, CHD26940 
19HTIME STEP/19X5H(SEC)8X5H(SEC"(F2~.2,Fl~.4') (HD26945 
1022 FORMAT (IH09X29HPRINT TIME STEP CONTROL TABLE/19X4HTIME7~, CHD26950 
19HTIME STEP/19XSH(SEC)eX5H(SEC)/CF2~o,-,Fl~.4)' (HD76955 
1024 FORMAT Q1HO.9X23HSURFACE HEAT FLUX TABLE/ CHD2696u 
119X4HTIME8XBHRE(OVERY3X13HHEAT TRANSFER3X9HMISC HEAT/ CHD26970 
231XeHENTHALPY5 X9HPARAMETER5 XIIH TO SURFACE/19X5HISEC'6 X9HCBTU/LBM)CHD26973 33X13H(LBM/Ft2-SEC)3X9H(BTUISFr'/(F25.2'Fl~.2,F13.;,Fl5.3" CHD26977 
102! FORMAT (lHO,9X25HSURFACE Ta·1[RATURE TABLE/19X4HTIME6XIIHTEMPERATUCHD26980 
1 RE?Xl ~HHEAT TRANSFER/44)(9HPI<lAMETER 11 9XSH (SEC) 7X7H (DEG R) 4Xl '3H (LBMCHD26Q8 ~ 
2/FT2-SEC)/(F2S.2,F13.2,F13.S') I CHD26987 
1028 FORM~T (IHO,9X44HLOCAL STATIC PRESSURE AND :FLOW CONTROL TABLE/ CHD26990 
119X4HTIME6X9HLOC PRESS4X4H~LOW4X12HLOCAL STRESS/19X5HCSEC)5X9H(LBFCHD26991 
2/FT2)4X4H(--'5X9H(LBF/IN2)/(F25.2PFl~.4'F8.0'Fl~.4» CHD26992 
1030 FORMAT (lH19X9HMATERIALS/lllSX36HMATERIAL ~AME THICKNESS NUMBERCHDl6993 
1 OF/33X4H(INl7XSHNODES' CHD26996 
t031 FORMAT (IIO,2A6,F18.4,IIO) CH026Q97 
1032 FORMAT (FIO.4' CHD26998 
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- FOR MnLWT.M~1 WT 
<:'Uf'RnIlT I f\\C' ~40L 'NT 
("O~~('IN /RLO(KA/ 
lABSORP( 10) tABSC 
2BSTAR ,CCPC(4) 









~CKC(4) , (H027050 
,(OVERX(lOOI , CHD?7t')60 
,llMATfR(10) ,(HO?7070 
~EFCOLC ,EFCOLS ,EFCOLV(4,10),FMIS(10 1 ,EMISC , CHO?70AO 
6HOFt.1(10) ,HCOM ,HCOMG .HSUA .MATllOO) • (HO,70QO 
7MATOMN ,MATMNF ,MN ,~IN ,NNP • (Hn27100 
8NN5AVE ,NRDIV ,NREND ,NRGO ,NST 9 rHD?7110 
9PARTlN( 101 I ,PHI 
lOGPCOM ,QSUBL 
2REORDVC4,lO),RH05Z 
,QAYRAD ,QCOMR ,OEXTR , CHD271?O 
,RECPRO .REOPDC ,RfORDS , ("HD27130 
,RHO~{'O~) .RHOCPXC10ll ,PHOC , CHD27140 
~~HOV(10) ,SAAL ,SA6LC ,SDnT ,snOTC , rHn271~O 
4SLOPE(ln) ,TMFLTCln) ,T5Z ,Tsc?n~, ,T~CHAR • ("Hn'71~0 
5WFZ .WFC?O~) .xrHA~ ,xtNTT ~XLF.FT(10l) ,rHn,717n 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ,XMDnTD ,XMDOTG ,XMDOTL • CHD,7180 
7XMDnT~ ,XMDOTS .XTOTAL .XVTRG(10]) .XZONF (HD,7190 
COMMON/~LOCKC/ 
lBLPRES(20.11) ,COMMAX 
2FLOWC 20,11) ,HCONV(?O, 11 I. IERROR 
~N ,NOSECH ,CBACK 
4QMISC . ,TIME ,TPRINi' 
5XIR(?O.11) 
COMMON I~LO(KJI 
,CUTOFF ,F{20,11) , 
,JUNCT.L .' 







COMMON /CHCnMI DTAU, tBEClOlt lAS(10), IASPN, 
lIGTVP(10), YHDN(4I, 1M, rZB(1), tZ(,(~,lO)' 
2IZGT(',. JRSW, NCSNCIO). NSHLC", NSHPC~', 
3NZENC3J~ NtS~(3)' RH01(~051, RHO?C~0~)9 RHO~(410). 
41 ,TEMPA2(205),TEMPA3(42),TEMPA4C42) ,TEMPA~(20~), 





COMMON /DACOMI A(42), 
lABVAL ,ABVALM,ABVALS,B(42) ,C(42) , CCC?O~',COND(4?)' 
2CONDX ,CONDXX,D(42P .DDC?O~),DELTXC10l1 ,DGA5.DQ. 
























































"'.' . ..:. ~'-
5TEMPST(~',THREE,tWOtWFP,WFX,WFXXtXI,XMCOM,XSAVE (HD'1~~O 
(OMMON INAS(OMI CHARRO,AIRM. rHO?7~70 
lCARBN1(?OS),CARBN5(?OS"SILCA11?O,),SillA,I?O,),PYRO(?05),DEP(20"CHD?7~RO 
29HYD(205),AERO~205'tAERN(205),BURN(?05),WFD(205), WDEP(20~),WSI(20CHD21~90 
35) ,WBRN(205),EMWT(205),PRGI?0~' CHD27600 
4,TIMEX(50),TFTIBOI.NPTS CHD71610 
S,POR(205),PERMY(20S),PERM2(20S',VISC(205',GCON,RHOTS,CARTS,SIlTS, CHD216Z0 




DIMENSION ~AND2(10),NHDN(~1 (Hn?7670 
EQUIVALENCE (NBNDl(2),NBND2(ll) CHD27680 
EQUJVAlFMCE (IHDN(Z),NHDN(l» CHD?7690 
EQUIVALENCE (TEMPAl (1) ,TS( 1» ~ (DEL TAX( 1) ,pART I N( J ) CHD21700 
DIMENSION DElTAX(ll ,rEMPAl(l' CHD27710 
DO 100 IG~IGR,MG (H027720 
CALL GRINCIG, (HO'77~O 
IF (IG-IGRl ~O,30.Z0 CHn,7740 




GO TO 40 . . CHD?1790 
30 ~K=J~$ (HD?7ROO 





50 CONTINUE CHD27860 
J8EX=JBE CHD27810 
100 CONTINUt (Hn'7~AO 
IF (IGR-l' 205.205,210 CHD?1890 
7.05 JGRl=1 (H~~7900 
GO TO 215 CHD~7910 
210 JGRl=JGR-l CHD7.1Q20 
21~ CONTINUF CHD21930 
JBEX=Y8S(IGR) CHDt7940 
DO 250 IG=l,tGRL CHO~7950 
CALL GRIN(IG) CHD27Q60 
00 230 J=J8S,~BE (HO,7Q70 
EMWT(J'=F.MWT(JBEX) CHD?79AO 
230 ALLGAS(J)=ALLGAS(JBtX) (Hn'7990 









> ••• : 
- FOR PCAPF,PCAPF FUNCTION PCAPFIK) CHD28030 
C**** THE P(APF SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DENSITY-SPECIFIC HEAT PRODUCHD2S040 
DTMfNSION NHDN(3), RH04(306) CH078050 OI~fNSJnN OFLTAX(l). TE~PAl(l) CHD,sn60 
COMMON IPLOCKAI rHn?a070 
lABSORP(lO) ,ABSC ,ACTENC ,ACTENS ,ACTENV(A,lO). CHD,8080 
2BSTAR ,CCPC(4) .CCPGC41 ,(HARPT(lOlJ ,CKC(4) • CHD28090 
3COEFT(4"OI ,CONDC ,CONDV(IOOI ,lONSTf4'10J ,COVERX(lOOJ • CHD;:>8100 
4CPBAR ,(PC ,CDUM( 100) ,DfFREC ,UMATER( 10) ,CHD28110 
5EFCOLC .EFeOlS ,EFCOLV(4.l0),EMIS(lO) ,EMISC , CHD28120 
6HOFMIlO) ,HCOM ,HCOMG ,HSUO ,MATIlOO) 9 CHD?81~O 
7MATOMN ,MATMNF ,MN ,NN ,NNP , CH028140 
8NN~AVE ,NRDIV ,NREND ,NRGO ,NST • CHD?8150 
9PARTIN(lOl) ,PHI ,OBYRAD ,QCOMA ,OEXTR • CHD28160 
lQGPeOM ,QSUBL ,RECPRO ,REORDC ,REORDS , CHD28170 
2REORDV(4tlO),RH05Z ,RH05(30S) ,RHOGPX(lOll ,RHOC • CH028lao 
~R~OVIIO) ,SABL ,SABLC ,SDor ,SDOTC • CH028190 
4SLOPE(10) ,TMELT(lO) .TSZ .TS(tOS) .TRCHAR , CH028200 
SWFZ ,WF(20S) ,XCHAR .xtNJT ,XLEFTCIOl', CH028210 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ,XMDOTO ,XMDOTG ,XMDOTl , CH028220 
7XMDOTR. ,XMDOTS ,XTOTAL ,XVIRG(]OI) ,XZONE CHD'8?~O 
CO~~ON/BLOCKCI CH028240 
IBLPRES(?O,11) ,COMMAX ,CUTOFF ,F(20,11) ,CHD28250 
2FLOW(20.111 ,HCONV(20,11),IERROR ,JUNCT ,L • CHD28260 
3N ,NOSECH ,OBACK ,QlONV(20.l1),QGAS(20,ll) , CHD28270 
4QMISC ,TIME ,TPRINT ,TWALL(20,11,.XIWALL(20,11l, CHD?8780 
5XIR(20,11) CHD28290 
COMMON I(HCOMI DTAU, tBE(IO), IBS(10), IBSPN. CH028300 
IJGTYP(lO), IHDN(4J, 1M, IZA(~), IZG(~.lO', CHD?8~10 
21ZGT(3), JRSW. NCSNIIO). NSHL(3), NSHR(3" CH028~20 
3NZEN(3). NZSN(!}, RHOl(30S), RHOzl,OSJ, RH03(410), CHD28330 
41 ,TEMPA2(20S),TEMPA3(42),TEMPA4(42) ,TEMPA5(205), CHD?8340 
5 DELX(lOO).DISTL(lOO),OUM (IO),ICOM, CHD28350 
61YS,LFT.MG'.MDUM,NCEN( ll)) ,NCUT,NO(3) .NLlON,SN.SN1, CH028360 
7SCHECK CH028~70 
COMMON InACOMI A(42), CHD28380 
lABVAL ,AAVALM,ABVALSjB(42) ,C(42) , cctzOS',CONO(42), CHD28390 
2CONOX .CONDXX. D(~2) .00(205) ,0ELTX(lOl),OGAS.DQ, CH028400 
~DTAUC ,DrAUS ,DTAUX ,DTF.DTR(3),EDFX,EOFXX~EMI (42), CHD28410 
4ETA,ETAS.FHT(42J ,FHTX,FHTXX,GAGC,GASl.GK,GX,GY,GZ, CHD28420 
5HDA(5.10),IBSPM,IERR,IGC.IGL,IGLO.IGR.IGRL.!GT.IG2' CHD28430 
6IHYS,YNEG.IN1,IN2,IP,IPLUS'ITER,ITERT,IX'IY,IZ,J.JBE' CH028440 
7JBEM'JBEX.J8NOl,JBND2.JBS,JBSM,JBSPM,JBSPN,JBX.JBXX,JCEN. CH028450 8JCENM.JCSN.JCSN~,JE,JE1,JE2'JHDN,JHONl'JLSW,JSLAB'JX.JZ. CH028460 
9Kl,LANDID.LRT,MARK,NADO(42),NASW,NBNDST.NBN01(11)' CHD2841C 
INBSW.NOC,NOCMoNLSW(lO),NOF,NOTtME.NPBSW,NPElN,NPS2N.NPTSW. CH028480 
2NR I 0 ,NR I DC ,NRSW ( 10) ,NRZON ,NSLAB ( 10) pNSLABH ( lOL',NSW. NXSW \I CHD28490 
3NZON, NlONC ,ONE t PS I ,QSAVE ,OTOT ,QTOTAL I)REFCTR ,SBK'"SDN. CH028500 
4SDOTN,SNS,SRA.TAR.TAUOUTgTAUST(3i,TAUl.TAU2,TAUZS,fEMPA, CH028510 
5TEMPST(3),THREE,TWO,WFP,WFX.WFXX,Xt,XMCOM,XSAVE CH028520 



















B.AllGAS(20S),GRAt '?OS) CHD?9610 
fQUIVAlFNCE (tHO' .) ,NHDN( 1 11 CHO?86,n 
EQUIVALENCE (RH03(lO~,.RH04(1') CH028630 
EQUIVALENCE (TEMPAl(l),TS(l'),IDELTAX(l',PARTIN(l)) CHD28640 
EQUIVALENCE (MNOD,NNP, CHD28650 
DIMENSION AREA(42),AREAVI42J CHD28660 
[QUIVALENCE (RHOCPX(44),AREA11),AREAVC43)' CHD28670 
Kl:JBSM+K CHD28680 
GO TO (13.7,7',JRSW CHD28690 
7 CPC = CCPC(1'+TEMPA3(K'*(CCPCI2'+TE~PA3CK)*(CtPcC~) CHD28700 
1+TEMPA3(K)*CCPC(4") ~ (H028710 
CPC:CPC*(CARBN1(KL)+GRAFICKl)+SILCAl(Kl))/RHOC CHD28720 
13 CPV ~ COEFTCl,I)+TEMPA3(KJ*(COEFTI2,I'+TEMPA3IK'* CHD28730 
1(COEFT(3,I)+TEMPA3(KI*COEFTC4,Y'») CHD28740 
CPV=CPV*RH03(K'/RHOVCI) CHD28750 
GO 10 (15,17,17),JRSW CHD28760 
15 PCAPF ~ CPV fH028770 
GO TO 18 CHD28780 
17 PCAPF=CPV+CPC CHD28790 
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- ASM rlrKLJ~trrrKLJr 





PIC~2 L AO.$-$ 
PtCKl S AO,$-$ 
L AO,WORK 
J 2'811 





. .; . 
'. 
SAVE AO 
SET ADDR TO FILL 
PJC~ UP L0C TO PJCKUP 




































,CKC(4) , CHD~8q90 
,COVERX(lOOI , CHD?9000 
,UMATER(lOI • CHD29010 
5EFCOLC ,EFCOLS ,EFCOLV(4,10),EMIS(10) ,[MISC , CHD29020 
6HOFM ( 10) . ,HCOM ,HCOMG ,HSUA ,MAT(IOO) ,CHC'l?9030 
7MATOMN ,MAT~NE ,~N ,NN ,NNP , (HD29040 




,QBVRAD ,OCOMA ,nEXTP , CHC'l29060 
,RECPRO ,REORDC ,REORDS , CHD,9070 
,RH05(305) .RHOCPX(lOll .RHO~ , CHD290BO 
3RHOV(10) ,SABL ,SABLC ,SDOT ,SDOTC , CHD29090 
4SLOPE(10) ,TMELT(lO} ,TSZ ,TS(205) ,TRCHAR , CHD29100 
5WFZ ,WF(205) ,XCHAR ,XINIT ,XLEFT (101) ,CI'"lD29110 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ,XMDOTD ,X~DOTG ,XMDOTL , CHD29120 




3N ,NOSECH ,QBACK 
4QMlSC ,TIME ,TPRINT 
SXIR(20,11) -
,CUTOFF ,F('O,ll) , 
,JUNCT ,L , 








COMMON ICHCOMI DTAU~ IBE(10), IBS(10), IBSPN, 
UGTYP(lOh IHDN(4', 1M. IZEH1), IZGr~'lO)' 
2IZGT(3), JRSW, NCSNllO), NSHL(~" NSHR(1)' 
3NZEN(3), NZSN(3), RHOl(~05), RH02(1CS), RH03(410), 
41 ,TEMPA2(205),TEMPA1(42),TE~PA4(47} ,TEMPA~(20?), 
~ DELX(lOO',DISTL(lOO),DUV (10).ICO~. 
6IYS,LFT,MG,MDUM,NCEN(10),NCUT,ND(3) ,NLZON,SN,SNl, 
7SCHECK 
COMMON INUCOMI DX(20S),XNHD(205),NADA{42),MATA(205), 
lEM(42) 
COMMON IDACOMI A(42), 
1 A B V A L ,A B V A L M , A B V'A L S , B ( 42) , C ( 4?) , C C ( 70 Ii ) ,C 0 N D ( 42 ) , 
2CONDX ,C0NDXX. D(42) ,DD(20C;),DElTX(lJl ).DGA~,n~, 






















































---" ,~~~r1lf~nqq::m' ,! 'I1rl.f~!;17m~UI~n.lmrnllnl~i __ ~"'-"r·!.--!'" -"" 
( 
~TEMPST(11,THREf,Twn9WFP9WFX,WFXX,XI .XMCOM,XSAVE (HD29500 
(aMMON INASCOMI (HAPRO,~IR~, (Hn29~lO 
lCARANl(20S),CAQBN51?051 ,SIL(Al(?051 ,5fLtA51?O~).PYRO(?05) .nEP(20~)(HD'9520 
29HYD(?O~).AFRO(!O~),AfRN(20~1.8URN()n~l,WFn(?O~I. WOFP(?O~I,WSI(?nrHD29~~O 
~~),WBRN(?O~) ,E~WT(?n~),PRGC?0~1 (HD29~40 
~,TYMFX(~Ol,TFT(5nl9NPT~ rHn?9~50 
5.POR(205),PERMl~2a5' ,PERM2(2051,VIS((205',GCON,RHOTS.(ARTS,SILTS, CHD29560 
6PORT,PERTl,PERr2,DCQH.DCOO,DCOPY,DCQDP,DCnSI,DCOCM,DCON,CFXH,(FXO,CHD?9570 
7CFXPY9CFXDP.CFXSI,(FX~M.(FXN,DIF(ne?n~).snXI20~1 CHD?95AO 
S,ALLGAS(?OS' ,GRAF1(?051 .GRAF~(20~ltSPEFDC?O~),DrFCHr?051 ,DIFRe?n~I(HD?9590 
q,VISCn,vrSCON,AF,BF,srLICA,REO.P~W.)MW,HMW.AO~W,AN~W,SMW,BMW.CX(61(HD?9~OO 
~IM~NstnN N~Nn?Cln).NH~N(~' rHn?9610 
FoutVALFNCE (NAND1C".NRNn'f1 II (Hn'9A'O 
FOUTVALFNCE (THDNC?I.NHnNll" rHn296~n 
~IMFNSION TFMPA1(l, (HO?9640 
FQUIVALFNCE CTEMPAIC11.TS(],) (HD29650 
GO TO (lO,20.10I,JRSW CHD29660 
10 PORIJ'=l.-IRHOIIJ)+RHOCI/RHOTS CHD,9670 
GO TO 30 rHD296S0 
?O PORfJ)=1.-SILCAl(J'/SILT~-(CARBN1(J)+GRAFIIJ)II(ARTS CHD,96QO 




1 E-l? , I CHD29740 
PERM2(Jl=PERM2(Jl*HOLD*PERT2 CHD29750 
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- FOR RFCfFf"l,RFCEFn (Hf"l29AOO 
rHn?9F110 
tACTfNV(4~10), CH~29A20 
,(KC(41 , (HD?98~O 
,COVERX (100) , CHD29A40 



































,CCPG(41 ,lHAPPT(lOl I 
,Cr>NDV(100 1 ,(t')NST(4.101 
,CPV(lOOI ,DIFpfC 
,EFCOLV(4,10 1 ,F.MIS( 101 9fMI5C • CHD29860 
,HCOMG ,HSUB ,MATIlOO) ,CHD?9~10 
,MN ,NN ,NNP , CHD29BBO 
,~~END .NPGt') ,NST , (HD29890 
,QBYRAD ,QCr>MR ,Q~XTR , (HD?9QOO 
,RECPRO ,P.Er>PO( ,RFORDS t (H~?9910 
,RHO'; (,OKi) ,PHOCPX (101) ,PHOC , CHD?99~0 
,SABLC ,SDOT ,SDOTC , CHD29930 
,T52 .T5(2051 ,TRCHAR f (HD29940 
,XCHAR ,XINIT .XLEFT(lOll ,CHD?99'jO 
,XMDOTD ,XMDt')TG ,XMDOTL , (HD?9Q60 
,XTOTAL ,XVIRG(1011 ,XZONE (HD?9910 







i'FLOW( '0911) .HCONV(?O, 11), I ERRt')R 
3N ,N05ECH ,QBACK 
40MISC ,TIME ,TPRINT 
SY.IR(20tll I 
~OMMON/ALOCKR/DIFC(4),EROC(4).FRODF 
XMDOTR IS SPELLED XMODTR IN Cr>MMONg 





GO TO 6 ~ 
,JUNCT ,L • 
,GKONV(20.11I,QGAS(20.1l> , 
,TWALL(20tlll ,X!WALLl20,11l, 

















XMDOTL= }<MDOTD·~ ( 1. -BtUM*RK ) I ( 1. +RK I 
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- FOR RH0;,R, RH0:IR 
~U"RnUTINF RHn~R (~,Kl' rHn~0400 
C**** THE RHOSB SUBROUTINf FINnS nATA ~FF()F() FOR f)FNSTTY (fd.rl)lATIONS(Hf)~0410 
f'\JMFN~rnN DFLTAXtl). Tn~PA1Il) rHn~0420 
DIM ENS ION ARE A ( ( 1 ) , F ~ B ~q 1 ) ,p c ( 1 I ,R A T F I 1 ) ,R H .'1 ~+ I 1 ) , W F () ( 1 ) C H D ~ 04 ':) 0 
COMMnN IRLO(KAI rHD~0440 
lABSORP(10) ,AB5( .ACTEN( ,A(TENS ,,ACTENV(4,10), (HD30450 
2BSTAR ,C(PC(4) .((PG(4) .<"HARPT(lOl) .(KC(4) , CHr:>~0460 
3COEFT(4,10) ,(ONDC ,CONr:>V(lOO) ,lONC;TI4,l()) ,(OVE'RX(lOO) , CHD~0410 
4CPBAR ,CPC .CPVI100) ,()rF~F( .lJ~ATFRIIO), rHI1~04AO 
5EFCOLC .EFCOLS .EFCOlV(4910).FMIS(lOI .F.~ISC • CHI1~0490 
6HnF~{'O) .HCO~ .H(nMl''; ,HSlJA ,1o;"T(100). rHI"l~Or;OO 
7MATOMN ,MATMNF ,M~I .fll'l '~'~IP , CHf)~0'110 
8NNSAVE ,NRDIV ,NRENI1 ,NRGO ,NST • (HD30S20 
9PARTIN(lOl) ,PHI ,QBYRAD ,()(O~A ,tJEXTR , CHD~0530 
lQGPCOM ,QSUBL ,RECPRO ,REOPDC ,REORDS , CHI130540 
2REORDVI4,lO),RH05Z ,RHo~(,or;, ~RHOCPX(lOt) ,RHOC , CHn~0550 
3RHOV(10) ,SABL ,SABLC ,5110T ,~DOTC , CHI"l~0560 
4SLOPE(10) ,TMELTIIO) ,TS2 ,T5(205) ,TRCHAR , rHI1~or;10 
5WFZ ,WF(205) ,XCHAR ,XINTT ,XLEFT(lOl', rHI1~0~80 
6XMASS ,XMDOTC ,XMDOTD ,XMDOTG ,XMDOTL , CHD~01i90 
7XMDOTR ,XMDOTS ,XTOTAL ,XVIPG(lOll ,XZONE CHD~0600 
COMMON I(HCOMI DTAU, I8E(101. IBS(10), IBSPN, CHD~0610 
lIGTYP(lOlt. IHDN(4), 1M, 12B(3), IZ(i(~tlOl, CHD~0620 
2IZGT(3), JRSW, NC5N(10), NSHL(~I, N5HR(31, CHD~0630 
~NZEN(~), NZSN(~)9 RHOl(~05)' RHn?(~O~I, RHO~(4101' r.HD~0~40 
41 .TEMPA2(20S),TEMPA3(42) ,TfMPA4(421 ,TEMPAS(20;1, (HD~0650 
5 DELX(10C1,DtSTL(100),DU~ (lO),ICOM, CHn~0660 
6IYS,LFT,MG.MDUM.NCEN(10).NCUT,ND(31 ~NlZON,SN,SNl' CHD~0610 
7SCHECK CHD30680 
EQUIVALENCE (TEMPA1(1),TS(11',(DELTAX(1',PARTIN(11) CHD30690 
EQUIVALENCE (EMBM(l),PC(ll) CHD~0100 
EQUIVALENCE (RH03(103',RH04(1) CHn~0710 
FtJUTVALFNCE (WF( 1) ,WFD( 1) ,RATF( 1) 1 rHn~01?O 
EnUIVALENCE (RH03(307), PC(l) I, (RHn~(~IiO),ARFA(l II CHf'\~07~O 
ONF = (3.*RH01(KL)+RH05(KL)t/4. (H1"l30740 
ARFAC(Kl=O. rHf'\~07~O 
THREE=O. CHD30760 
IF (ONE-teE-lOI 2727,27?7,2720 CHD~O·nO 
2720 CONTINUE CHD~07eO 
DO 2725 J=1,2 CHD~0790 
TWO = -EFCOLV(J,I)*EXP(-ACTENV(J,II/TF.MPA~{KI' r.HD~OAOO 
ARFAC(K) = TWO*RHOIIKLJ**REORDV(J,TI+ARFAC(KI CHn~OAIO 
THREE=TWO*REORDV(J,I)*ONE**(RE~RDV(J,t)-l.I+THRfE CHD~OA20 
2725 CONTINUE . CHD~Oe30 
2727 CONTINUF CHD~OR40 
EMBM("!() = 1.-THREE*OTAU/2. CHD~OB50 
IF (KL-20S) 2730,2740,2740 CHD~oa60 
2730 RATE(KL)=THREE CHf)~O~~O 








- FOR 5HtFTlo5HtFTl 
SUBROUTINE SHIFTl (NZON. NLR, INCOM) CH030910 
C**.* THF SHIFTl SUBROUTINE iNTERPOLATF.S NFW VALUES NEEDEO FOR NODE CHD30920 
C*~.* ADDITION TO A znNE CHO~09~0 
OIMEN5InN NHDN(~), RH04(~Oh) CHO~0940 
DIMFN~lnN DFLTAX(l), TF~PA1(') CHn~09~O 
(OMMON IRLO(KAI (HD~0960 
lABSORP( 101 ,ABSe ,AeTENC .ACTENS .ACTENV(4elO), CH030970 
2BSTAR .eepC(4) ,CCPG(4) ,CHARPTllOl) ,CKC(4' • CHO~09aO 
3COEFT(4,10) .CONOC ,CONDV(tOO) ,CONST(4,10) ,COVEPXIlOO) , CHO':'0990 
4CPBAR .CPC ,CPV( 100) ,DJFRFC ,UMATER( 10) ,(HO~1000 
5EFCOLC ,EFCOlS ,EFCOlV(4,10),fMt5110) ,EMISC , CHO~1010 
6HOFM(10) ,HCOM ,HCOMG ,HSUB ,~AT(100) ~ CHD~1020 
7MATOMN ,MATMNf ,MN ,NN ,NNP , rHP~ 10~O 
eNNSAVE ,NROIV ,NRENO ,NRGn ,NST , CHO,1040 
9PARTlN(101) ,PHI ,QBYRAD ,QCOMA ,QEXTR , CHD~1050 
lQGPCOM ,QSUBl ,RECPRO ,REORDC ,REOROS , CHD~1060 
2REORDV(4t10hRH05Z ,RHOS!'30c;) ,RHOCPX(lOl) ,RHOC , CHO~1070 
~RHOV(10) ,SABL ,SABLe ,SOOT ,SOOTe 0 CHO-.,lOBO 
4Sl0PF(10) .TMELT(10) ,TSl ,TS(?OS) ,TRCHAR 9 rHI"I~1090 
CiWF'Z ,WF(205) ,XCHAR ,XINTT ,XlEFT!lOl), CHD'1100 
6XMASS wXM001C ,XMOOTO ,XMOOTG .XMOOTl • CHO~lllO 
7XMDOTR .XMOOTS ,XTOTAL ,XVIRG(101) ,XZONE (HD~ll?O 
COMMON/AlOCKCI CHD31130 
IBLPRES(20!11) ,em~MAX ,CUTOFF ,F!20,1l) ,CHO~1140 
2Fl.OW(20,ltl .HCONV(20tllldERROR ,JUNCT ,L , CHO~1150 
1N ,NOSEeH .QBACK ,OtONV(20,11),OGAS(20,ll) , CH031160 
4QMISC ,TIME ,TPqINT ,TWALL(20,ll),XIWALL(20,11), CHD31170 
SXIR(20,11) CHO,1180 
COMMON ICHeOMI OTAU, IBE!IO), IAS(lO), JASPN, ~H0311qO 
IIGTVP(10), IHDN(4l, IM& tZR(;), IZG(~,lO', CHD~1200 
2IZGT(3), JRSW, NCSNCIO), NSHL(3). NSHR(3', CH031210 
~NZEN(3)' NZSN(3', RHOl!~05)' RHO?!~05', RHO~(410), CHO~1220 
41 ,TEMPA2(20~).TEMPA3!42).TEMPA4(4?) ,TEMPA5(~Oi). CHO;1230 
5 OELX(100',OISTL{tOO),DU~ (10),ICO~, CHO~1240 
6IYS,LFT,MG,MOUM,NeEN(lO),NCUT,NO(!) ,NLlnN.SN.5Nl, CHD31250 
7~CH~CK CHn;1260 
COMMON INAseOM/ CHARRO,AIRM, CHD31270 








EQUIVALfNCE (IHON(2) ,NHr/N! 1)) CHn~136,O 
EQUIVALENCE (RH03(103),RP04(11) CH011370 
EQUIVALENCE (TEMPAl(l).TSll)),(OELTAX(ll,pARTIN(ll) CHD31380 
EQUIVALENCE (MNOD,NNP) CHD31390 
REAL MARY CH011,95 
NONF = INCOM CHn~1400 
JHDN = NHDN(NlON) 'CHO~1410 
GO TO (~0,10),NLR CHD~1420 
10 NSHR(NlON) = NONE CHD~14~O 
172 
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IU : tlGT(NZONI 
IG = tZ(,(NZON.IUI 
te;X = t('+1 
GO TO ?? 
20 NSHL(NlON) = NbNE 
ye; = tZr;(NZONd I 
NON!=' = -NONF 
IC;X = 1(;-1 
22 IF (NONFI 80,80.25 
25 NZONX = tGTYPCtGX) 
~O KHDN = NHDNCNZONX) 
35 NTWO = NON~*JHDN 
GO TO (~~.40).NLR 
40 IX = YBFltG)+NTWO 
IV = IBSIIGX)+NONE*KHDN 
IZ = IBSPN+NCSNIIGX)+NONE 
WFO I t X , =WFD (I Y'l 
WDEP( IX)=WDfP( IY) 
WSI (IX )=WSI (IY) 
WBRN(IXI=WBRN(IY) 
FMWT ( T X , = EMWT ( I V) 
WF (I X) =WF ( I Y ) 
GRAF1(Ix)=GRAF1(IY) 
TFMPAlC IX) = TEMPAl (tY) 
TE~PA2(tX) = TEMPA2(Iil 
TEMPASCIX) = TE~PA5(IY) 
SILCAIIIX'=SILCA1(IY) 
CARAN1(tX)=CARBN1(IY) 
GO TO 60 
50 I X = TI~.S ( I G, 
tV = I B F ( I GX ) 
IZ = IBSPN+NCSN(IG) 
60 IF (JHDN-KHDN) 65.65,70 
65 NTHREE = KHDN/JHDN 
DO 67 J=l,NTWO 
IX = IX-1 
IY = !Y-NTHREE 
WFD (IX)=WFD (IY) 
WDFP(tX)~WDFP(rY, 
WSI «IX )=WSI (IY) 
WBRN(IX,=WBRN(IY) 
EMWT(IX,=EMWT(IV) 
WF (IX ,=WF(lY) 
GRAF1(IX,=GRAF1CIY) 
~HO'(tX' = RH01(IY) 
~H02(tX' = RH02CYV) 
stLcAICrX)MS!LCA1(tY) 
CARBNICtX)aCARBN1(tY) 
TEMPA1CIX) a TEMPA1(IV) 
TtMPA2CtX) = TEMPA2(IY) 
67 TEMPA~( IX' • TEMPA~'IY5 
GO TO,~O 
70 NTHRE~ • JHDN/KHDN 
FIVF w: 1./FLOATfNTHRFE') 
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. '., ' 
71 KNT = 0 
7'2 ONf = (TFMPAl(IYl-TrMPA](IY-l)JItFIVE 
TWO = (TFMPA?(lY)-Tr~PA?(IV-l1 I*FIvr 
HOLD=(SllCAl (IY )-SIlCAl (IY-l I '*FIVF 
~AVF=((ARAN1 (IY )-IAPQN1 (TY-l) l*FTVF 
CiARY=(WFn (TYl-WFf' (TY-II )*FTVF 
HECT=IWnEP(IYI-WDEP(IY-ll)*FIVF. 
MAPY=(WC:I (IYI-Wc,J (TV-l,'fFJVF 
CRUZ=(WARN(IYI-WARN(IY-1 )l.FIVE 
CAJA=(EMWT(IY)-EMWT(IY-l"~FiVF 
TIENf'lA=(WF( IY)-WF( IY-l) )*FIVE' 
CINf=(GRAFl(IY)-GRAF1(IY-lll*FTVF 
IF (KNT, 7'h71t74 
73 JX = II 
GO TO 75 
74 JX = IY 
75 JY = TY 
THREE = (RH01(JXl-RHO](IY-l,,*FIVE 
FOUR = (RH02(JX)-RH02(IY-lll*FIVE 
DO 76 J=l.NTHREF 
IX = JX-' 
RHOl(IX) = RH01(JX)-THRFF 
RHO,(tX) = RH07(JX)-FOUR 
SIlCA](IX'=SILCAl (JY)-HOLD 
CARBNt( IX)=CARBN1(JY)-SAVE 
TEMPA1(IX) = TEMPA1(JY)-ONF. 
TEMPA2(tX~ = TEMPA2(JYl-TWO 
TEMPA~(IXb = TfMPA2(TX) 
WFO (iX,=WFD (JY)-GABY 
WDEP! IX'=WDEP(JV1-HECT 




GRAf! LI X) =GRAF 1 ( JY I -C I NE 
JX :: IX 
76 JY = JX ' 
KNT = KNT+l 
IY = lY-l 
IF (KNT-KHDNI 72.78,78 
78 IZ = iZ-l 
KNTI = KNTl+1 























































- FnR ~HjFT?,~HIFT2 
5UA~OUTINE SHIFT2 rHD'2440 
C··I1* THE SHIFT2 SUBROUTINE" DOES SHIFT OF VALIJF'i IN ZI")NF<; ("Hf)~2450 
DtMFNSrON NHDN(',. ~H04(~06' ("Hb~2460 
~tMFNSJON DFLTAX(l', TF~PAl(ll ("Hn~2470 
(OMMON !RlO(KA! rHn~74AO 
lABSORP(101 ,ABse ,"CTENe ,AeTFN~ ,A(TFNV(4,10l, eHn~24qo 
?BSTA~ ,eCPC(41 ,eePG(4) ,CHAPPT(lOll ,("VC(41 , (Hf)1?~OO 
3COEFT(4,lO) ,CONDe ,(ONDV(10QI ,CONST(4"Ol t("OVfRX(10nl , eHD~21110 
4CPBAR ,CPC ,ep.V(100) ,DIFpFC ,W~A1E"R(101., (HD~25?O 
SEFCOLC ,EFeOLS ,EFeOLV(4,lO),FMTS(lOl ,FMIS( , ("Hf)~2~~O 
6HOFF-4(10) ,Heo~ ,HC(,)MG ,HSlJA ,t-1AT(l nf)), (Hn~2C;4n 
7MATPMN oMATMNF ,MN ,NN ,NNP , ("Hn~2550 
ANNt;AVr:' ,NRDTV ,N~FNn ,NReif") ,NST , ("HI)~211F,0 
9PARTIN( 101 I ,PHI ,QRYRAn ,·0COMR ,0FXTR , (,Hl"~2C;7C" 
lQGPCOM 90SUBL ,RFCPRO ,RFOP~C ,PFOROS , rHn~2580 
2REORDV(4,lO),RH05Z ,RH05('O~) ,RHOepX(101 I ,RHoe • CHD~2C;qO 
3RHOV(lOl ,SABL ,SABLe ,~DOT ,SDOTe , eHD~2600 
4SLOPE(10) tT~ELT(10) ,TSZ ,TS(~n~l ,TRCHAR , ("Hn12F,lO 
5WFZ ,WF(20S) ,xeHAR ,XTNYT ~XLEFT(101), ("HD12670 
6XMASS ,XMDOTe ,XMDOTD ,XMDOTG ,XMDOTL , CHD126;O 
7XMDOTP. ,XMDors ,XTOTAL ,xvr~('(lnl) ,XZONF rH01264U 
COMMON/ALOCKC! rHn~2650 
lRLPRESI?O,ll) ,eOMMAX ,CUTnFF .Ff?O.ll) • (H~1?6F,O 
2FLOW120,11l ,HCONVI?O.lll,IERROR ,JUNeT.L • eHD~2670 
3N ,NOSECH ,QBAe~ ,QlONV(20'11l,OGAS(20'11~, CHD~2680 
4QMISC .TIME ,TPR1NT ,TWALL(20,11l,XIWALLI?O,11), CHD~2690 
5XIR120011) CHD32700 
COMMO~ /(HCOM! DTAU, IBEIIO). IAS(lO). TA~PN, CHf)~2710 
lIGTVP(10), IHDN(4), 1M, JZBI,\), Ilf,.;(~.10" CHI'>~27?O 
2IZGT(3). JRSW, NeSN(lO)~ N5HL(~), N~HR(3), (Hn~273~ 
3NZEN(3). NZSN(3), RH01(305), RH02(~O~), RHO~(410), CHD~2740 
41 .TEMPA2(205),TEMPA3(42) ,TEMPA4(42) ,TE~PA5(205). CHD~2750 
5 DELX(IOOltDISTl(lOO),DUM (IOI ,reOM, CHn~2760 
6IYS,LFT,MG'MDUM'NCEN(lO',NCUT,NDI3) 'NLZON,SN,SNl~ (HD12770 
1SCHECK (H032180 





5,POR(20S).PERMl(205),PERM2(20S'.VISC(20 C ),GCON.RHOTS,CARTS.SILTS, CHD32840 
6PORT, PERTI ,PERT 2, DCOH ,DCOO, DCOPY, DCODP ,oCOS J ,0eoo.1. DeON, eFXH ,CF XO ,CHD32e 50 
7CFXPY,CFXDP,CFXSI,CFxeM,CFXN,DIFCO(?O~).SOX(20~) CHn1Z860 
a.AlLGAS(20S),GRAFI(20S) CHD~2A70 
EQUIVALENCE (IHDN(2) .NHf\N( 1') (Hn~2RAO 
EQUIVALENCE (RH0300~) ,RH04( 1" ("Hn~2~qO 
EQUJVALEN\:E ITEMPAlll' .TSt 11 I. CDrl TAX( l' ,PARTIN r 1) , CH~~2qoo 
EQUIVALENCE (MNOD,NNP) CHO'2910 
DO 70 NZON=1,3 (HD12Q20 
IF (NSHL(NZON)' 1()~60'10 CHD329~0 
10 JHDN = NHON(NZON) CHD32940 
NONE = NSHl(NlON)*JHD~ CH012Q50 
JRS = IZR(NZON'+NONF rHn,2960 





:. .., t .• ~. ", , 







tU = iZr;T(NlONl 
;'-.~- tc;x = rZ(.INZON.tUl .~ 
, JBE = IAE(IGXJ+NSHR(NlONI*JHON u: (NSHL (NlON' , 20,i'O,o;O 
20 JX = JBf 
J = -} 
GO TO 40 
30 J)( = JBS 
J = 1 
40 IV ::: JX-J 
IX = IV-NONF 
DO 50 K=JBS,JBE 
IX = IX+J 
IV = JV+J 
TEMPAl(IX) = TEMPAl(fV) 
TEMPA, ( I X) = TE'MPA2(IV) 
TfMPA? ( t X) = TFMPA5(fV) 
SILCAl( IX)=SILCAlC IV) 
CARRNl( IX1=CARBNl( tV) 
WFO (IX)=WFD ( I V) 
WDEPI IX )=WDEP( IV) 
WSJ (JXl==WSJ ( I V , 
WBRN( IX) ::WBRN( I V) 
F.MWT( IX )=EMWTf IV) 
WF ( J X I =WF ( tV, 
GRAFl(IX)=GRAFl(IV) 
RHO}(IX) == RHOl (IV) 
50 RH02 ( I X) = RH02 I I V) 
NZSN(NZON) = NZSNINlON)+NSHL(NZON) 
, NSHL(NZONI =0 j 
" 60 NZEN(NZONI NZENCNZON)+NSHR(NlON) = 
,'''~ 
70 NSHR(NZON) = P 
RETURN 
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- FOR SlC,SlC 








































,CK(14) , CHD~3"380 
,COVE PX 11001 , CHD~ ~,90 
,UMATERIIO) ,CHD"33400 
,EMISC , CHD~3410 
,MA1(100) ,(Hf)~3420 
,NNP , ~Hf)~34~O 
,NST , (HD13440 
,aFXTP , CHD~34S0 
,REORDS , CHD33460 
.RHOC , CHD,3470 
,SDOTC , (HD334AO 
,TRCHAR , (HD13490 
.XLFFTIIOl) , r.Hf)1~SOO 
,XMDOTL , CHD~3~lO 
,XlONE CHD1352C 
(Hf)33530 COMMON/BLOCKCI 





3N ,NOSECH ,QBACK 
4QMISC .TIME .TPRINT 
5XIR(20tll) 
,JUNCT ,L , 











(Hf)~ 36 ~)t 
CHI)'~ 36,0 
(Hf"l~ 364:~ 
COMMON /(HCOMI DTAU, IBEII0), J~S(10), IBSPN, CHD'" 36e;c· 
(HI')?,"~6~'~ lIGTYPllOh IHDN(4), I~, IlB('3), IZCiI':l.10), 
?IZGT(~), JRSW, NC5N(lO), ~SHL(':\)' ~SHP(,:\), 
3NZEN(3" NZSN(,:\), RHOl(~05)' RHO?(~O~), RHn~(410), 
41 ,TEMPA2(20S),TEMOA,(42) ,TF.MPA4(47) ,TEMPA~(?O~), 
5 DELX(lOO),DTSTLIIOO),DUM (10),ICOM, 
6IYS,LFT,MG,MDUM,NCENIIO),NCUT,ND(3) ,NLZCN,SN,SNI. 
7SCH!=:CK. 




C**** DIMFNSION STATFMFNTS 
CHD33'710 
CHn~3720 
('t"m ~ ')7 ~ , 
('HOi,.,,:..., C 
DIMENSION DELTAX(l),TEMPAl(l) CH01~7'O 
EQUIVALENCE (TEMOAl(ll,TS(l),iDfLTAX(l ).PARTI~ll») CHO~3760 













_.__----, -~-----~--.~.")!II' jii!P 
z.". ". 
9tVISCO'VISCONtAF'AF.SILICA'Rfo,P~w.nMW'HMW'AOMW'ANMW.SMW e BMW.CX(6)CH033860 
C CH033870 WSIO?=AF*fXP(-BF/TEMPA)*CSIlCAl(KL)/SILICA'**Pfn rHO~3A80 SJlCA~CKL)=SILCAl(KLI-WSJ02*DTAU CHO~3890 
IF CSllCA5tKLI) 5.6,6 CHO~3900 
5 SIlC~5CKL)=O. CHn~3910 
WSJ02:(SIlCAICKL'-SILCASCKl»/OTAU CH033920 

















































































• I. .",." ~ 
- FnR SIJRZ ~ <:.URl 
180 
SLJRROUTINF <:,tIRl Cl.T,P) 
XLN=ALOGCr/?116~?)/?3026 
THETA=T*C .~~5~~6-.0n9444*XLN) 
IF (THFTA-2noo.) '.1. ? 
1 Z = 1. 
GO TO , 
? Z = ?5+.1*TANHITHETA/~nO_-7.1+.4*TANH(THtTA/1000.-7.' 



















- FOR WRl1F,WRITF. SUBROUTtNE WRITE CHD~4220 COM~ON I~LOCKAI (HD~4230 
lABSORP(10) ,ABSC ,ACTENC ,ACTENS ,ACTENV(4,10 1, CHD~4240 
2ASTAR ,CCPC(41 ,CCPG(41 ~lHARPTII01) .CKC(4) , CHD~42~O ~COEFT(4,'0) .CONDC .CONDVC100 1 ,l(')NST(4~1()) ,((')VFRX(100) , (HD~Ifi'60 
4CPAAR ,(PC ,CPV(10('1 ,nIFRFC ,l)MATE'R(lO) t (Hn~4?70 
5 EFCOL( ,EFeOLS ,EF(nLV(4,lO),EMIS(10) ,EMISC , CHD~4?80 6HOFMI 10) iHCOM ,HCOMG ,HSUA .MAT (100) 9 CHD~4290 
7MATOMN ,MATMNE' .MN ,NN ,NNP , CHD~1t300 
8NNSAVF 'H~DIV "NREND ,NRGO ,NST 9 CHD'34'310 
9PARTIN(1011 ,~)HI ,UBYRAD oOCOMFJ ,t1EXTR , CHD~4~20 
lQGPCOM ,OSUBL ,RECPR(l ,REORnc ,REORDS (Hn~4~~O 
2REORDV(4,lOI,RH05Z ,RHOS(~O~' ,RHOCPX(lOl) ,RHOC • CHD~4140 ~RHnv I 10) ,SABL ,SABLC' SDnT' SDOT C CHD~4'~ S 0 
'4SLOPE(lO) ,TMELT(10) ,TSZ 9TS(?O~' ,TRCHAR t CHD~4~60 
SWFZ ,WF(?05) ,XCHAR ,XINtT ,XLEFT(lOl)' CHD~4170 6X~ASS .XMDOTC ,XMDOTD ,XMDOTG ,XMDOT~ , CHD34;80 
7XMODTR ~XMDOTS ,XTOTAL ,XVIRG(lOI) ,XZONt CHD~4390 
COMMON/BLOCKBI CHD~4400 
lALT ,AOFA ,AOFACH ,BETA(20) .8LCOMI20,11), CHD~4410 
2BLDEN(?0,ll)9BlENT(?O,11l,BLTEM(?0,11),BLVEL(?0,]11,ALRN!2Q,11) , CHn~4420 ~BMULT ,.DIST(?Odl) ,FSCOM ,FSGAM ,LENGTH(21), CHD~44~O 
4NDIM ,NTEMP .NTHETA ,NTIME ,PAMA , CHn~4440 
5PSP ,PTOTAL ,OAMA ,QSH()UL' CHD~4450 
6Rt,!O'11> ,REFCOI'A(20.11r 'REFDEN(~O'lU ' CHD~4460 
7REFENT ( 70,11 ) ,REFRN (20,11) • REFTEM (20, III CI-ID'34470 
6RiFVIS(20,11) ,RHOA ,RHOVIS ,RNPERF , CHD~4480 
9RTRAN ,SOFS ,SWEEP ,THETA!lll ,THETSH , (HD~4490 
lTTOTAl ,UA~B ,vrscos ,X(20,11l ,XE0420'll)' CHD~4~OO 2XIA~B ,XISP ,XLTRAN ,XMACH ,XX , CHD~4~1() ~ATE~P .BLVIS(20,11).ZWALL ,PEFPR(?O,11t,HMAX CHDQ4S?0 
COMMON IALOCKCI CHD~45~O 
IBLPRES(20,11) ,COMMAX ,CUTOFF ,F(20,11) • CHn~4~40 
2FLCW{20.lll ,HCONV(20tllldERROR ,JUNCT ,l 9 CHD'34550 
'3N ,NOSECH ,aBACK .,OlONV(20,1l),OGAS(20,111 , CHD34560 
4QMISC ,TIME ,TPqINT ,TWALL(20,11),XIWALL(?O,11). CHD~4ry70 
5XIR(?Odll CHD~4C;AO 
COMMON IALO(K~I rHD~4590 
lALPHA (2 00 I ,AMBP ( 200) ,AMer ( 200) , AMUL T ( 200) ,AXLD ( 200) ,CHD~4600 
2BWTEST ,IATMOS ,IPR ,tPRtNT(?O,lO) , CHn~46l0 
3 I ° ' I X , K K ' r~ E L TN' MEL T L ; C H D ~ 4 6 2 0 
4 MVTEST ,NKK ,NCHARM vNMATlU ,. CHD346~O 
5NMATL ,NMATLD ,NSTRES ,NTBW ,NTIMEI ,CHD34640 6NTI~E2 ,PRINT ,PUT(20) ,QBAC(200) ,OINC(20) ,CHD~4650 
7QINCR ,OM(200) ,QTtI'AE(20) ,QTAALF(6,200) • rHn~4660 
ARPRINC ,ROINC ,RXINC ,T(?OO) ,TRW(200) t CHD~4670 
9TcMP(71 ,TNT(20)· ,TORrBW~200)., CHD~46eo 
ITSINII01) .TT(~OO) ,V(200) 9XINC(20) , CHD34690 
2XINCR ,XTIME(20) ,Z~200J ~ZZ(200) , CHD~4700 
COMMON /ALOCKFI CHD34710 lASTR(20~' ,AXLDEO ,CCOMSC(4) ,(COMSV(4,lO),(EMODC(4) • CHD34720 
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'/ .. "." . , 
.' . 
" .. , 
, 
, ... ···11 ... - ,;:' .w. 
~POROS( ,POR05V(lO) .r~TR1(?O~) 'PSTR?(?O~I ,P5TR1(20S) , CHD~4760 
fd\lN ,RSTRO(;'05) .SHRSTR(20'1) .SSMAX(?O';) ~RAD(2051 CHD~4770 
7.NSLABT CHD~47BO 
COMMON/RlOCKGI. CHD34790 
lOBOLD ,Q,BWTOT ,QCLD(20dOI ,!1C(')LD ,QCONVT(20dO),CHD-.,4800 
?nGAST(?n~lOI ,QGLD(?n,101 ,nGOLD ,QMJSCT ~~MOLD CHD~4AIO 
rnM~ON 18LOrK~/NN1,OCONn(?0~1 rHn~4A?0 
COM~ON/RLnCKP/DrFC(A) ,FROC(4),ERnOF CHn~4~"'0 
COMMON IDACOMI UrpFO(897),t~ERT'MAS(74"NA~W,UPSIT(84),TAUl CHO~4840 
COMMON /NASCOMI CHARRO,AIRM, CHD~4A~0 
lCARBNl(205),CARBN5(20S),SILCAl(205),SILCAS(20S),PYRO(205) 9DEP(20S)CHD34860 
2.HYD(20~I,AERO(2051 ,AERN(205),BURN(205I,WFD(20S), WDEP(205),WSI(20CHD34870 





R,AlLGAS('05) ,GRAFl('O?),GRAF~('O~),~PEED('O~) CHn~49~0 
DI~ENSION RHOR(l),XR(l~,PRHOA(l),RHnU(l) CHO'4940 
EQUIVALENCE (RH05(119),RHOR(11l , (CHARPT(2),XR(1)) CHD34950 
1 t(RHOU<1),RH05(205)) , (PRHOA(l),XVIRG(l)) CHD~4960 
DATA HLAMl/6H LAMIN/tHLAM2/2HAR/,HTURBl/6HTURBUL/,H1URB2/3HENTI CHD14970 
CHD14Q80 
rHP~4990 
PRINT TEMPERATURE. DENSITY, AND GAS PRESSURE DrSTRIBUCHD~5000 
FOR DETAILED DESIGN CHO..,5010 
WRITE (6,1000) rAU1.ITERT CHD35020 
WRITE (6,1015) CHD,5030 
I Spy= 1 CHD~5040 
CONTINUF rHD~5050 
DO 470 T=NNP,l,-l CHn-.,5n60 
IPLUS=l+?O~ rHD~5070 
IF (I-NRFND) 403,40;,400 CH0350BO 
IF (I-NNP) 460,401,401 CHD15090 
JSUB=192 CHD35100 
GO TO 410 CHD~5110 











M= I ' .• ;' CH0'35230 
r,o TO 444 CHI'I,52,40 
RHO=RH05(LT) (HD15250 
M=I-1CHD!5260 
GO TO (445.446).JSPY CHO~5270 
CONT I NUF. tHD35280 
RHODE~RHO-CARBNl(LT)-SILCAl~LT)-GRAFl(LT) . CH015290 
WRITE (6.1016) M,XDUM,TDUM,~COND(LT)'RHO'RHODE,CARBN1(LT),GRA~1(LTCHD'5300 
. I !r;jj 








. ' , 
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, +'. !, .U~.~ • 
1) ,fl I L ( A 1 (L T ) ,p f;l Cd L 1 ) • H1 W T (I T) , c; p r F f) I L T ) r H n ~ 5 ~ l 0 
GO TO 4~O rHn~5~20 
446 CONTINU~ rHn35~30 
WRITE (6-,1022) M,WF (L T) .WfD( L T I ,WDfP(L T I ~WS I (L T I ,WARN (L T) ,AERO( LT )CHD~5~40 
1,AERN(LT),HYD(LTl,PYRO(LT),DEP(LT),!)OX(l T),BURN(LT) ,I\LLGA5(LT) CHD"35350 
450 CONTINUF rHD~5360 
GO TO 470 rHn~~~70 
4~O TDU~=TS(I)-4~q.6q CHn~5~AO 
XDU~=XLFFT(J)-XLFFT(1) CHD~5'90 
GO TO (461.46?l,YSPY rHn~5400 
461 CONTINUF. CHD3;410 
RHO=RHO~(IPLUS) CHD35420 
RHODE=RH05(IPLUS)-CARBNl(II-SIL(Al( Il-GRAF1(I) CHD~5430 
WRITE (6,1016) I,XDUM,TDUM.QCOND(r~,RHO.RHODE.CARBNl(!),GRAFl(I', CHD15440 
15ILCAl( I) ,PRG (t, pFMWT! T) ,c;PEED( J' r.HD~54';0 
GO TO 46; CHD~5460 
467 rONTINU~ rHn~5470 
WRITE (6.1022) I,WF( J),WFD( I),WDFP( l),WSf( r ),WARN( J),AERO(I), CHD354BO 
lAERN( I) .HYDI I) ,PYRO( I) ,DEP( I) .SOX( I) .BURN! J) ,ALLGAS( I) CHD~5490 
463 CONTINUF CHn~5500 
470 CONTINUE CHDi5510 
Gb TO (471t47?),ISPY ·CHD~5~20 
471 ISpy~~ , CHD~5~~O 
WR!TE (6tlO'71) CHD~5~40 
GO TO 392 CHD3555a 
'477 CONTINUF r.HD~5C;60 
1000 FORMAT (1Hl.6H TIME=Fa.?,C;X17HTOTAL ITERATIONS=1611) CHD3S570 
1015 FORMAT(IH017XeHDISTANCE14X9HCONDUCTED7X18H-~------~--------- CHD35580 
1351~-DENSITIES (LBM/FT3'------~~-------2X 8HtNTERNAL/9H NODE FR rHD35590 
~30HOM BACK TEMP HEAT FLUX7~?8HTOTAL DECaMP CARBONCHD15600 
~4X 17HGRAPHITE SILICA 6X~OHPRE~SU~E MOL WT VFLOCITY/9X CHO~5610 
4 4H(IN)6X22H(DEG~) (RTU/FT2-SEC)SQX 9H(LBF/FT2)14XRHIFT/SEC)/) CHD~5620 
1016 FORMAT (lH ,I3,F10.4,F12.2,F15e4,2Xf~Fl].4,fl'.5 oF9o',El'.~) CHD~5630 
1021 FORMAT(IHO,6X=8HGA5 FLOW,3X.12H-------SOURCES AND 5INKS-------- 5XCHD35640 
174H------------------------------------CONCENTRATJONS--------------CHD35650 
2-~---------/15H NODE RATC(LAM/,12X14/i(LBM/NODC-SEC),49XI4H(LBM/FT3CHD35660 
3 VOID)/7X53HFT2-SEC) PYRO DEPO SJ-C INT COMB OXYGEN CHD35670 
4~X27H N pROGEN /IYDROGrN PYRO, 6X, 4HDE' PO, 6 X'HIS r 07X4H8URN6X5HTOTACHD15680 
5L/, I rHn~5690 
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- FOR TB~TEP.TBSTFP 
FUNCTION TBSTEp (TAU1.TIME1.DSTEP,NPTS! 
DIMFNSION TIMFl(l,IIJ)STFP(l' 
1=2 
'3 IF (I-NPTS' 5.5,4 
4 TA~TEP=D~TEP(I-l' 
RETURN 
~ fF (TAU1-TIMI='t(J)) 7.6." 
6 J=I+l 
GO TO 3 



























'''' . ': 
.' \-.. 
FOR OUTPUT,OUTPUT 
SUAROUTINf OUTPUT (MTO) CHO~5Q70 
CQMMON IALOCKAI CHD~5880 
1ABSORP(10) tABSC .A~TENC .ACTENS .ACTENV(4.10), CHD35890 
2BSTAR .CCPC(4) .CCPG(4) ,tHARPT(lOl) ,CKC(4) • CHD35qOO 
3COEFT(4~10) ,(ONDC .CONDVllOO) ,tONST(4'lO) .COVERX(lOO) • CHD'35910 
4CP8AR .CPC .CPV(lOO) .OJFREC ,UMATER(10l, CHD15920 
5EFCOlC .EFCOLS ,EFCOLVC4.10),EMIS(10) .EMISC • CHD15930 
6HOFM ( 10) oHCOM .HCOMG ,HSUB oMAT ( 100) ,CHD~5940 
7MATOMN oMATMNf ,MN ,NN ,NNP • rHn35950 
8NNSAVE .NRDIV "NREND .NRGO .NST • (HD~5960 
9PARTIN(101) ~~HI ,QBYRAO ,OCOMB .QEXTR • CHD~5970 
1QGPCOM ,QSUBL .RECPRO ,REORPe.REORDS • CHD35980 
2REORDV(4.10),RH05Z .RH05(30S1 .RHOCPX(lOlJ .RHOC , CHD~5990 
'3RHOV(lO) ,SABL .SABLC .SOOT ,SOOTC • CHO~6000 
4Sl0PE(10) .TMfLT(lO) ,TSl ,TS(!05) .TRCHAR , CHD~6010 
5WFl ,WFI20S) .XCHAR ,XINIT .XLEfT(101) , CHD~6020 
6XMA55 .XMOOTC ~XMDOTD ,XMOOTG ,XMOOTL , CH036030 
7XMDOTR ,XMOOTS ,XTOTAL ,XVIRG(101' ,XlONE CHO~6040 
COMMON/BLOCKCI CHO~6050 
IBLPRES(20.11) ,COMMAX .CUTOFF ,F(20.11' ,CHD36060 
·2FLOWI?Oo11) .HCONVI?O.11).IERROR ,JUNCT.l • CHD~6070 
3N .NOSECH .QBACK .QtoNV(20~11',QGAS(20,11J , CHD~60BO 
4QMISC ,TIME .TPRiNT ,TWALLC?O,11),XIWALl(20.11'. CHD~6090 
5 X IFf( ,. () • 1 1 , rH I')'lj 61 00 
COMMON/BLOCKR/DIFC(4).EROC(41,ERODE CHO~6110 











WRITE (6.1049) CHD~6230 
DO 10 J c 1.MTO CHD'36240 
WRITE (6.1050) I CHD~6250 
WRiT~ (6.1051) CHD,6260 
WRlt~ ~6.1052' ACTENV( t ,1\hACTENV( I ,2J ,ErCOl.V' 1.1' .~F~OLV( 1,2', CH0362-'O 
lREO~DV(J,1',REORDV(I.2' CHD~6l~O 
WRITE (6.1053' HOFM(I' CHD36290 
WRITEI6.1054' (COEFT(I.JJ.J.l.4,,~CONST(J.J',J=1.4) CHD36300 
WRITEI6.10Sfd t:MIS( I) .ABSORPI I' ,RHOV( I' ,SLOPEI:' . CHD'6310 
10 CONTINUE CH036320 
WRITE 16.1056' ., CHD~&3'30 
WRITF (6 ~ 1057) rHO~6340 
WRITE (6.1052' A'TENC.ACTENS.EFCOLC,EfCOLS,REORDCeREORDS CHO~6350 
WRITE (6.1058) HCOM· CHP36360 
WRITE (6.1060' HSUB CH016370 
WRITE (6,1061' EMISC.ABSC,RHOC,TRCHAR CHD36380 
WRlTE (6,1062' 'HARRO CHD3639b 
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WRITE (6.1064) (CCPG(JI.J-=1.4) CHD~6410 
WRtTE(6'106~) HCOMG CHD~64?0 
WRITE (6.1066) CHD~6430 
WRJTE(6,1067) CARTS,RHOTS,SILTS CHD~6440 
WRITE (6,l06e) PORT.PERT1,PERT2 CHD16450 
WRITE (6.1069) VISCO,VISCON CHD36460 
WRITE (6.10701 DCOCM.DCODPtDCON.DCOO,OCOPV,OCOSI CHD36410 
WRITE (6,1011) BSTAR,(DlfC(J~,J.1.4) CHD~6480 
WRTTE (6.1072) QSI,OnFP (Hn~6490 
WRITE (6.]013) BF,AF.REO CHD~6500 
WRITE (6.1074) SILICA CHP~6510 
WRITE (6.1075) ~X(1).CX(4),CX(2).CX(5).tX(3',CX(61 CHD36520 
1049 FORMAT (lHO.IOX.~9HMATERiAL PROPERTIES OF VIRGIN MATERIALS) CHD~6530 
1050 FORMAT (lHOtl4X.11HMATERIAL (,I?.lH)). CHD~6540 
1051 FORMAT (IHO,59XIOHfIRST REAC.6XIIHSECOND REAt, CHD36550 
1052 FO~MAT (]H ,24X.28HACTIVATION TEMPERATURE.DEG R ,6X.flO.l.6X,flOelCHD36560 
1 125X.25HCOLLtSION FREOUENCV,l/SEC .9X,E14.6.E16.6 CHD~6570 
21?~X'14HREACfION ORDER.20X.flO.4.6X.FlO.1' . CHD365BO 
1053 FORMAT (lHO.24X~Z9HHEAT OF OECOMPOSITION,BTU/LBM.5X.F10.Z1 . CH036590 
1054 FORMAT (lHO'24X,27HSPECIfIC HEAT,BTU/LBM-DlG R .7X.1H(EIO.4.3H)+CH036600 
1(.EIO.4,4HIT+(.E10.4.7HIT**2+(.EIO.4.5H,T**3/25X.34HCONDUCTIVITV.BCHD36610 
2TU-IN/FT2-SEC-DEG R ,lH(EIO.4,3H)+(,EIO.~.4H'T+(,~lQo4,1H'T*.2+(, CHD36620 
3EIO.4,5H)T**3) CHD36630 
lO~5 FORMAT (lHO'24X.I0HEMISSIVITy.24X'FIO.4/25X12HABSOR~JIVITY'22X. CHD~6640 
IFI004125X15HOEN&ITY'LaM/FT3.19X,fI0.2J2~X34HtRANSPIRATION FACTOR fCH036650 
2A8L GASES) ,FIO.4) CH016660 
1056 fORMAT (lHO/10X31HMArER1.AL PROpERTIES OF THE CHARI CHD~6690 
1057 FORMAT (lHO.53X,19HCOMBUSTION REACTION.3X,16HCHAR SUBLIMATION) CHD~6700 
105S FORM~T (lHO,24X'26HHEAT OF COMBUSTION,BTU/LBM,8X,FIOo2' CHD~6710 
1060 FORMAT (IH ,24X,27HHEAT OF SUBLI~ATION,aTU/lBM'1X'FIO.2' tHD36720 
1061 FORMAT (lHO.24X'10HEMISSIVITY'24X.FIOo4/25X12HAaSORPT~VITY,22X, CHD~6730 
IFlO.4/n5X15~DENSITY.LBM/FT3.19X'FIO.2/2~X34HTRANSPIRATION FACTOR (CHP~6740 
2CHAR (i/~C;F'S' .FIO.4) . ("Hn~6150 
1062 FORMAT (lHO,24X,38HPENSITV OF THE CARBON IN CHAR,LBM/fT3 ,F1,2' CHD36760 
1063 FORMAT (}t:O/lOX23HABLATJON GAS PROPERTIES' CHD~6770 
1064 FORMAT (lHQ.24X.27HSPECJF!C HEAT,BTU/lBM-OEG R .1X,lH(EIO.4,3H'+CHP36780 
1(,EI0.4.4H)Tt(,E10.4~1H'T*.2+(.EI0.4,5H'T**1'· CHP16790 
lO~,5 FORMAT (IH '24X'30H~:EAT Of GAS COMBUSTION,BTU/LBM"4X.f~O.2r CHD~680Q 
1066 FORMAT (lHO/IOXlSHOTHER CONSTANTS) CHD~6810 
1067 FORMAT (lHO,24X34HTHEORETICAL CARBON DENSITY,LBM/FT3,flO.21 CHD36820 
125X,34HTHEORETICAL VIRGIN OENStTV.LBM/fT3,F10a21 CHO~6B30 
225X.34HTHEORETICAL SI~'CA DENSITY'L8M/fT3.Fio~2' CHO~~S40 
106B FOR~AT (lHO,24X"lBHREfERf;NCE POROSITY,16X.flOo41 CHD36850 
125X,34HREFERENCE VISCOUS PERMEABILITY,FT2.E14.6/ CHD36860 
225X,1SHREfERENCE INERTIAL. PfRMEABiLITY,fT ,EI3.6) CHP16870 
106~ fORMAT (lHO,24X.30HREFERENCE VISCOSnY'I.BM/fT~SEC'E14 .. 61 'CHD3~~60 
1~5X,34HREfERENCE TEMPERATURE FOR VISC.,R ,fl~.2J CHD3689Q 
1070 ,ORMAT (lHOe14X.34HSURFACE DIffUSION CON5TANT,fT2/Sf;CI CHD36900 
~5X,15HCARaON MONOXIDE.19X,E14,61 CHri~6910 
2t6X.32HDEPOSITION GAS (EXCEPT HYDROG~N"2X,E14.61 CHP36920 
'25X,8HNJTROGEN,26X.E14.61 CHD~6930 
425X,~HOXYGEN ,26X.E14.61 CHP,6940 
525X97HMETHANE,27X,E14.6/ CHD36950 
625X~16HSIlICON MONOXIDE,18x,E14.6' CHP16960 
1071 FORMAT (lHO/25X. 17HaLOWlNG PARAMETER.17XFIO,4/25X. CHD'~970 
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129HDIfFUSION REDUCTION PARA~ETER.5XIH(EI0.403H)+(.~10.4.6H)ETA+(, CHD3698tl 
2F.I0.4.9H'ETA**2+(,FlOo4.7H'FTA**~~ CHn~6990 
"1072 FORMAT (25X.32HHEAT OF REACTION. SI02-C.BTU/LBM.2XFIO.21 CHD~1000 
125X~39HHEAT OF REACTION. C DEPOSITION. BTU/LBM,fe.2) CHD37010 
1013 FORMAT (lHO.14X,32HSILICA-CARBON REACTlON CONSTANTSI CHD31020 
1 25X,28HACTIVATION TEMPERAT~~E.DEG R ,6X.FIO.ll CHD31030 
2 25X,25HCOllISION FREQUENCY,l/SEC ~9X,E14.6 CHD37040 
~/25X'14HREACTION ORDER.20X,F10.4) ~HD'7050 
1074 FORMAT (lHO.24X,38HSILICA DENSITY IN JNITJAL CHAR,LBM/FT1. Fe.2) C~O'1060 
1075 FORMAT (lHO'1~X~36HCARBON DEPOSITION REACTION CONSTANTSI CHD37070 
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